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PREFACE
ECN in ret rospect and in; prospect :I Eei hVi l ters
This is the second vot il ific-Of t ithth e6D' Used-iif Th e Uh fCa r Kirigdom
Environmental Ch bnge Network itt q l 1) .`1.W Cej-h i-d" publ icat ion of ihe
first, ° " terrestriaftPrtit9r915.-0 31}(C5. 4 .1-ane .
continued to evo lye and has groX2in stronger thrdqgh expe rience .1i
However, it is st ill useful to look b ack at its earlyr stages, the ,1j
ra tionale and coniext , and to loot . for ward — whai; are the trend s 46(1
Evolut ion of ECN
cha llenges?
The need for long -term ecological information was recogn ised
within the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) in its
review of 'Biological Surveillance' in marine, fre shwater and
terrestr ial environments in the 1970 s (NERC 1976). The Working
Partie s wh ich carried out the review considered that :
"Surve ih ance implies not only measurement and de tection of
change but also it s understand ing and interpre ta tion and the
deve lopment of a capacity for predicting likely future change . It
cannot be considered in isolatio n bu t must be acco mpanied by
physic al and chemical observa tion and by basic ecolog ical and
phys io log ical research" .
This overa ll vie w (which included survey as we ll as monitoring) and
many of the current feature s of ECN were envisaged by the Working
Parties. The main recommendations of the review were limited :
• estab lish a standing committee to review progre ss ;
• cons ider co-ordination ;
• organise seminars every 3- 5 years.
However the Freshwater Working Par ty envisaged a centra l co-
ordinating group suppor ted j oint ly by NERC , the Departme nt of the
Environment (DOE, now part of the Department of the
Environment , Transport and the Regions (DETR)) and the Nat ional
Water Council, wh ilst the Terrestr ial Working Party recommended
that exist ing sur ve illance schemes be "encouraged to use common
sites" and that "a ne twork might later be developed fro m these
sites." In practice , many of the features sub sequent ly incorporated
into ECN were envisaged in the 1976 report ; it j ust took time !
Monitoring was an unfashionable word in the 1980s. It was
assoc iated with rout ine , unscientific obser vation s wh ich contr ibuted
litt le to the understa nding of environmental change . _In many cases
it was independent of re sea rch desig ned to de te rm ine causal
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relat ionships and to predict 'future condi tions. Recognition of the
lack of long-term informati on on the state of our environment
which is rigorous, comprehensive and quant itati ve has come to the
fore, precipitated by concerns such as loss of biodiversity ,
w idespread pol luti on and predictions of cl imate change. The
cr it ical observations of stratospheri c ozone and atmospheric carbon
dioxi de levels, obtained through the persistence of individual
scienti sts, added great weight to the argument for sustained long-
term observations.
The need for data on long-term change was the maj or motivating
force behind the formation of ECN. A f urther key factor was the
recognition that many di f ferent organisati ons, for very di ff erent
reasons, have well -established f ield stations or sites at which
independent observations and experiments were being made.
Could the various organisati ons col laborate to provide sites which,
together, would form a national network capable of sampl ing the
main UK environments with minimal costs? Could adaptation and
co-ordi nation of existing observati ons provide an integrated
moni tor ing system which would detect and lead to an
understanding of change? Could the links between research and
moni tor ing be strengthened by use of si tes for both purposes?
These questions were addressed by an inter-agency Worki ng Group
led by NERC in 1988- 89, resulting, fi nally, in the establishment of
ECN in 1992.
A key principle, which was central to ECN from its inception, was
the concept of integrated moni tori ng. Many proj ects are concerned
with detecting long-term change in part icular aspects of the
envi ronment (eg water quali ty , acid rain, or ozone) or wi th
parti cular groups of organisms (eg f ish, plankton or macrophytes),
or w ith particular processes (eg greenhouse gas emission or
sedimentation). However, these represent only parts of the
environment and its component ecosystems. Integrated monitor ing
is the measurement of related biotic and abiot ic components, co-
ordinated in time and "When based on an interconnected picture of
the environment and the biosphere (through the notion of
biogeochemical cycling of trace substances, for example), the
moni tor ing system is likely to be much more responsive to
detect ing surprises than if it consisted of several disconnected
components (an air monitoring network ; a water qual ity network ,
etc)." Such integrated (or multimedia) systems have been planned
for various sites and networks (eg Santolucito 1991). However, the
only comprehensive network in which the concept has been
implemented is the Integrated Moni tor ing Programme of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-ECE 1993) which
focused on forest catchments, recognising the interaction between
terrestr ial and f reshwater systems.
In ECN the init ial concentration on terrestrial sites was successful in
gett ing agreement between nine government departments and
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Future developments
agenc ies to support the co-ordinate d measurements at their
individua l sites, and to contribute the data to a central da tabase
funded mainly by NERC. This major ach ievement has been
followed by the expans ion of the ne twork into fre shwater sites,
now numbering 42 (26 rive rs, 16 lakes) suppo rted by six agencies.
The larger numbe r of freshwater sites, as compared with terre strial
sites (now 12) re fl ects the prior ex istence of more long-term
monitoring programmes at fre shwater sites. For example ECN is
able to make use of sites from programmes sponsored by the
DETR,  viz .  the 1-1armonised Mo nitoring Scheme ' network
established in 1974 , and the 'Acid Waters Monitoring Network '
established in 1988.
The est ablishment of the network of sites is one step; de fining the
variable s and measure ment method s needed to cover the range of
system components is another matter . This has required
considerable effort by members of the ECN Freshwater Working
Group , in consulta tio n with many other scientists . The existing
experie nce of monitor ing accrued by the water authorities, and
focused mainly on me asurement of ph ysical and chemical
variab les using well-sta ndardised methods and qu ality control , has
been of considerable va lue . The options for monitor ing biological
variables or indicators are much greater and it has been necessary
to make compromises in the final selec tion of measurements to
make feasible the opera tio n of the network. However, there is a
clear logic in the selec tion of interconnected driving, sta te , and
response variables wh ich will allo w te sting of relatio nsh ips,
Selection prob lems were addre sse d by drawing on the experience
of sectoral monitoring programme s, on the bread th of eco logical
kno wledge available to the ECN Freshwater Working Group, and
from schemes such as RIV PACs (Wright  et al.  1993) which allows
the state of the water and its biological community to be indicated
through ana lysis of its invertebrate composition.
The measurements are now in progress, a comprehensive data set
is beginning to accumulate acro ss the network , and quality con trol
systems are in place . The pub lication of these fre shw ater
pro tocols, following those pub lished for terre strial sites , is part of
the process of da ta qua lity assurance and is desig ned to pro vide
de tailed, citab le background informat ion for anyone us ing ECN
data. It also increases the opportunity for a wider debate on the
techno logy of integrated monitoring, as well as pro viding
ass istance to others who may be setti ng up monitoring networks.
ECN has come a long way sinc e the plant ing of ideas in 1976,
their ge rminatio n in 1986, and the establ ishm ent of the ne two rk in
1992. It is now in what an ecologist would regard as the early
stages of succession. What of the future? We know that the
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system is not perfect, but it has already show n the essent ial capacity
to evolve . Some of the adaptations which are likely to occur are :
• a pe riod of stability allowing accumulation of suff icient data to
test the va lue of indiv idual variab les and to compare respo nses
acro ss the ne twork;
• te sting of a few other variable s for possible addition to the suite
of observations, although optio ns for expans ion are limited by
support costs;
• a small and gradua l increase in the num ber of terre str ial sites to
improve the environmental and land use coverage of the
ne twork;
• increased inte raction with sec toral monitoring proj ects wh ich
provide for wid er geograph ical assessment of change s in
individua l components ;
• fur ther analysis of past data from individua l sites to enhance the
time series, de fine va riab ility, and explore responses to
env ironmenta l variation;
• enhancing the links be tween the fre shwater and terrestr ia l
components of ECN;
• deve lopment of a ' rapid respo nse procedure to cap italise on the
existence of the netw ork in the event of extreme environ me ntal
events;
• focusing resu lts from na tio na l resea rch programmes, poss ibly as
scenarios, to provide hypotheses and te st the distribut ion of
changes that are occurr ing or likely to occur acros s the netw ork ;
• increased connection with European and globa l monitoring
sy stems.
The individual sites and their operation are the critical piece s of the
ECN j igsaw (it is the capabilit ies and dedication of the site resea rchers
on which the ne twork depends — but it is the information fro m the
netw ork as a whole wh ich is the instrument for de tection of change ).
One of the most important capac itie s of the network is to explore the
extent to which changes detected at one site are ob served at othe rs ;
are the changes natio nal, regional or merely loca l'? It is here that the
links with other ne tworks and resea rch programmes have great
po te nt ia l.
Thus ECN is on ly pa rt of the system needed to de tect and understand
environmental change and its consequences in the UK. It repre se nts
the intensive, fine-scale le vel of resolution at which variable s are
measured continuously or at sho rt time interva ls . This ident ifies one
of the limitations of ECN, name ly, the small number and non-ra ndom
distribution of sites, a feature which limits the extrapolat ion of results.
How ever, ECN does not function in isolat ion — it is linked to the
various sectoral observing syste ms and, in pa rticu lar, to the national
ne tworks invo lved in the rout ine monitoring of water quality and
quantity by the UK 's Environmental Protect ion Agencies . It is also
linked to the Co untryside Survey (Barr  et at  1993) which inc ludes
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Professor O.W. Heal
Form erly C hairman, ECN Steer ing Com mittee
fre shwater obser vations and represents a large r, more exte nsive ,
stratified sampling system with observations made at 5- 10 year
interva ls. A Land Cover Map (Fuller, Groo m & Jo nes 1994)
pro vides complete cove r of Great Brita in, obtained fro m satellite
imagery , with the option of freque nt ob servation, but has limited
value for detecting freshwater changes. As with ECN's terrestrial
sites, the various intensive catch ment studies of NERC and other
inst itutes and univers ities provide the detailed understanding of the
dy namics and controls of processes necessary to interpret
observa tio ns made with in the fre shw ater component of ECN. The
combination of these four leve ls of resolution prov ides GB with a
strateg ic monitoring design wh ich is po ssib ly the most complete
system in the world.
At a time when major effor ts are be ing made by internationa l
organisations to develop sy stems to de tect changes over larger
areas, the increasing strength of the European Envi ronment Agency
(EEA) provides one of several wider contexts for information
generated by ECN. It may be significan t that the fi rst EEA
Environmental Monograph was an assessment of the state of
European rivers and lakes (Kristensen & Hansen 1994) . Such
assessments, as well as those by UK gove rnment, depend on the
quality and availab ility of data from systems like ECN. The same
applies to the emerging Glo bal Ob ser ving Syste ms, the hierarchical
strategy of which involves the col lec tion of re liable , repre sentative ,
long-term data from the world ' s land and fre shwater ecosy ste ms and
which will provide long- term information on the state of the
env ironment.
Finally , it is a pleasure to acknowledge the contribut ion of so many
peop le and organisations to the establishment and operation of
ECN, and in particular to the publ ica tion of this handbook of
protocols . Specia l thanks go to : Ivan Heaney (Chairman); to
members of the ECN Freshwater Working Group and its successor
the Statistical and Technica l Advisory Group, for their persistence in
a long and difficult exercise ; to Mike Sykes, Terry Parr and members
of the ECN Central Co-ord ination Unit for their contribution to the
co lla tion of data , quality contro l and to the wr iting and ed iting of
the protocols; to the unsung site researchers whose test ing and
experience in implementing the protocols have been cruc ial; and to
the Departments and Agenc ies without whose visionary
commitment ECN wo uld not have been pos sib le.
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Chapter 1 IN TRODUCTION
Monitoring environmental changes
The occurrence of far-reaching changes in the earth ' s environment
is now well-recognised by scientists, polit icians and public , and th is
recognition has genera ted a grow ing na tio na l and inte rnational
interest in detecting and monitoring environmental changes. At the
global sca le these changes are caused by largely man-induced
changes in climate , atmos phe ric composition and land use
(Interna tional Geosphere-Biosphe re Prog ramme 199 2), factors
which also opera te at regional and na tio nal scales where they are
often exacerbated , or occasionally mit igated , by local factors .
Internatio na l effort s to obtain reliable infor mation on the respo nses
of na tura l and managed ecosyste ms to global environmenta l
changes have burgeoned during the la st decade and have resu lted
in the involvement of many organisations and their assoc iated actual
or planned ne tw orks.
There is a grow ing moveme nt towards harmon ised moni toring
wh ich, wh ilst it may be carried out by diffe rent org anisations,
produces re liable da ta , capab le of compariso n and in teg ra tion at
both na tio na l and international leve ls . The national environmental
data re source is concentra ted in da tabases and Geog raph ic
Inform ation Systems (G IS) at designated Env ironmental Data
Centres. Contributio ns are made from UK environmental
monitoring programmes to international prog rammes such as the
UN-ECE' s Interna tiona l Co-operative Programme on Integra ted
Monitoring of Air Pol lution Effec ts on Ecosyte ms (IM P), and the
United Nations Environment Programme' s Globa l Environmental
Monitoring System (GEMS) and Global Resources Information
Database (GRID).
Environmental monitoring in the UK
The UK has a long history of environmental monitoring, sam pling
be ing carr ied out by a multiplic ity of organisa tio ns for a wide
variety of purposes. The maj ority of this monitoring is designed to
ensure that there is compliance with polic ies of environmental
regulation set out in internationa l, national and local agreements. In
addition, monitoring pro vides infor matio n on the effect iveness of
polic ies already be ing implemented and may lead to pro posals fo r
new or mod ified po lic ies or actio ns, especially where early
warnings of environmental changes have been recog nised. Finally
monitoring is concerned w ith the measureme nt of background
levels and the pro vision of benchmark data for research and policy
purpo ses, as we ll as w ith re -assuring the public .
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Most UK environ mental monitoring is de -centra lised , the maj ority
of sampl ing be ing carr ied out by local go vern ment , othe r publ ic
sec tor bodies inc luding inspectora te s, individua l factor ies and at
both central Governme nt and othe r research laboratories. Most
mon itoring is also sectora l, in the sense that part icular monitoring
sy ste ms have been devised and deve loped to re late to a part icular
sector of the environment . Various central UK Government
departments have responsibilities in the areas of , for example , air
quality , water, land, soil, natura l resources, fl ora and fauna. There
is co-ord ination of monitoring pro grammes within sec tors, (eg air
qua lity monitor ing networks), and also across sec tors where th is
appro ach is necessary, (eg monito ring radioactiv ity in air, dr inking
wate r, the sea , and in agricultura l produc ts).
No n-governm ental organisations play an importa nt role in
env ironmental monitoring ; they of ten opt imise the involvement of
the large poo l of available amate ur exper tise and inform the pub lic
of environmental changes wh ich are taking place .
Monitoring freshwaters in the UK
Freshwater ecolog ists in the UK have long recognised the va lue of
multi-d isciplinary , long-term resea rch and monitoring. The first
comprehensive study of change in the lakes in the English Lake
Distr ict was cond ucted by W.I-I. Pearsall between 19 13 and 1928
(Pearsall 1930, 1932). A few years later, the Freshwater Biological
Assoc iat ion (F BA) was established on the shores of Windermere
and it implemented a comprehens ive lake survey progra mme
using methods wh ich have changed very lit tle over the years (Lund
& Tatt ing 1957 ; Macan 1984). Elsewhere in the UK. several
un iversity rese arch grou ps deve loped an interest in fre shwater
ecology and started a nu mber of shorter-term surveys on rivers and
reservoirs as well as on natural lakes. In the 1950s, one of the
most product ive groups was that led by W. D. Slack at Loch
Lomond (Slack 1957). Severa l other university group s were set up
in the 1960 ' s, the most infl uential be ing those based at the
Un iversity of Liverpool (see Hynes & C`ada)/ 1985) and the London
University co lleges (see Duncan 1990 ). Much of the work done in
London was centred on the Thame s reservo irs where the
Metropolitan Water Board was respons ible fo r deve loping new
methods and mode ls (Ridley 1970 ; Steele 1972). Another
sig nificant infl uence in the 1970s was the research group
established by the Internationa l Biological Programme on Loch
Leven, Kinross (Morgan 1974). Most of the university research
group s establi shed du ring th is pe riod have now been dispersed
but the work at Loch Le ven cont inued and the site is now part of
the ECN.
A ll e ff luent discharges in to groundwater , inland and coastal waters
in the UK require the consent of a regulatory authority. In England
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and Wales the Envi ronment Agency (EA) is the responsible
agency and it maintains publ ic registers containing information
about water quali ty , discharge consents, authorisations and
monitor ing. Simi lar arrangements apply in Scotland and in
Northern Ireland, where control is exercised respecti vely by the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and the
Environment and Heri tage Service. A ll standing waters used for
publi c water supply are monitored at regular intervals by the
Water Companies and a large number of ri ver sites are now
monitored systematically by the statutory authori ties. The most
comprehensive f reshwater monitoring programme in the UK is
the Harmonised M onitori ng Scheme (Simpson 1980). This
operati onal scheme was establ ished in 1974 to co-ordinate the
collecti on of ri ver water quali ty data throughout Bri tain and has
recentl y evolved to include a separate sampl ing programme for
Scotland.
T he Environmental Change N etwork
The need for a general-purpose netw ork designed for long-term,
integrated environmental monitor ing in the UK, especially in
relation to current or future maj or anthropogenically induced
factors, has been emphasised on numerous occasions and has
eventually led to the formation of ECN (Tinker 1994). As early
as 1976 a NERC Work ing Party on Biological Surveillance (NERC
1976) had noted the need for detai led surveil lance at a limited
number of sites with the obj ecti ve of observing natural changes
on a year-to-year and long-term basis. It was suggested that
protected areas and sites with intensive research programmes or
where substantial informat ion was already avai lable should be
used for thi s purpose. Almost a decade later a House of Lords
Select Commi ttee on Science and Technology recommended that
the effects of agricultural practices should be monitored by 'a
small and highly selective network of proj ects... to give early
warning of environmental consequences' (HM SO 1984).
As a consequence of these recommendati ons and a wide
recogni tion in the scientif ic community of the need for a
network which would meet the requirements of envi ronmental
change research and monitoring, NERC undertook, in 1986, to
consult government depart ments and research organisations
primari ly concerned with agricul ture and the envi ronment to
explore the sett ing up of such a network . A Working Group on
long-term reference si tes was set up which produced a series of
recommendations for the establishment of a nati onal network of
sites which would meet the requirements of dif ferent interested
organisations (NERC 1986). These recommendati ons were taken
up and put into ef fect by a consort ium of agencies which agreed
to contribute to the operat ion of the network, which became the
UK Environmental Change Network .
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ECN objectives
The rationale for proposing a network of sites is summarised by Heal
( 199 1), as follows:
1. Study sites are an essential compone nt of ecolog ical resea rch.
To answer quest ions on change s in the environ ment, we
need site s which represent the main environmenta l,
ecolog ica l and management variations in the UK. Whi le
studies of some individua l topics will requ ire other sites with
part icular characterist ics, a 'core ' network wil l provide the
oppor tunity to use existing information on the re lated topics.
2. Long- term studies are required to monitor changes external to
the system wh ich take place gradua lly or at infrequent
interva ls . Respon ses to those changes may occur th rough
species or processes wh ich have a slow turnover time , or
through a ser ies of linked short-term events, the resu lts of
which are only apparent in a long-term study .
3. In addition to de layed and ser ial responses. it is also
necessary to dist inguish betwee n the different factors wh ich
cause, or inte ract to cause , change . For these reaso ns it is
importa nt to have sites with integrated or multi-media
monitoring and to carry out both ob servat ional and
exper imenta l research.
4. The scie nt ific case for a network of long-term study sites in
the UK is stro ng . Inform ation on environmental changes and
on the ir conseque nces is a serious need in go vern me nt. By
concentrating on estab lished sites, the cost of creating such a
ne twork can be kept to a min imum.
The objectives of ECN are as follows :
To obta in unifor m and comparable long- term data set s at
selected sites by means of measurement at regular interva ls of
variables ide ntified as be ing of major environmenta l
im por ta nce .
To provide for the integra tio n and analysis of these data sets
so as to ident ify environme ntal changes and to improve
under sta nding of the causes of such changes.
To make these long-term data set s available as a basis for
research and for the predict ion of poss ible future change s.
To provide, for research purpo ses , a range of repre sentat ive
sites where there is good instrumentation and reliab le
environmental info rmat ion.
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ECN design
The ECN aims to monitor changes in selec ted biota in addition to
the phys ical and chemical environ ment. The pro gramme thus
fa lls within the defi nition of 'eco log ical moni toring' (Hinds 1984).
It is not surprising, therefore , that the design of the ECN has
encountered the prob lems which the author ident if ies as needing
to be overcome in successful ecologic al monitor ing designs and
wh ich can be su mmarised as:
selecting and quantifying specific ent ities within the
continuous spatial and tempora l fl ux ;
specifying appropriate replication standards in a world that is
full of unique place s;
expense .
The need for long-term observa tio ns in ecolog y has been set out
by Likens ( 1983) and Strayer  et al .  ( 1986) and summarised by
Woiwod ( 199 1), who also discusses the scientific , politica l and
persona l prob lems assoc iated w ith long-term expe riments and
observations. The problems of susta in ing a long- term programme
such as ECN are exacerba ted to so me extent by the participatio n
of many organisat ions, all of which have different objectives, are
publicly funded, and which are unab le to commit funds for more
than 3- 5 years in advance. Neverthe less it was be lieved that the
programme could be susta ined if it was not too ambitious, had a
well-de fined conce pt and organisa tion , was able to operate
successfully within agreed targe t budge ts , and if the network as a
whole provided added va lue to the indiv idua l contr ibutions of
spo nsoring agenc ies. The initia l ste ps to be taken were as
follows:
Select a ser ies of variab les related to climate , pollution and
land use , changes in which would dr ive the states of a
second set of r`e sponse ' variables. Both dr iving and
response variables should be inte rpre table, informative ,
comparable and repeatable be tween site s and times, and
response variab les shou ld be sens it ive to changes in the
driv ing variab les . Within these const raints they should also ,
where poss ible, be simple and che ap and avo id labour-
inte nsive operations. The variab les shou ld be selec ted so as
to be measurable at each of a ser ies of sites which may have
a wide range of cond itions .
2 Establish agreed , str ict and clear pro tocols for the sampling
and recording system to be used for measuring each
variable, for chemical ana lysis whe re nece ssary, and for
quality control and assurance of the data .
3 Establish methods for managing and storing the data .
Developm ent of t he network
Site select ion
Although ECN was conceived of as a programme covering a wide
range of natural, semi-natura l and managed terre str ial ecosystems as
well as fre shw aters, the need for urgent implementatio n of the
prog ramme led to the adopt ion of a ste p-b y-ste p approach to
netw ork estab lishment . It was decided that atte ntion wo uld fi rst be
focused on sett ing up a network of terre str ial sites, to be followed
as soon as poss ible by a para lle l and linked network of fre shw ater
sites, wh ich would include rive rs and lakes. Each contributing
agency agreed to prov ide one or more sites and the resources to
carry out an agreed suite of ECN measurements, or to provide
equ ivalent resources to su ppo rt the ge nera l operation of the
ne twork. A list of current contributors is provided in Table 1 (page
40 ); it includes agenc ies respo nsible for both the freshwater and
terre str ial site s. Additiona l information on the cont ributing agencies
is pro vided in Chapter 5 (page 13 1).
Criteria for selection of ECN Freshwater sites are :
a wide geogt•aphical spread, with a range of bo th upland and
lowland catch ments;
known anthropogenic infl uences with site catchmen ts having a
known history of past change ;
preferab ly already monitored for a wide range of determinands;
adequate size, in terms of fl ow or residence time, to have the
capacity to respond to and integrate change s in the ir
catchme nts.
It was recognised from the out set that it would be difficult to obtain
abso lute guarantees of long-term financial security and, as with the
terre str ial sites, participating agencies could only be asked to state
their fi rm intention of continuing suppor t for a target number of
years. Physica l security, from the point of view of continuity of
catchment land use practices, would also be diffi cult to achieve ; it
was inevitable that periodic disrupt ions such as afforestation and
clear-felling would continue where forestry was the main land use .
The main dr ivers of change in fre shw aters were expected to be the
same as those at terrestrial sites, (ie climate , pollutants and land use),
and the quest ion of whether the network sho uld be conce rned with
only clean or only polluted waters was conside red. It was conc luded
that there should be a spread of qua lit ies wh ich might allow the
effects of the removal or addition of impacts to be stud ied.
Pragmatism, and the need to mee t the crite ria outlined above,
demanded that for the most part site s where monito ring was already
in place shou ld be used in the network and the select ion was made
accordingly from sites offered by spo nsoring organisat ions.
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Variable select ion
There are currently 42 freshwater sites in ECN (Figure I , page 17) .
two of which are joint terrestria l and freshw ater sites. The
distr ibution of the freshwater sites is currently being examined in
re lation to the main patterns of environmental variat ion across the UK
and is expected to show that they are reasonably representative of
the main landscape types. The sites have not been analysed in
re lat ion to climate , and at pre sent there is no standa rdised method for
meteorological recording at ECN freshwater sites, although it is
antic ipated that such routine recording wil l eve ntually be
incorporated in the pro gramme .
Var iables were selected because they may indicate the po ss ible
causes and consequences of environme nta l change in the aquat ic
environment . The ca use s of such change embrace chang ing
climate , land use and industrial, urban and agricul tura l po llut ion.
Aquatic systems can be conside red to consist of 'maste r variables '
which are common to all fre shwaters and include te mpera ture , pH ,
major ions, oxygen concentration and transparency. Changes in
these may sign ificantly affect the system as a whole . Other
variab les main ly measure chemica l concent rations, which are
suscept ib le to changing inputs and biogeochemical processes, and
biolog ical components refl ecting the overa ll water quality.
Just ifi cat ion for select ion of variables
I  .  Master Var iables
Tempera tu re Fundame ntal phys ical pro perty of water. Infl uences
biogeochemical processes. Major variable in climate
change stud ies.
p H Measures hyd rogen ion conce ntration of wate rs . Sho rt-
term shifts fro m air equilibrium va lues ca n be caused
by deplet ion of carbo n dioxide by plant grow th and
imbalances in the respiratio n rate of living
organisat ions; long-ter m reductio ns in pH are re lated
principally to increasing ac idifica tion.
O xygen Re leased into water by photosynthet ic processes and
consumed by resp iration and chemica l oxidation.
Essent ial e lement in cont rolling biogeochemical
processe s.
Turbidity/ The only optic al measurements. Measure s
Secchi disc of wate r transparency and underw ater pene tration of
lig ht . Important for determining plant grow th .
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Sus pend ed
solids
2. Major ions
Alkalinity , Ch loride
Su lphate , So dium
Potass ium, Calcium
Magnesium
A mmonium
N itrate
N itrite
Tota l nitrogen
Soluble reactive phosp horus
Tota l pho sp horus
Part ic ulate phosphoru s
Sil icate
Total orga nic carbon
Parti culate organic carbon
Bio logica l ox ygen de mand
Suspended so lids
( 105°C followed by ashing
at high te mpera ture to give
mea sure of pa rt iculate carbo n)
3. Major plant nutrients and associated variables
4. Transition elem ents
Iron
Manganese
G ravimetr ic measu rement of organ ic and
inorga nic pa rt icle s in su spension.
Flow Necessary for the calculation of loadings. Measure of
catchment ru noff and can be used to indicate change s
in climate and both urb an and rural land use.
Contributions of significant discharges (fl oods) can be
de tected as can the effects of river management
schemes. Eff icac y of flow measurements can be
affected by excessive macrophyte grow th, excep tional
low fl ows, and change s in channe l cross-sectio n due to
depo sit ion or fl oo d events .
Major ions give a measure of the basic
chemical composit ion of the water. This may
be altered by changes in te rre strial and/or
atmospheric inputs.
These variables give measures of the nutrient
status of waters and infor mation on the ir
produc tivity . They are suscept ible to change
resulting fro m changes in terre str ial (rura l, urban
and industr ia l) and at mospheric inputs. The ir
to tal and part iculate fractions can give valuable
indicators of changing inputs and productivity .
This is particularly useful when ratios of
particulate C :N:P can be de termined.
The se e lements are impo rtant in biogeochemical
processes in lakes, especially those which stratify. Seasonal
increases dur ing late summer and autumn are often
associated with oxygen depletion in deep water.
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5. Ot her elem ent s
A luminium This element and its chemical state is pH dependent.
It is of interest in lakes sensiti ve to. or undergoing,
acidifi cati on. It may also give an indication of erosion
in some circumstances. This element and its chemical
state are p1-1 dependent. It is of interest in lakes
sensiti ve to, or undergoing, acidi fi cation. In some
circumstances it may also give an indication of
erosion.
6. Heavy m et als
Mercury The presence of metals will be indicative of
Cadmium industr ial discharges (aerial and effl uent) , sewage
Copper discharges, waste disposal, mining, and surf ace
Zinc runoff f rom both urban and rural areas. In urban
Tin areas the contr ibution of metals f rom road
Vanadium surfaces is considerable and is associated mainly
Nickel with the carri ed sediment. M etals are also
Arsenic associated wi th li vestock slurries because copper,
Lead zinc and arsenic are incorporated in feed
concentrates. The contr ibution f rom sewage
sludge applied to land is likely to increase as a
consequence of the 1998 ban on disposal at sea.
Important factors control l ing the sediment — water
metal partit ioning include changes in the ratio of fl ow to
suspended sol ids, dissolved organic content, ionic strength.
pI-1, redox condit ions as well as biochemically mediated
reactions mobi lising metals. Apart f rom sediments, metals
wi ll be accumulated by plankton, macrophytes and
invertebrates.
7. Bio logical var iables
Chlorophyl l  a  Measures of plant biomass and indicators of
Periphyton nutrient status. Will af fect levels of oxygen
Macrophytes concentration and pH. Excessive growths will l imit
light penetration and contr ibute to organic loadings of
sediment .
Invertebrates Species and diversity of macro-i nvertebrates are useful
indicators of general water chemistry, and for ri vers a
baseline against which data may be evaluated is
provided by RIV PACs. Lake classifi cation systems
have also been based, successful ly, on invertebrates,
(eg Chi ronomidae). These are sensiti ve, for example,
to trophic status and acidif ication. While littoral fauna
are much more variable than prof undal benthos, they
are likely to be more responsive to change in water
5
Network sites
Zooplankton Measure of planktonic secondary production. Forms an
important link in the food chain between the
phytoplankton and f ish. Some species are sensiti ve to
relatively subtle changes in water chemistry.
Figure 1 (page 17) shows the locations of the 42 f reshwater sites as
well as the 12 terrestr ial sites. The freshwater sites are described
below . In these descr iptions latitude, longitude, National Grid
Reference (NGR) and Ir ish Grid Reference (IGR) refer to the location
at which chemical samples are taken (see Protocol FWC, page 56).
LO I Upt on Br oad
Norfolk. England (Lat 52" 40'N ; Long 1" 32'E; NGR 6387 3134)
Sponsor : Envi ronment Agency, Angl ian Region
Upton Broad is a shallow lowland lake, formed by the fl ooding of
peat diggings, which were abandoned in the 14th century . It has an
area of 6.9 ha and an approximate mean depth of 0.8 m. The broad
lies in the valley of the River Bure at an elevation of less than 10 m
above Ordnance Datum (A OD), but i s isolated f rom the r iver system
and is groundwater fed, with some drainage f rom surrounding land.
Geologically , the area is underlain by Quaternary deposits of
Norwich Crag, wi th glacial ti l l and outwash deposits at the surface.
The broad forms part of the Upton Broad and Marshes Site of Special
Scientif ic Interest (SSSI). I t is considered to have been relatively
unaffected by the eutrophication that has damaged most of the lakes
in the region, and supports a populati on of the nati onall y rare
aquati c macrophyte Naj as mar ina . The broad is surrounded by a
band of alder (Alnus gl uti nosa) carr (wet woodland). To the north of
the broad are drained grazing marshes which form part of the Broads
Envi ronmental ly Sensiti ve Area, and to the south the catchment is
given over to more intensive arable agriculture. The broad is used
for angli ng by a pri vate club; there is no other public access.
L02 H ickling Br oad
Norfolk , England (Lat 52" 44' N; Long 1" 35'E; NGR 6415 3215)
Sponsor : Envi ronment Agency, Angl ian Region
quality in the short-term and are easier and cheaper to sample.
Routi ne sampl ing of invertebrates wi ll therefore be confi ned
to littoral communit ies but core samples from profundal
regions may also be used to determine, retrospectively, longer-
term changes in the profundal fauna.
Hickl ing Broad is the largest of the lakes that make up the Norf olk
Broads. and is a result of extensive peat digging in the 12th and 14th
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Freshwater sites
• River sites • Lake sites
1 Eden (Cumbria) A Upton Broad
2 Esk B Hick ling Broad
3 Coquet C Wrexham Broad
4 Exe D W riderrnere
5 Wye E Esthwaite Tarn
6 Lathkill F Loch Leven
7 Cringle Beck G Scoat Tarn
8 Frame H Llyn Llagi
9 Bradgate Brook I Lochnagar
10 Bure J Loch Lomond
11 Old Lodge K Loch Katrine
12 Stinchar L Loch Davan
13 Lower Clyde M Loch Kinard
14 Allt a'Mharcaidh N Loch Dee
15 Spey (Fochabers) 0 Lough Neagh
16 Tweed (Galafoot) P Lough Erne
17 Eden (Fife)
18 Cree
19 Faughan
20 Gania ry
21 Bush
22 Trout Beck (Moor House)
23 Coln
24 Lamboum
25 Eden (Kent)
26 Ewe
• Terrestrial sites
• 13
Figure I . Locati on of ECN f reshwater and terrestri al sites
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centuries followed by fl ooding due to a rise in sea-leve l. The broad
has an area of 14 1. 1 ha, and an approximate mean depth of 1.3 m. It
lies close to sea level in the valley of the River Thune and is
connected to the river by an artificial channel approximately 0.7 km
long . The broad is subject to a small tida l variation in water height Lind
is brackish . It is part of a National Nature Reserve (NNR), owned and
managed by the Norfo lk Wildlife Trust. The broad is surrounded by
extensive areas of reed bed and grazing marsh, although parts of the
catchment have been deep-drained for arable cultivat ion.
Geolog ically, the area is underlain by Quaternary deposits of Norwich
Crag, with glacial till and outwash deposits at the surface . The broad
is used extensively for recreat ional act ivities — sailing , windsurfi ng,
tourist cruisers and angling. The broad is not subject to any point
sources of nutrient input and has maintained a substantia l aquatic
macrophyte populat ion in recent years, although there have bee n
signs of eutrophication. At times it has suffered extensive fi sh kills
due to the presence of the alga, Prym nes ium pa rve m .
LO3 W roxham Broad
Norfolk, Eng land (Lat 52° 4 I 'N ; Long I" 25 'E; NGR 63 12 3 167)
Sp onso r: En vi ronm en t A g en cy . A ng lian Reg ion
Wroxh am Broad is a shallow, lowland lake formed fro m the fl ooding
of mediaeval peat digg ings which were abandoned in the 14th
century. The broad has an area of 34.4 ha and an average depth of
1.3 m. It is located in the middle reach of the River Bure, close to the
upper tidal limit, at an elevation of less than 10 rn AOD. The broad
lies on the west side of the river , to which it has two navigab le
opening s. It is separated from the rive r channel by a narrow, tree-
covered bank. The bro ad has been subject to serious eut rophication,
large ly as a result of the discharge of treated sew age effl uent to the
River Bure. Since 1986 a programme of pho sphorus remova l has
been in ope rat ion a t the major sewage treatment work s affecting the
river, and this stretch of r iver is now designated a Sensitive Area under
the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive. The low gradients of the
area and seasona lly low flows of recent years have meant that the
fl us hing rate of the broad is slow, although exact rete ntion times are
unkno wn. The surrounding catc hment is unde rlain by Quaternary
depo sit s of Norwich Crag, with cha lk at depth, and superf icial glacial
till and outwas h deposits. The area is subject to intensive agricu ltural
activity , although surround ing the broad itse lf there are small areas of
alder car (wet woodland) . The broad is used extens ive ly for
recreat iona l purposes, pa rt icularly in the summe r months .
L04 W inder mere
Cu mbria , Eng land (54" 24 ' N; Lat 2" 57' W ; NGR 3382 5007)
Sp onso r: Natura l En viro nm ent Research Co uncil
Windermere lies in the north-west corne r of England in the English
Lake District, an area of great natura l beauty wh ich has been a tourist
dest inatio n since the roma nt ic revival of the 18th century .
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The dominant geological structure of the Lake District is that of a dome of
Paleozoic rocks formed by upli ft in the Tertiary. This upli ft produced a
radial drainage pattern which was enhanced during the Pleistocene
glaciation, wi th the maj or lakes occupying bedrock basins in steep-sided,
fl at-fl oored valleys. Windermere is the largest natural lake in England
having a surface area of 14.8 km2 at an alti tude of only 40 m AOD. The
lake itself is divided by a shallow sill into two basins; the North Basin has
a surface area of 8 km' and maximum depth of 64 m and the South Basin
has a surface area of 6.7 km2 and maximum depth of 42 m.
The North Basin of Windermere, which is the ECN sampl ing site,
has a catchment of 180 km' which drains into the lake  via  two main
ri vers, several small tarns (lakes) and several streams. The
catchment is mainly hi l l land, grazed by sheep throughout the year
but also used intensively for recreational purposes. The vi l lages in
the val leys are also maj or touri st desti nations wi th consequent
increases in the sewage input to the lake. Over the past 50 years
levels of di ssolved reactive phosphorus in the lake have more than
doubled, reaching their highest levels in the 1980s. The effl uent
discharged into the North Basin of Windermere from the main
sewage works is now phosphate-stripped in an eff ort to reduce the
nutri ent loading to the lake.
The lake itself designated as SSSI; it is a source of potable water, a
maj or recreati onal faci lity and a specialised fi shery for charr
(Salvelinus alp inus).  The FBA, and latterly the Insti tute of
Freshwater Ecology (IFE), have maintained a laboratory on the
shore of Windermere for over 50 years and in consequence there is
a large body of scienti f ic l iterature based on Windermere and other
Lake District lakes.
LOS Est hwaite W ater
Cumbria. England (Lat 54022'N; Long 2°59'W; NGR 3360 4972)
Sponsor: Natural Envi ronment Research Council
Esthwaite Water is a natural lake situated in a glacial valley and is
generally agreed to be the most producti ve or eutrophic lake in the
English Lake District. It l ies approximately 65 m AOD and has an
area of I km' and a maximum depth of 15.5 m. The average
retention ti me is 90 days. The catchment area is 17.1 km' and the
hi lls are composed geologically of Bannisdale slates and gri ts. The
surrounding land is used chiefl y for agricultural purposes and
forestry. The lake is a Grade 1 SSS1 and has been a designated
' Ramsai site since November 1991.
The di verse aquati c invertebrate fauna includes a number of species
with restr icted distr ibutions in Bri tain. one of which is the fl atworm.
(Bdellocephala punctata).  The slender naiad  (Naj as fl exi lis),  which
is listed as Nationally Scarce, has been found in Esthwaite Water.
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Esthwaite waterweed  (Hydrilla verticillata )  was discovered at Esthwaite
Water in 1914 by W H Pearsall : this species is known only from this
location in Bri tain and was last seen in 1941.
A rt if icial enrichment of the lake occurs by input f rom the
Hawkshead Sewage Treatment Works (which has operated a
cont inuous programme of phosphate-str ipping since 1989) and by
ef fl uents from the fi sh farm which is situated towards the south of
the lake.
The lake undergoes summer strat ifi cati on with oxygen depleti on
regularly below 7 m and sometimes as shal low as 5 m. The
phytoplankton tends to be domi nated by diatoms in spring and by
cyanobacteria for much of the summer.
L06 Loch Leven
Tayside, Scotland (Lat 560 12' N; Long 3°23'W; NGR 3135 7011)
Sp onsor: Na tural Environment Research Counc il
The loch covers 13.3 km' and lies at 106 m AOD. The catchment
has a maximum alt itude of 497 m AOD and its area of 145 km'
comprises mainly arable crops (38.6%) and improved pasture
(3 1.5%), but also upland moor ( 11.6%), coni ferous woodland
(3.8%), heathland (3.5%), rough grazing (3.5%), suburban/rural
development (2.2%) wi th the rest (5.3%) being deciduous
woodland, bog, bare ground and inland water. Poultry rearing
units of relati vely small area are also signif icant. High
phytoplankton biomass is a maj or feature; thi s is due f irstly to the
fol low ing photosynthesis-promot ing features (i ) a moderate depth
- mean 3.9 m, (i i) a clear water (l it tle peat-staining) wi th >5m
Secchi readings at low chlorophyll levels, and (i i i) a ri ch supply of
nutrients. Secondly, fl ushing rates are moderate, rarely >0.2 lake
volumes per month. However, a maj or determi nant of the
amounts of phytoplankton per unit of total phosphorus loading
depends very much on  Daphnia  population densit ies. Depending
on the highly capricious, 'oceanic' weather regime in thi s part of
the world, the loch strati f ies intermittently and then mainly in the
two deep kett le-holes which extend down to a depth of
approxi mately 25 m.
The dense algal blooms threaten the world-f amous trout f i shery,
although probably not the f ish populations  per se:  they have
almost certainly contr ibuted to declines in macrophyte abundance
and species ri chness and thus to the diversity of invertebrates
associated with the wide spectra of physical and chemical
condi ti ons provided by such macrophytes. Special concern has
been expressed over macrophyte losses in relati on to the wildfowl
populations, on the basis of which the loch is designated a
`Ramsar site and NNR. Deterioration in water quality has also had
a negative eff ect on local touri st and paper-making industries.
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LO7 Scoat Tarn
Cumbria, England (Lat 54° 29' N; Long 3° 18'W: NGR 3 158 5 104)
Sponsor: Deparunent of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (through the
Acid Waters Moni tor ing Network)
Scoat Tarn, in the English Lake Dist rict, is a typical mountain corr ie
lake, be ing small and deep with an area of 5.2 ha and a maximum
depth of 20 m. The lake lies in a west-fac ing valley at an altitude of
602 m AOD and drains into Wastwater  via  the Nether Beck. The
catchment comprises a small corrie (95 ha) with steeply sloping walls
and three summits in excess of 825 m. The bedro ck is Ordo vician tuff
(undifferent iated) of the Borro wdale Volcanic ser ies and the local
soils are mainly shallow, peaty rankers . The easte rn slopes are mainly
of roc k and boulders whi le those to the north are less steep and are
covered in rough gra ss and  Sphagnum  mos s. Land use is confined to
low-intensity shee p grazing.
Scoat Tarn is an Acid Waters Monitoring Network (AWMN) site,
classified as having high acid deposit ion.
L08 Llyn Llagi
Snowdonia, Wales (Lat 53°0 1'N; Long 4° 0 1'W; NGR 2648 3483)
Sponsor: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (through the
Acid Water s Moni tor ing Network)
Llyn Llagi occupies a north-fac ing corrie in the central area of the
Snowdonia region of North Wales . The lake lies at 380 m AOD
beneath a steep backwall and compri ses a deep, almost circular basin
(maximum depth 16.5 m) bordered by an extensive , shallow ( 1 m
deep) rim. The lake cove rs an area of 5.7 ha and the pr imary infl ow
const itutes the out fl ow stream from Llyn yr Adar. The lake dra ins
towards the north-west to the Nanmor valley . The catchment ( 157 ha)
cons ists pr imarily of Ordovic ian sla tes and shales of the Glanarfon
ser ies . The backwa ll is composed of a large doleritic intrus ion with
sma ll intrusions of fi ne microg ranites and volcan ic tuff . The catchment
soils are mainly stagnopodsols and gleys , interspersed with blanke t
peats. The vegetatio n is characterised by heather  (Ca lluna vulgar is),
purple moor -grass  (Mol inia  caerulea )  and co tton grass  (Er iophorum
spp) , and the catchment is grazed at a low intens ity by sheep . The
lake and much of the catchment lie within a designated SSS1.
Llyn Llagi is an AWMN site, classified as having high acid deposition.
L09 Lochnagar
Grampian. Scotland (Lat 56' 58 'N: Long 3° 14IW; NGR 3253 7862)
Sponsor: Department of the Envi ronment, Transpor t and the Regions (through the
Acid Waters Monitor ing Network)
Lochnagar lies at an altitude of 785 m AOD in the centre of the
granite mass if which comprises much of Balmora l Forest . Lochnagar is
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a corrie loch and lies below a north-east facing, steep backwall
which rises to the summit of the same name. The loch is 9.8 ha in
area with its deepest point at 24 m, and drains north-east into a
tributary of the River Dee. Snow-melt comprises a maj or input to
the loch which f reezes regularly each winter. The precipitous
catchment (91.9 ha) is composed of bioti te granite, overlain in
places by blanket peat, but dominated by bare rock wi th extensive
fi elds of large boulders and coarse screes. The sparse moorland
vegetation of the catchment is dominated by a community of
stunted heather and bilberry (Vacciniurn  myrti ll us).  The catchment
is above the limit for summer sheep grazing in the region, and there
is no evidence for any landuse change or active land management.
Lochnagar is an AWMN site, classified as having moderate acid
deposi ti on.
L I0 Loch Lo m ond
Strathclyde Region, Scotland (Cailness: Lat 56" I 3' N; Long 4' 41'W; NGR 2335 7062)
Sponsor: Scottish Environment Protection Agency, West Region
The Loch Lomond basin is of glacial origin, formed by an ice sheet
moving southward f rom the Ben Lui area and deposit ing eroded
materi al in the southern-most part around Balloch, thus ensuring
that the loch was f reshwater rather than marine. I t i s the largest (by
surf ace area) body of f reshwater in Bri tain, wi th a surface area of
71 km' . The natural catchment area is ten times greater, at 781 km2.
The two main feeder ri vers are the River Falloch at the northern-
most point, wi th a mean fl ow of 6.8 cumecs, and the River Endrick
entering on the south-eastern side of the loch, with a mean fl ow of
7.8 cumecs. They have markedly dif ferent catchments — that of the
Falloch is mountainous with a catchment area of 80 km2, whilst the
Endrick has a typical lowland rural catchment of 220 km' . There are
disti nct di fferences in the chemistry of the two r ivers, refl eeti ng the
di ff erences in the geology of their catchments. The Highland
Boundary Faul t cuts across the lower part of Loch Lomond, but
there is also a narrow physical restriction halfway down the length
of the loch. For these reasons, the water chemistry and topography
of the so-called Northern and Southern Basins are qui te dif ferent
and, as a resul t, there are two ECN sampling sites. one in each
basi n.
L I 2 Loch Kat r ine
Central Region, Scotland (L at 56' I4'N ; Long 4"26' W; NGR 2486 7082)
Sponsor: Scottish Envimninent Pmtection Agency East Region
Loch Katrine l ies wi thin the catchment of the River Teith, a maj or
tributary of the River Forth. The loch for ms part of the water supply
system to the ci ty of Glasgow and the loch and the whole of its
catchment is owned by the West of Scotland Water Authority which
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controls all activities within the area . Water from two neighbouring
lochs, Loch Ark let and Finglas Reservoir. is piped to Loch Katrine and
water for Glasgow is moved 24 miles through underground aqueducts
to Milngavie Reservoir on the outskirts of the city. Loch Katrine lies at
an altitude of 116 m AOD (at top water level) and at its deepest point
is over 140 m deep. It has a capacity to store 64 .6 million litres of
extremely high quality water. The loch is bounded at its southern end
by a low dam and the surrounding hills rise to over 700 m on the
northern and southern shores. The bed of the loch shelves away very
steeply and only at its western end are there large areas of shallower
water away from the shore line . Vegetation in the catchment is grazed
by sheep and red deer  (Cem is elaphus)  and consists mainly of rough
heather and grassland with fore sted areas to the east. Being part of
the Trossachs it is a very popular tourist area dur ing the summer
months.
1 13 Loch Davan
Grampian Region, Scotland (Lat 57°06 'N; Long 2°55 'W; NGR 344 1 8008)
Sponsor: Sco ttish Environm ent Protection Agency, North Region
Lochs Davan and Kinord are situa ted adj acent to each other in an
area of the River Dee catchment known as the Muir of Dinnet. The
Muir of Dinnet (area 2 287 ha) is an SSSI and a NNR des ignated
because of its va lue as a habitat for f lora and fauna , and important
geomorpholog ica l feature s. The Muir forms the south-weste rn corner
of the Howe of Cromar, a wide saucer-shaped plain at the foot of the
Grampian Mountains. The landscape of the area was moulded by
grave l and meltwater in the post-glac ial era , and Lochs Kinord and
Davan are kettleholes (ice depre ssions), surrounded by fl uvio-g lacial
hummocks, ridges and hollows. Loch Kinord (area 79 .0 ha) is
oligotrophic whereas Loch Davan (3 1.1 ha) is mesotrophic with
recent research suggest ing a trans ition towards eutro phicat ion. The
difference in trophic status refl ects the higher proportion of
agricultura l land use in the Davan catchment .
L 14 Loch Kinord
Grampian Region, Scotland (Lat 57° 05 ' N; Long 2° 55 'W; NGR 3440 7995)
Sponsor: Scottish Environment Protection Agency, No rth Region
Lochs Kinord and Davan are situated adj ace nt to each other in an
area of the River Dee catchment kno wn as the Muir of Dinnet (see
descr iptio n of Loch Davan above). Loch Kinord (area 79 .0 ha) is
ol igo trophic whereas Loch Davan (3 1. 1 ha ) is mesotrophic and the
difference in trophic status reflects the higher proportion of
agricultura l land use in the Davan catchment .
Loch Kinord possesses a rich aquatic flora , and a ful l range of
hyd rosera l plan t communities ra nging  fro m emergent fe ns dom inated
by sedges, to bog myrtle  (My rica gale)  scrub, fen carr and birch
woodland . It alsO has a rich invertebrate fauna and is an impor ta nt
site for aqua tic beetles. About 80 species of birds breed within the
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SSSI and the lochs are important refuges for passage and wintering
wildfowl , particularl y greylag geese  (Anser anser)  and wigeon  (Anus
penelope).  Since the early 1980s, introduced ospreys  (Pandion haliaetus)
have colonised the area, and both lochs are important rearing and feeding
grounds for young otters  (Lutra lutra).
Pol len preserved in the sediments of Loch Kinord record an almost
complete sequence of Devensian late-glacial and Flandrian
vegetation history so that these two lochs are important reference
sites for reconstructing changi ng envi ronmental condi ti ons in
north-east Scotland since the last ice-sheet melted.
L 1 5 Lo ch Dee
Dumfries & Galloway Region, Scotland (Lat 55" 05'N; Long 4" 23'W; NGR 2478 5797)
Sp onso r: Scottish Environment Protection Agency, West Region
Loch Dee forms the headwaters of the River Dee and has a surface
area of 1 km' , wi th a total catchment area of 15.6 km' . It has three
principal sub-catchments, the Dargall L ane, the Whi te Laggan and
the Black Laggan Burns (30% planted wi th Sitka spruce  (Picea
sitchensis)),  and the Green Burn (67% planted with Sitka spruce). It
has highly variable annual rainfal l a predominant feature being dry
periods in spring and summer. Average rainfall is moderately acidic
(pH 4.6 — 4.9) and its chemistry is dominated by salts of marine
origin, mainly sodium (Nal , chloride (CP) and sulphate (SOI —S);
for most samples the concentration ratios between the ions match
those of sea water. The topography and land use affect the fl ows in
the sub-catchments, giving a w ide dynamic range of f lows in the
main tr ibutaries. The Dargall Lane is steep and peaty, whereas the
other two sub-catchments are afforested. As wi th many of the
catchments in the Galloway area the geology compri ses igneous
rocks such as granite, with thin overlyi ng soils giving poor
neutral ising and bufferi ng capacit ies.
L 16 Lough Neagh
County Down, Northern Ireland (54" 37'N; Long 6" 24'W; 1GR 3030 3750)
Sponsor: Department of Agriculture f or Northern Ireland
Lough Neagh covers 386 km' and is by far the largest area of
f reshwater in the Bri ti sh Isles. Situated in north-east Ireland, i t has a
drainage basin of 4450 km2, which is shared between Northern
Ireland (91%) and the Republ ic of Ireland (9%). The average water
retention time is 15 months. A lthough large in area, the lake is
relatively shallow with a mean depth of 8.9 m (max. 25 m). This,
combined with its great size and a mild and windy oceanic cl imate,
ensures that the water column is generally wel l mixed. The lake
suppor ts commercial f isheries for eels  (Anguilla angui lla ),  pol lan
(Coregon us autumnal is pollan),  perch  (Perca .fl uviata lis )  and trout
(Salmo trutta)  of which the eel fi shery is the most signi fi cant, wi th
an annual catch in the region of 600 t. Lough Neagh is hypertrophic
with a mean annual total phosphorus concentration of 160 hg P
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Attempts to lower phosphorous concentrations in the lough by
curtailing point sources of phosphorous have been unsuccessful due to
increasing inputs from diffuse sources. Levels of phosphorous in the lough
support large phytoplankton popu lations with annual ch lorophyl l  a
concentrat ions typically in excess of 60 pg r ' . The dom inant alga is the
cyanophyte  Planktothrix aga rdhii  and the phytoplankton is now less diverse
than in the late 1960s when regular monitor ing began. Since then there
has been regular monitor ing of the plankton, lake and river nutrient
concentrations, which have been used to produce nutrient budgets for
the lake.
L 17 Lough Erne
County Fermanagh. Northern Ireland (Lat 54029 'N; Long 7" 5 1'W ; IGR 2 10 1 3595)
Sponsor: Departm ent of Agriculture f or Northern Ireland
Lough Erne is the co llective name given to Upper Lough Erne
(34 .5 km ' ) and Lower Lough Erne ( 109 .5 km2), which are connected
by the River Erne in County Fer managh, Northern Ire land. The Upper
Lough and the shallow er regions of Lower Lough Erne pre sent an
example of a flooded drumlin landscape which has created an
intr icate mosaic of land and water. As a consequence of differences
in depth and area , the water retent ion time of the Upper Lough is less
than one month wh ile that of the Lower Lough is four months.
Passing from the shallow Upper Lough (mean depth 2.3 m)
and thro ugh Lower Lough Erne (mean depth 11.9 m), phytoplankton
abundance is reduced and algal composition alters, as do nutrient and
temperature cycles. Phosphorus concentrations ( 100 pg P r ) in the
Upper Lough create eutrophic conditions, with high summer chlorophyll
a  concentrations, but phytoplankton abundance in the deep open water
of the Lower Lough is more typical of a mesotrophic water body despite
comparatively high phosphorus concentrations (60 qg P 1-' ). The
paucity of phytoplankton in this reg ion is attributed to a high
background light attenuation from the peat-sta ined water and the greater
depth of the mixed water zone (>35 m). The lake supports a fish
population dominated by a recent introduct ion, the roach  (Rutilus rutilus),
as well as pike  (Esox lucius) ,  perch , bream  (Abramis brama),  trout and
the pollan. The Zebra mussel  (Dreissena polymorpha)  is a recent
introduction ( 1996) which now has only a limited distr ibution in the
Lower Lough. As this species expands its range and abundance
throughout the Erne system, it may impact sign ifi cant ly on the lake
ecology. Water monitoring is undertaken at the deepest por tion of
Lower Lough Erne with limited samples taken along a gradient
towards the main river infl ow of the lake .
ROI River Eden
Cum bria, England (Lat 54" 39' N; Long 2' 37 'W ; NGR 3604 5282)
Sponsor: Environm ent Agency, North West Reg ion
The river rises south of Kirkby Stephen on the Cumbria/Yo rkshire
border and fl ows northwards to Carlisle before discharging to the
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Solway Fink The eastern part of the catchment is drained by short,
relatively steep streams from the Pennines; the western part includes
tributaries of the Eamont system which ari se in the eastern hills of
the Engl ish Lake District, and the maj or lakes. Ul lswater and
Haweswater. The catchment is largely rural, with farming the main
industry. There are signifi cant settlements on the upper part of the
river at Kirkby Stephen and Appleby-in-Westmorland. Water quality
in the upper reaches is classified as good and drinking water is
abstracted to supply the city of Carl isle. The river is excellent for
salmon  (Salmo salar)  fi shing and also supports a sea trout  (Sa Imo
trutta)  run. M any other species of fi sh are also found, (eg brown
trout  (Salmo (runa f ario),  grayl ing  (Thytnallus thymallus),  chub
(Leuciscus cephalus),  dace  (Leuciscus leuciscus),  eel, minnow
(Phoxinus phoxinus),  loach  (Barhatala harbatula),  ri ver lamprey
(Lampetra 17aviati l is),  sea lamprey  (Petromygon marinas),  and brook
lamprey  (Lampetra planeri),  stickleback  (Gasterosteus aculeatus)  and
bullhead  (Cottas gobio)).  Otters and nati ve crayfi sh
(Austropotamohius pall ipes)  are also found in the Eden catchment.
The Eden at Temple Sowerby is wi thin the 'River Eden and
Tributaries' SSSI, and the proposed Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) under the EC Habitats and Species Directive.
The sampling site is in an upland farming area at an alt itude of about
100 m AOD. The surrounding countryside is hilly. with some
woodlands, rising to the bare slopes of the Pennine hil ls to the east.
These have been mined for lead and silver in historic times, and
gypsum is sti l l extracted. The underlying bedrock is Permo-Triassic
Penrith Sandstone, wi th smaller tributaries of the Eden draining from
the surrounding Carboniferous Limestone. The market town of
Appleby, with a population of about 3000, is roughly 14 km away by
road. Itsprimary infl uence on the river is the discharge from the
Sewage Treatment Works 16 km upstream, which currently has
secondary treatment and, since January 1999, phosphorus stripping
of the wastewaters it receives.
The ECN site is at the Eden Bridge in Temple Sowerby, where the
A66 trunk road crosses the river.
R02 River Esk
North Yorkshire, England (Lat 54°28'N; Long 0" 38'W; NGR 4885 5089)
Sponsor : Environment Agency, North East Region
The River Esk ri ses on the uplands of the North York Moors National
Park and is the only maj or ri ver in the county of Yorkshire which
drains directly into the North Sea. The catchment is sparsely
populated and without the pressures of industr ialisati on and
urbanisation which affect other ri vers in the Region. Open moorland
characterises much of the catchment and is an important habitat for a
wide variety of wildl if e. Within the Esk valley there are six SSSI, two
of which extend south and cross the boundary of the Derwent
catchment.
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The source of the Esk is upstream of Westerdale, where a series of
small streams known as the Esklets merge to form the River Esk .
Many of these moorland streams are af ected by natural 'fl ushes ' of
acidity, as well as iron run-of from natural ironstone strata and old
minera l workings, making some of these becks an ochreous-orange
colour after periods of rainfall . The combination of the two factors
restricts the invertebrate fauna in these head-streams. The majority
of the River Esk downstream of the Esklets has very good water
qua lity, with a diverse invertebrate fauna dominated by mayf lies
(Ephemeroptera), stonefl ies (Plecoptera), caddis-fl ies (Trichoptera)
and other pollution-sensitive groups. This good water quality is also
very important in susta ining other  species  such as salmon, sea trout,
dipper (Cinclus cinclus) and otter.
The ECN site is at Briggswath, approximately 2 km upstream of the
tida l limit. At th is point the river is approximately 15 m wide, and in
normal summer flow s depths vary between 20- 30 cm.
R03 River Coquet
Northumberland , England (Lat 55° 2 1'N; Long I" 38 ' W; NOR 4234 606 1)
Sponsor : Environment Agency, North East Region
The River Coquet r ises at Coquet Head on the Scottish border and
fl ow s generally eastw ard, drain ing the southern fl anks of the
Che viot Hills, f inally discharging to the North Sea at Amble . The
Warkworth Dam marks the tid al limit.
The River Coque t is an excellent, c lean river system of high
conservation and ecolog ical va lue. The River Coquet is designated
as an SSSI as part of the Nat ional Programme of 27 river SSSI' s.
Banks ide habi tats range from woodland-fr inged lower river and
wooded lowlands th rough hay meadows, herb -r ich valleys and the
grave l haughs of lower Co quetdale to the upp er moorlands of the
Cheviots. This relative ly undisturbed environment pro vides
excellent habita ts for wildl ife inc lud ing a number of protected
species. Within the Coque t catchment there are 10 other SSSI' s
wh ich direc tly infl uence, or are infl uenced by , the water
environment . The pr incipal protecte d habitats are hay meadows,
wood land and the estua ry .
The main river suppo rts a healthy and diverse invertebra te fauna of
mayflies , stoneflies , caddis-fl ies and other taxa wh ich are sensit ive
to pollut ion. The ir pre sence indicates the abse nce of chronic
pollution . Although the habitat and water quality are suitable for
native crayfish . they have never been found by the EA, even though
they were re liably reported as be ing present at Thropton and Felto n
in 198 1.
The ECN site on the Coquet is at Warkworth, approximately 2 km
upst ream of the tidal limit.
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R0 4 Rive r Exe
Devon, England (Lat 50"48' N; Long 3°3 1'W; NGR 2936 10 16)
Sp onso r: En vironm ent Agency; South Wes t Region
The ECN site is at Thorverton weir on the River Exe which drains
the Exmoor National Park and is situated above the City of Exeter
and the more industr ialised sub-catchment of the River Culm.
Most of the catchment is populated by isolated farmsteads,
hamlets, villages and small towns. The only major urban area
upstream of this site is Tiverton. The River Exe rises at a level of
450 m AOD in the wet moorland of Exmoor, then passes through
steep-sided valleys with extensive broad-leaved woodland.
Further east, tributaries run off the Brendon Hills with the River
Haddeo and the maj or water resource of Wimbleball Reservoir.
Further south of these tributaries, towards Tiverton, the fl oodplain
opens out and rolling farmland replaces woodland . The farmland
in the catchment of Thorverton weir supports sheep, cattle and
dairy farming. All stretches of river above Thorverton weir, except
the Riverton canal, have water of good or very good qua lity
suitab le for all fi sh species. The average rainfall for the Exe
catc hment as a whole is 1097 ram. with a maximum of 20 18 mm
on Exmoor. Analysis of the fl ow record at Thorverton shows a
mean daily fl ow of 15.887 cumecs and the river has a re latively
f`l ashy ' fl ow regime compared with the rest of England .
ROS Rive r W ye
Mo nmouthshire, Wales (Lat 5 1047 N; Long 2°40 'W; NGR 3536 2098)
Sp onso r: En vi ron m en t Ag en cy , Wales
The River Wye is one of the largest rivers in Brita in. It rises on
the Plynlimon mountains at 74 1 m AOD and fl ows through
severa l towns, including Rhayader, Builth We lls, Hay-on-Wye,
Hereford , Ros s-on-Wye and Mo nmouth, be fore meeting the
Severn Estuary at Chepstow. The total catchment area is 4 136 km1
and the populatio n of 226 000 is centred on the main town s. The
River Wye catchment is one of idy llic beauty and unspoilt
scenery , rang ing from mountainous uplands th rough in tens ively
fa rmed agricultural land to the deep, wooded gorge of the lower
river. The River Wye itself is designated as SSSI and a candidate
Spec ial Area of Co nserva tion; b is one of the most important
rive rs in Britain in nature conservation terms. Much of the lower
va lley is designated an Area of Outstanding Natura l Beauty
(AO NB).
The surface water in the Wye and its tr ibutaries is mostly
unpo lluted and thus much of it is suitab le as a source of dr ink ing
wate r and for support ing a salmon and Rota fishery.
Neverthe less , certa in rivers and streams in the upper catc hment
suffe r fro m acidif ica tio n and localised po llution prob lems
resu lting from inadequate sewerage and agricultura l sources also
ex ist.
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The Wye is one of the best-known salmon rivers in England and
Wales. Shad  (Alosa  spp) and sea lamprey also migrate into the
Wye. Other notable fi sh species include the bullhead, ri ver
lamprey and the brook lamprey. The river corridor supports a
variety of plant communities, with plants of note being the rare
river jelly lichen  (Collema dichotomum)  and extensive stands of
river water-crowfoot  (Ranunculus,fl uitans).  These stands of
Ranunculus  form a habitat of European interest: 'Floating
vegetation of  Ranunculus  of plain and submountainous rivers' .
Otters, water voles  (An iicola terrestr is).  several bat species
(Microchiroptera),  dippers, sandmartins  (Riparia riparia),
kingfi shers  (Alcedo  atthis)  and little ringed plovers  (Charadrius
dubius)  inhabit the river corridor. The biological quality of the
river is generally good and supports some nationally rare or scarce
invertebrate species including the mayfl y  (Potamanthus luteus),  the
freshwater pearl mussel  (Margaritif era ma rga ritif era),  the
depressed river mussel  (Pseudanodonta complana ta)  and the
native whi te-clawed crayfi sh. The river also supports several rare
species of non-aquatic invertebrates associated with gravel shoals.
The ECN site is situated in the lower reaches of the Wye at
Redbrook at an alti tude of 15 m, approximately 37 km from its
confl uence wi th the Severn Estuary and 219 km from its source.
The river here is fast-fl owing and averages 40 m in width and over I m in
depth.
R06 River Lat hkill
Derbyshire, England (Lat 53011 'N; Long 10 40'W; NGR 4220 3647)
Sponsor: Environment Agency. Midlands Region
The River Lathkill is located in the Peak District National Park and
is designated as SSSI. It is the only river in Bri tain which rises in, as
wel l as fl ows through. limestone for its entire length. The upper
parts are a winterbourne. and in summer the stream issues f rom
bubble springs lower down the val ley . Downstream there are
alternately moderately fl ow ing gravelly sections and silted pools.
some formed by natural tufa dams, others art i fi cial ly. In the pools
there are abundant submerged plants including species of
Veronica, Ranunculus , Po tamogeton  and  Cal litriche ,  whi le faster
sect ions are carpeted wi th bryophy tes, some of which are
nationall y rare (eg  Craton euron com mutation ).  There are no
direct discharges to the r iver but the Knot low cave system has
recentl y been contaminated with sewage eff luent and there is
concern that thi s may eventually wash into the ri ver. There are two
l icensed abstractions of water for fi sh-rearing purposes and there
are concerns over low fl ows which may affect water quali ty and
the biota; in the summer of 1996 the lower 2 km of the ri ver dried
up completely. There was a suspected outbreak of crayf ish plague
in 1993 and crayf ish have not been present in the invertebrate
samples since that time.
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R07 Cr ing le Br ook
L incolnshire, England (Lat 52°50' N; Long 0" 38'W; NGR 4921 3287)
Sponsor : Envi ronment Agency, Angl ian Region
Cringle Brook is a tributary of the River Witham, south of Grantham.
It is a spring-fed limestone stream, 12 km in length. It has one smal l
tributary, Wyvi lle Brook, f lowing into an impounded section
comprising two small ornamental lakes whose total area is around
750 m2. The ECN sampling site is situated in the lower reaches of the
Cringle, downstream of the impounded section, where the brook is
5- 7 m wide and 10- 50 cm deep, fl owing over a sand/gravel
substratum with a small content of cobbles and infrequent sections of
limestone pavement. This stretch is surrounded by a private golf-
course,the river channel and adj acent river corridor being generally
unmanaged, with extensive bankside tree-cover and no engineering
works (eg weed-cutting, dredging or re-profi l ing) undertaken. The
upstream impoundment maintains a year-round fl ow of l ittle
variation, and also buffers the downstream section against mild
enrichment by a vi llage sewage treatment works at Ski ll ington and a
sewage pumping station at Stoke Rochford. The brook consequently
supports a stream fauna of very high diversity, including a resident
population of native crayfi sh and also sustains a rich aquatic fl ora.
RO8 River From e
Dorset, England (Lat 50°4 1' N; Long 2°09'W; NGR 3890 0867)
Sponsor Envi ronment Agency, South West Region
The River Frome is essenti ally a rural catchment of high amenity and
ecological value. The upper part of the catchment l ies within the
Dorset AONB and is characterised by steep-sided valleys. The only
large urban area within the catchment is Dorchester (populati on
15 104) . In the upper reaches the r iver depends on springs and
groundwater levels for fl ows. Many of the steams are winterbournes
and the streams cease to fl ow in summer or are perched where the
river goes underground for part of its length. A ll stretches of ri ver
above Holme Bri dge have water of good or very good quali ty
suitable for all f ish species. Land use in the catchment is typically
permanent grassland with dairying or stock rearing, with some
cereals and natural wetland habi tats. The maj ori ty of the upper
reaches lies on chalk which produces the high groundwater
component of f low. The lower reaches are dominated by sands,
gravels and clays. Rainfal l in the catchment varies between
850- 1100 mm a year. Much of the fl ow depends on groundwater and
the r iver responds slowly to rainfall events.
R09 Br adgat e Brook
Leicestershire, England (Lat 52°4 1'N; Long 1° 14'W; NGR 4522 3098)
Sponsor: Envi ronment Agency, M idlands Region
Bradgate Brook is located in the Charnwood Forest area of
Leicestershire, important for its Precambrian granitic rocks. The brook
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fl ows through the ancient parkland of Bradgate Park and into
Cropston Reservoir. The park is managed as a deer park, has never
been agriculturally ' improved' and is designated SSSI. However it
was bequeathed to the people of Leicester for their enj oyment and
there are public access pressures on the site. There are no
discharges to or abstractions from the brook, which supports an
invertebrate community of regional importance, including a
population of native crayfi sh.
R I 0 River Bo re
Norfol k, England (Lat 52" 43' N; Long 1021T ; NGR 6267 3198)
Sponsor : Environment Agency, Angl ian Region
The River Bure is one of the maj or ri vers fl owing through the
Norf olk Broads. The sampl ing site, at Horstead M il l, is in its middle
reaches, approximately 40 km from the source of the ri ver, at the
limit of navigation, and at an elevation of less than 10 m. Here the
river is 17- 20 m w ide and up to 4 m deep, with a predominant ly
si lty substrate. The surrounding catchment is underlain by
Quaternary deposits of Norwich Crag with chalk at depth and
superfi cial glacial ti l l and outwash deposits. Land use in the
catchment is predominantl y agricultural , especiall y arable. Due to
problems with eutrophicat ion of the Broads, there has been a
programme of phosphate stripping at the maj or sewage treatment
works on the Bure since 1986.
Invertebrate monitor ing takes place downstream of the M il l where
the ri ver is divided into two channels and there is a ri f fl e area of
gravel , pebbles and sand and areas of emergent plants (Sparganium
erectum, Glyceria sp.) at the margins. M acrophyte and diatom
monitoring takes place between 0.5- 1 km upstream of the M ill at a
semi-natural stretch of ri ver away from man-made structures. The
substrate is predominantly silty . There is a diverse submerged plant
community, including a good cover of Elodea nuttal l i i . Several
margi nal and emergent species are also present.
RI  I O ld Lodge
West Sussex, England (Lat 51003' N; Long 0°05'E; NGR 5457 1294)
Sponsor : Department of the Environment, Transpor t and the Regions (through the
Acid Waters Moni tor ing Networ k)
Old Lodge is a stream site wi thin a catchment of 240 ha in Ashdown
Forest, south-east England. The alt itude of the catchment ranges
between 94 m and 198 m. The underlyi ng geology compri ses
Ashdown sands (Hasti ngs beds) and the catchment soi ls are typically
podsol ic. Approximately 15% of the catchment is deciduous
woodland, principally around the sampling site. Conifers occupy
less than 5% of the catchment. wi th the remainder classified as
heathland vegetation dominated by heather and bell heather (Erica
cinerea), wi th abundant stands of bracken (Eteridiwn aqui l inum).
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There has been no land use disturbance in the catchment for the past 200
years, although severe wind-throw af ected many trees after the storms of
October 1987.
Old Lodge is also an AWMN site, classifi ed as having moderate-to-high
acid deposit ion. The catchment has been the focus of research into the
relationship of acid stream chemistry and biological , particularly
invertebrate, populations.
R12 River St inchar
Strathclyde Region, Scotland (Lat 55" 06'N; Long 5" 00'W; NGR 2085 5822)
Sponsor : Scott ish Environment Protection Agency, West Region
The River Sti nchar is situated in south Ayrshire. It rises close to Loch
Doon and fl ows for 46 km bef ore entering the Firth of Cl yde at
Ballantrae. It has a catchment area of 340 km' and its average fl ow
is 11.2 cumecs. The catchment is largely rural, with only a few small
and scattered communities. Farming is mostly dairy catt le and sheep
rearing, and there have been some pol luti on problems associated
with the latter, in part icular through spi llages of sheep dip
chemicals.
The upper part of the catchment is extensively forested with
coni fers for commercial use. The granit ic geology and the maturi ty
of the trees have resulted in low pH values at the uppermost
rout ine sampling point. Part of the fl ow of the upper reaches of the
ri ver is diverted by an aqueduct to feed water into the Loch Braden
water supply reservoir. The ECN site is situated in the lowest reach
of the ri ver, where the acidi ty has been buff ered by the base cati ons
in the lower part of the catchment.
R13 Lower River C lyde
Strathclyde Region, Scotland (Lat 55051' N; Long 4" I4 'W; NGR 2595 6644)
Sponsor : Scotti sh Environment Protection A gency, West Region
The catchment area of the River Clyde is about 2000 km' and the
river changes in character a great deal in its 121 km j ourney to the
tidal weir in Glasgow. In its upper reaches, it is used to f i l l the Daer
reservoi r which suppli es drinki ng water to much of south
Lanarkshire; there is also sheep farming and commercial
afforestation in thi s part of the catchment. The ri ver is j oined by
tributaries of various sizes and qual ity refl ecting the land uses of
their catchments; there is much opencast coal mining in some.
whilst others are urban or agricultural . The Clyde passes through a
ferti le valley in its middle reaches where there is extensive market
gardening, f rui t growing and garden centres. In its lower reaches
the r iver receives a considerable amount of treated sewage effl uent
f rom large regional sewage works. The ri ver is quite sluggish in its
fl ow because of the fl at landscape. As a result of thi s and the
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of the effl uents, there is serious
oxygen depletion in the lower reaches during the summer months.
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The ECN sampling site is situated in the lowest reach, where average flow
is 4 1 curnecs.
R  I 4 A lit a' Mharcaidh
Highland Region, Scotland (Lat 57°07'N; Long 3" 51' W: NGR 2869 8050)
Sponsor : Scott ish Environment Protection Agency. North Region
A llt a'Mharcaidh is a stream site on the western fl ank of the
Cairngorm Mountains. The catchment area is 998 ha and it drains to
the River Feshie, a tributary of the River Spey. The catchment ri ses
from 325 m at the sampl ing site to 1111 m and is covered by alpine
and peaty podsols (60%) and blanket peat (40%). The underlyi ng
geology is intrusive bioti te-granite of the Lower Old Red Sandstone
age. Vegetation is characterised by a heather/fescue grass mixture
(90%) with native pinewoods (Pinus syl vestr us) (2%) interspersed
along the lowest reaches. The catchment compri ses part of the
Cairngorm NNR and land use is confi ned to deer grazing. The stream
gradient is steep and exposed bedrock, rapids and waterfalls and
large boulders characterise the moni tored channel section.
Al lt a'Mharcaidh is also an A WM N site, classified as having moderate
acid deposition.
R15  River Spey
'Grampian Region. Scotland (Lat 57° 37'N: Long 3006' W: NGR 3341 8596)
Sponsor : Scott ish Environment Protectim: Agency, North Region
The River Spey ri ses in the high ground of the Grampian Mountains
and fl ows in a north-easterly direction towards the Moray Fir th. It
drains a relati vely large catchment of 3008 km2 wi th a stream
network of 36 400 km. of which the main ri ver comprises 157 km.
The upper part of the catchment is characterised by its mountain
wilderness regions. sheep farming and tour ism, whi lst in the lower
catchment these are complemented by the disti l l ing industry, cattle
and arable farming, and related industr ies. There is restr icted
commercial forestry on the narrow valley bottoms and steep-sided
hi lls of the upper catchment. but as the valley fl oor widens it
becomes much more extensive ( 16% of total catchment land use).
Most of the Spey catchment is underlain by metamorphic rocks of
the Cambrian Period and these are intruded at a number of places
by granite plutons and are overlain at the northern end of the
catchment by Devonian sandstone. For most of its length the River
Spey f lows through a wide alluvial plain composed of sil ts, sand and
waterborne pebbles.
The catchment is of great conservation value with 27 SSSI including
various woodland, wetland and montane habitats, fossil sites, and
various geomorphological features. The ri ver itself is designated SSSI
at the lnsh Marshes, at the lower section downstream of Fochabers
for its unique active braided channel and associated habitats, and at
Spey Bay which is of prime importance for its geomorphology. The
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River Spey is renowned for its salmon fi shing with an estimated
input into the local economy of £6 mill ion per annum. The salmon
fi shery is the subj ect of much research and fi sheries management
activ ity.
R I 6 River Tweed
Borders Region, Scotland (Lat 55' 36'N ; Long 2°46' W; NGR 3509 6347)
Sp onso r: Sco ttis h En vironm en t Pro tection Agen cy, East Region
This is a stream site located 80 km from the source of the River
Tweed, above Galafoot. The catchment area above thi s site is
150 000 ha. The catchment ri ses from 92 m at the sampling site to
400 m and is mainly covered by peaty and humus-iron podsols. The
underlying geology of the upper Tweed catchment is of shales,
mudstones, slates and greywackes. Land cover types for the entire
Tweed catchment are improved grassland (26%), rough grassland
(16%), woodland ( 16%), heather/peatl and ( 10%) and arable ( 18%)
although almost all of the latter is found downstream of thi s si te.
The River Tweed has an international reputati on both as a salmon
river and as an excellent trout water. The Tweed has been
designated as SSSI and is recognised as a nati onal ly important
example of a relati vely nutri ent-r ich ri ver system showing
characteristi c hydrological and biological sequences along its length.
The upper Tweed has also been designated as a National Scenic
Area (NSA) and there is an Environmentally Sensit ive Area (ESA)
designation covering that port ion of the catchment in the central
Southern Uplands.
R I 7 River Eden
Fife Region, Scotland (Lat 56' 20'N; Long 2° 56'W; NGR 3415 7158)
Sp onsor Sco ttish En viron men t Protection A gen cy, Ea st Region
The River Eden drains some 400 km' of north Fif e, 307 km' of
which lie upstream of the ECN site at Kemback. The ri ver ri ses at
around 220 m AOD and the catchment is predominantl y low-lying.
The maj or land use in the area is arable farming and approximately
76% of the catchment is prime agricultural land with very fertile
soi ls or imperfectly drained brown forest and alluvial types.
Underlying geology comprises Devonian and Carboniferous strata,
the former including the most producti ve aqui fer in Scotland, the
Knox Pulpit formation: Water is abstracted f rom groundwater, the
ri ver and its tr ibutaries for irri gati ng crops. The Balmalcolm area of
the catchment is a designated Nitrate Vulnerable Zone under the EC
Nitrate Directive. A lthough treated sewage is discharged to the ri ver
from several small communities and from the town of Cupar, the
effect of dif fuse inputs f rom agriculture is believed to be critical to
ri ver water quali ty . There is a modest salmon run to the ri ver and
otters are present. The ri ver enters the sea 4 km to the north of St
Andrews and its estuary forms the Eden Estuary Local Nature
Reserve — an important overwintering site for wi ldfow l and waders.
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RI 8 River Cree
Dumfries & Galloway Region, Scotland (Lat 54° 57 ' N; Long 4° 28 'W; NGR 24 12 5653)
Sp onsor: Scot tish Environment Protection Agency, West Region
The River Cree has a catchment area of 5 15.7 km' , much of wh ich is
afforested, and a total river length of 57 .5 km. It has become one of
the most acidic catchments in south-west Scotland, with pH values
as low as 5.0 being recorded occasionally. This raises concerns
about its ability to meet the EC requirements for freshwater fi sheries
and about the survival of the salmon fishery. There are many
sewage effl uent discharges entering the river along its course , most
of which have smal l fl ow rates; the largest discharge is from Newton
Stewart. In the early 1980s, large stretches of the river were subject
to excessive weed growth, believed to be due to the aerial
application of fertilisers over large tracts of forest. The mean pH at
Newton Stewart is 6.5, with lower mean pH levels upstream.
R19 River Faughan
County Londonderry , Northern Ireland (Lat 55" 0 1' N; Long 7" 15'W; IGR 2476 4 193)
Sponso r: Department of the Environment f or No rthern Ireland
Rising on the north-w estern slopes of the Sperrin Mountain s above
Claudy , the Faughan fl ows in a genera l nor th-weste rly directio n,
augme nted by numerous tr ibutaries and eventually discharging to
Lough Foyle. There are no sig nificant urban influences unt il the
river fl ow s thro ugh the Drumahoe industrial estate .
Approximately 40 km long, the river has a catchment area of j ust
under 300 km' . The River Flow Gauging Station at Drumahoe
records fl ow for more than 95% of the catchment upstream of the
ECN site, which is located at Mobuoy Bridge .
The geology of the upper reach consist s predominant ly of th in
deposits of peat overlying sch ist s and quartzite from the upper
Dalradian period. This results in a typically 'fl ashy ' runoff
characteri stic . Further downstream, the lithology changes to boulder
clay (t ill) with significant deposit s of sands, gravels and alluvium in
the river plain . The underlying solid geology var ies to include gr its
and slate s with a thin band of Dungive n Limestone .
The steep va lley slopes and upper reaches have lit tle capac ity to
sto re and transmit groundwater, while the lower reach and rive r
plain may be classified as mode rately permeable solid aquifers . In
part icular , the sand and gravel deposits, ove rlying fractured gr its
and slate s, are vulner ab le to surface impacts and for m an importa nt
source of base river f lows.
The river is a renowned salmon and sea trout fi shery with
approximately 20 km of pr ime ang ling water which includes the
tida l stretch downstream of Campsie. It also supports a sign ifi cant
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brown trout fi shery in its upper reaches and tributaries. In 1996,
13 000 salmon were recorded entering the system. The River Faughan is
designated salmonid under the EC Freshwater Fish Di rective and its
chemical quality is good to fairly good. Biological quality is highly
variable due to intermittent localised pollution.
R20 Garvary River
County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland (Lat 54(131 N; Long 7" 59' W; IGR 2009 3630)
Sponso r: Department of the Environment  f or  No rthe rn Ireland
Located to the north of Lower Lough Erne, the Garvary River has its
source in the outfl ows f rom Loughs Vearty and Tul lyasiddagh. It
fl ows in a general south-easterly di rection, augmented by the
Crossowen River and the outfl ow from Lough Scolban, and
eventual ly discharges to Lower Lough Erne. Approxi mately 7. km
long, the river has a catchment area of 35.5 km2 of which around
5% is lake surface. At the ECN site, the river is 2.5- 3 m wide and
30 cm deep wi th a few holding pools around 60 cm deep.
The drift geology of the catchment consists mainly of peat and
bedrock at or near the surface which some glacial ti l l and smal l
amounts of sand and gravel. The sol id geology is mainly mica schist
of the M oinian period.
In its upper reaches, the ri ver fl ows through moorland and peat
bog. Soi ls in the catchment are peats and gleys with poor drainage
capaci ty , supporti ng a vegetation cover of rough pasture, bracken
and heather. The upper part of the catchment supports low
intensity sheep grazing, whi le downstream the land use is
predominantl y improved grassl and.
A lthough the r iver has not been designated under the EC
Freshwater Fish Di recti ve it has excellent water quali ty both
chemically and biological ly , and it is a very important nursery area
with high densities of j uvenile trout and salmon. Its banks have
many trees (mainly alder, willow  (Sa lt,:  spp) and hazel  (Co rylus
avellana))  wh ich provide adequate shading for the j uveni le f ish.
The r iver is not suitable for angling and does not have stocks of
takable f ish. Wildl ife found in the ri ver corri dor include mallard
(Anas  p la tyrhy nchos)  and dragonfl ies (Odonata).
R2 I River Bush
County A ntrim, Northern I reland (Lat 55" IT N; Long 6" 3 I 'W ; IGR 2940 4405)
Sp onso r: Department of  Agriculture f or  No rthern Ireland
The River Bush enters the Atl antic Ocean close to the Giants
Causeway on the north Antrim coast of Northern Ireland. Rising in the
Antrim hil ls at 480 m AOD, for most of its length the river fl ows
through a ferti le val ley devoted to grassland-based agricul ture with
limited arable cropping. The underlying geology is basalt and the
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water is slightly alkaline with magnesium making an unusually large
contribution to total hardness. The river supports indigenous stocks
of A tlantic salmon and brown trout, but it is the salmon population
which is of the greater interest. Bush salmon have been the focus
of long-term studies on salmon ecology and on the techniques
suitable for managing salmon populations. A fi sh-trap on the river
at Bushmills. some 3.5 km from the sea, enables ascending adult
fi sh and returning j uvenile salmon smolts to be intercepted, counted
and sampled. This work has continued since 1973 and is
accompanied by annual assessments of f rj/ survival in the main
spawning areas of the river. In addition to the river being part
of the ECN network, it is an index river of the International Council for
the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) which integrates the results with
those of other salmon research programmes in the north-east
At lantic.
R22 Tro ut Beck
Cumbria, England (Lat 54°42' N; Long 2" 22'W; NGR 3758 5335)
Sponsors: Natural Envi ronment Research Counci l and Engl ish Nature
Trout Beck is a headwater stream of the Tees which drains Great
Dun Fell, Hard Hi l l and Knock Fell in the North Pennines. The ECN
sampling site is at 535 m AOD and the catchment above this covers
1146 ha, rising to 848 m AOD. The geology is alternating strata of
Carboni ferous limestones, slates and shales. Blanket peat covers
90% of the catchment wi th skeletal soi ls towards the fel l tops and
small areas of l imestone soils and alluvial soi ls. Vegetation is
dominated by heather, cotton grass and Sphagnum moss. The
catchment l ies in Moor House NNR, which is owned by Engl ish
Nature. Discharge is measured at a Compound Crump Gauging
Station operated by the EA . The pli of Trout Beck averages 6.2
although there are wide fl uctuati ons associated w ith the discharge.
The site has a long history of ecological research. Trout Beck is the
fi rst ECN Freshwater Site wi th its catchment entirely within an ECN
Terrestrial Site.
R23 River Coln
Gloucestershire, England (Lat 51° 41'N; Long 1° 42'W; NGR 4204 1988)
Sponsor : Environment Agency, Thames Region
The River Coln rises at an alti tude of about 200 m AOD near
Sevenhampton in Gloucestershsire and fl ows from the l imestone
Cotswold Hills in a south-easterly directi on to Lechlade, where it
j oins the River Thames at an alt itude of about 75 m AOD. There are
no maj or tr ibutaries. The sampling site is located in Lechlade about
70 m above the confl uence with the Thames. The source of the
ri ver is in the Inferior Ool ite aquifer in which it fl ows for the f irst
few kilometres, but most of the river runs on the Great Oolite
aquifer. Both limestone aquifers are sources for water abstraction; a
total of 55 mill ion litres per day are consented from the catchment.
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The river crosses Oxford Clay before running into the Thames. The
catchment is mostly rural , with farming as (he main industry. The
upper catchment is mainly grazing land, and there are large areas of
deciduous woodland in the south-west. The upper two-thirds of
the catchment is wi thin the Cotswold AONB, and around Fair ford
the ri ver has been designated as a Nitrate Sensit ive Area.
There are no large conurbati ons on the upper catchment, although
Cheltenham, f rom where surf ace water drains into l imestone above
the river's source, has a population of over 100 000. The Coln
catchment supports a population of around 9000. The main sewage
inputs to the river are f rom works at A ndoversford, Bibury and
Fairford. Bibury trout farm has the largest discharge into the river,
although most of this is 'on-line' through fi sh-ponds. The river has
been subj ect to various enhancement schemes to improve ecology
and f isheries. Water quality was recorded as 'good to fair ' in 1995.
The classifi cation varies throughout the river, due to the effects of
both discharges and low fl ows.
The biological quali ty of the ri ver is very good. The ri ver supports
a brown trout fi shery wi th good spawning beds. Natural
populations of grayl ing also exist . Nati ve crayf ish have been
recorded but not since 199 1; populations of the introduced
American signal crayfi sh  (Pacif astacus leniusculus)  are also present.
Several pollut ion-sensiti ve caddis-fl y and mayfl y famil ies have been
found, along with true-bugs, beetles and snails.
R24 River Lam bourn
Berkshire. England (Lat 51" 25'N: Long 1021'W; NGR 4453 1691)
Sponsor: Environment Agency. Thames Region
The River Lambourn rises near the vi llage of Lambourn in the chalk
of the Berkshire Downs at an altitude of about 152 m AOD. It is
26 km long and fl ows through the Kennet Val ley in a south-easterly
di rection to Newbury where it j oins the River Kennet at an alti tude
of about 85 m AOD. There is one important tributary, the
Winterbourne Stream, which fl ows into the Lambourn f rom the
north-east , j ust upstream of Newbury . The sampl ing site is located
at Bagnor), 5 km above the confl uence with the Kennet, at an
alt itude of about 80 m. Flow ranges between 1.2 and 4. 1 cumecs.
The catchment is mostly rural, wi th mixed farming as the main
industry , and there are extensive deciduous woodlands on the
catchment boundary. The ri ver forms part of the proposed Kennet
and Lambourn fl oodplain SAC under the EC Habitats Directive.
M ost of the river is designated SSS1.
There are no large conurbati ons on the upper catchment but the river fl ows
through Newbury, a town with a population of about
35 000, which provides inputs of surface water run-off . Ten
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kilometres from the source, the river rece ives input from East Shef ord
sewage works; the only other signifi cant input is from Lambourn Trout
Farm. Water qua lity in the Lambourn is good; the river is classifi ed as
GQA biological class '6 and chemical class 'A' .
The river corr idor is notab le for reed beds and willow stands and
the fl oodplain pro vides im por tant feeding ground s for snipe
(Ga llinago gallinago)  and water rail  (Rallus aquaticus).  There are
good, extensive grave l spawning areas for salmonids; the river
su pports one of the best and most prod uctive fisheries for brown
trout in the area, with natural populations of grayling also present. The
Lambourn is in the top 10% for England and Wales for the number of
macro- invertebrate families recorded dur ing the GQA survey; five
nationally rare species of invertebrates are found in the river. Native
crayfi sh have not been recorded in recent years. although they are present
downstream in the Kennet; however introduced American signal crayfi sh
are present.
R25 River Eden
Kent, England (Lat 5 1" 10 'N; Long 0" 10' E; NGR 5520 1438)
Sponsor: Environmen t Agency, So uthern Region
The Eden is a tributary of the River Medway in Kent. It rises south
of Ca terham and flow s eastward through Wealde n clay to j oin the
River Medway near Penshurst. Its main tr ibutaries are the Gibbs
Brook . Eden Vale Stream, Ede n Brook, and the Fe !bridge Water .
The Eden catchment is largely rural and agricultura l although much
of the da iry farming, which predominated previously , has now
declined and has been replace d by mixed fa rming. The sampling
site is east of Penshurst in a fl at valley surro unded by agricultura l
land wh ich is not wooded, and is upstream of a slu ice where the
river is slow flowing . There is no industry in the area.
Water quality in the Eden is mainly classified as GQA class C,
a ltho ugh the headwaters near Oxted are class D. The river receive s
treated sewage effl uent from two Southern Water Service s Limited
Sewage Treatme nt Works, serving Ede nbridge and Oxte d
respective ly ; the stre tches rece iving these eff luents are both subject
to EC Urban Water Treatment 'Sensitive .Waters' investigations.
There are other, much smaller pr ivate sewage treatment works
throughout the catchrnent . The river and its tr ibutar ies support
coarse fi sheries . Ave rage flow s at Penshurst range from 3.9 cumecs
in January to 0.49 cumecs in July .
R26 River Ewe
Highland Region, Scotland (Lat 57" 45 'N; Long 5°36 'W; NGR 1858 8806)
Sponsor: Scottish Environment Protection Agency, North Region
The River Ewe, in Wester Ross, is a short stretch of river running
north-westwards out of Loch Maree into the sea at Poolewe. The
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Tab le 1.  Supporting age ncies and site s in ECN
Agency
Bio technology & Bio logica l
Sc iences Re search Co uncil
Countryside Co unc il for Wa les,
(j o intly with We lsh Off ice)
De partment o f Agricu lture for
Northern Ire la nd
De partm ent of th e En viro nment .
Transport & the Reg ions (through
its Acid Waters Monitor ing
Network )
Department of the Enviro nment for
Northern Ire la nd
Eng lish Nature
large upland catchment (44 1 km2), which includes Loch Maree and
Loch Ewe, is mainly peaty moorland managed predominantly for deer
grazing , with sonie hill sheep farming but negligible arable farming. It
is we ll known for its populat ions of feral goats . Land rises to over
900 m AOD on a number of mountains including Slioch and Ben
Eighe . Average annual catc hment rainfall is 2272 mm and long-term
average fl ow at the Poo lewe gaug ing station is 29.6 cumecs.
The Ewe catchment is as close to pristine as is possible on the Scottish
mainland and, unusually for this part of Scotland, it has no discharges
from intensive fi sh farming. Parts of the catchment are of national
scenic and conservation interest and have been designated as NNR and
NSA. There are large areas of deer fore st and protected woodlands of
Scots pine (Pin us sy lvestris ) and native oak (Que rc us p etrae a ). There
is one small-sca le hydroe lectric scheme on a tributary flowing into
Loch Maree; two further small schemes are proposed. The River Ewe
and Loch Maree are important for their salmonid fi sheries, but the
decline of the trout fi shery in Loch Maree is a well-recorded
phenomenon which is under investigation by the SOAEFD; it is
regarded as ind icative of such declines ge nerally on the west
coast of Scotland.
Site s/ support
• 2 Terrestrial sites (North Wyke &
Ro thamsted)
• I Terrestr ial site (Y Wyddfa/Snowdon
NNR)
• R2 I Bush
• L 17 Lough Erne
• L 16 Lough Neagh
• I Terrestr ial site (Hil lsboro ugh)
• R I 1 Old Lodge
• LOS Llyn Llag i
• LO9 Lochnagar
• L07 Scoat Tarn
• Support for Central Co-ordination Unit
• R I9 Faughan
• R20 Garvary
• Site & facilities at 1 Terrestr ial site
(Moor House & Upper Te esdale)
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Site type
Lo wland grassland &
ara ble
Up land grass land
River site
Standing water site
Standing wa ter site
Lowland grassland
River Site
Standing water site
Standing water site
Standing water site
River site
River site
Up land grassland &
bla nke t bog
Enviro nment Agency
Forestry Co mmission
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Agriculture, Fishe ries &
Fo od
Natural En vironment Research
Co uncil
Sco tt ish Environment Protec t ion
Agency
Scottish Offi ce Agricu lture,
Environme nt & Fishe rie s Dept
Welsh Office (joint ly with
Countr side Counci l for Wa les)
• R09 Bradgate Brook
• R IO Bure
• R23 Coln
• R03 Coquet
• R07 Cringle Brook
• ROI Eden (Cumbria)
• R25 Eden (Kent)
• RO2 Esk
• RO4 Exe
• RO8 Frome
• R24 Lambourn
• R06 Lath kill
• RO5 Wye
• LO2 Hickl ing Broad
• LOI Upton Broad
• L03 Wro xham Broad
• I Terrestr ial site (Porton Down)
• R22 Trout Beck (Moor House)
• LO5 Esth waite Water
• L06 Loch Leven
• L04 Windermere
• 2 Terrestr ial sites:
— Mo or House & Upper Teesdale;
— Wytham (s ite provided by
Oxford University )
ECN Centra l Co-ord ination Unit
• R I4 Allt a' Mharca idh
• R 8 Cree
• R 17 Eden (Fife)
• R26 Ewe
• R 13 Lower Clyde
• R I 5 Spey (Foc habers)
• R I 2 Stinchar
• R 16 Tweed
• L 13 Loch Davan
• LI5 Loch Dee
• L I 2 Loch Katrine
• L I4 Loch Kinord
• L 10 Loch Lomond
2 Terrestrial sites (Glensaugh
Research Stat ion & Sourhope
Research Stat ion)
I Terrestr ial site (Y Wyddfar Snowdon
NNR)
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River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
River Site
Standing wate r site
Standing wate r site
Standing wate r site
I Terrestr ial site (Alice Holt Forest) Wood la nd
Chalk grass land
I Terrestr ial site (ADAS Drayton) Mixed farm ing
Soil Survey & monitoring at English
& We lsh terrestria l sites
Rive r site
Standing wate r site
Standing wate r site
Standing wate r site
Up land grassland &
b la nket bog
Wood land & arable
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Rive r site
Stand ing wa ter site
Stand ing wa ter si te
St and ing wa ter si te
Stand ing wa ter site
St and ing wate r site
Up la nd gra ssland
Upland gra ssland
Upland grassland
O peration of EC N
J. M . Sykes cg others
ECN C o-o rd ina t o r 199 2- 95
ECN ope rates by consensus of its participating agencies, each of which
is represented on the ECN Steering Committee, the body responsible
for the main pol icy decisions affecting the network; the Steer ing
Committee normally meets annually. The Working Groups which
were instrumental in developing the technical and stat istical elements
of the network have been amalgamated to form a j oint Statistics and
Technical Advisory Group (STAG) which reports to the Steer ing
Committee. NERC provides the day-to-day management of the
network by providing and supporting the ECN Central Co-ordination
Unit (CCU) which is responsible for standardising procedures and for
co-ord inating data collect ion and management. The CCU has a staff of
fi ve and a half: the ECN Co-ord inator, a statistician, a data manager, an
ass istant data manager, a half-t ime assistant data manager and an
Information Analyst, all of whom are staf members of the Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology. At each operating site, a sponsoring agency
provides a Site Manager who is responsib le for organising the timely
collection and initial processing of data according to the agreed
protocols, and for transmission of the data to the ECN data manager
in an agreed format
Policy ECN Ste ering Co mmittee
15  ECN
sponsoring
organisations
Te chnica l
deve lopme nt
Adminis tra tion Centra l Coord ina tion Unit
Co-ordina tion (Ca ) •Co-ora natorDatabas e ITE MERLEWOO D • Statists:tan
• Oata Manager
I
•  Asst . Data Managers
(cce  Ink  one salt-sme)
• Information Analyst
  •
S ite Monito ring ECN S ite Ma nage rs
Figure 2. The current organisation of ECN
4 2
Statistics a nd Te chnica l
Advisory Group (STAG)
12 Te rr e at rta l Sites
42  Neg ro:titer sites
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Chapter 2 ECN CORE MEASUREM ENT
PROTOCOLS
The Protocols for ECN 's freshwater core measure ments contain
detailed information on the rationale for the measureme nt and the
procedures to be followed for the sampling location, sampling, treatment
of samples and data collect ion. They also deta il the equipment to be
used. In compar ison with core measurement Protoco ls for ECN's
terrestria l sites (Sykes & Lane 1996), those for freshwater sites are
somewhat less prescript ive because they have had to take into
consideration existing and sometimes long-standing sampling
procedures in operation at the sites. In many cases ECN's freshwater
sites have existed for several years as sampling sites eithe r for other
research programmes or have been used to mee t statutory
requirements for water quality testing . However, the procedures
themselves , and their quality contro l and assurance, have to meet
rigorous standards and would not be acceptable to ECN were they to
fall short of these requirements. Historic and reliable records from
such long-established sites provide added value to ECN.
Measurements othe r than those which fo llo w have been cons ide red
for inc lusion as core mea surements but have been rej ected as be ing
tech nically or f inancial ly impractical or as be ing too diff icult to
prescr ibe for the different cond itio ns existing at the range of ECN sites .
It would, for example, have been desirab le to have a regular record of
fi sh populations. In this case site operators are encou raged to col lec t
such informat ion as is poss ible , especially in re lat ion to the location
used for the collect ion of other ECN data, and to submit it to the ECN
CC U. Examples of acceptable method s for the co llec tion of da ta on
fish populations are those given in Pat rick  et al.  ( 199 1).
Wherever poss ible, Pro toco ls already pub lished for ECN' s terre strial
sites are also used at the fre shwater sites, sometimes with minor
modification, for example those re lat ing to 'Surface Water Disch arge'
and to aspects of the hand ling of water samples. Although the
col lec tio n of meteorologica l da ta has not been specified as a core
measurement at fre shw ater sites, it is neverthe less recognised as an
important adj unc t to the other core measurements. It is recommended
that where ver possible the Protocols for 'Automat ic Weather Sta tion'
(Sykes & Lane 1996, pp 38- 44) and ' Standa rd Meteorological
Observatio ns' (Sykes & Lane 1996, pp 45-4 6) should be implemented
at freshwater sites .
The dange rs assoc iated with working nea r, on, or in water are well
known and are subject to statu tory Health and Safety Regulat ions as
we ll as to additional safety meas ures required by ind ividual
organisat ions. Similar ly, the dangers assoc iated with the handling of
certain chemicals potentially or actually hazardo us to health are
subj ect to statutory contro l and advice on the ir handling. All such
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References Patr ick , S., Waters, D., Juggins, S. & Jenk ins, A. 1991.  The United
Kingdom Acid Waters Momitoring Network: Si te descriptions and
methodology repo rt.  London: ENSIS Ltd.
Cor e measur ement
a) Physi cal and chem ical measur ements
Manual sampli ng (FW C)
A utomati c Measurements (FWA)
Surface Water Discharge (FW D)
b) Bio logi cal measur ements
Phytopl ankton
Chlorophy l l  a
Species
A quat ic macrophytes
Epili thic diatoms
Crustacean zooplankton
Macro-i nvertebrates
Not es
w Recordi ng f requency abbreviations: 15 min
30 min
2xY
3xY
2Y
n/ a
safety measures must always be fol lowed; particular dangers relating
to individual core measurements are stressed in the f ollowing
Protocols.
The core measurements are summarised in Table 2.
Sykes, J.M . & L ane, A.M .J., eds. 1996.  The United Kingdom
Envi ronmental Change Network: Protocols f or standard measurements at
terrestr ial sites.  London: The Stationery Offi ce.
Table 2.  Summary of Freshwater Core Measurements and their recordi ng frequency
(FPP)
Recor di ng f r equency" '
Running watersai Standing waters(' )
Recommended Minimum Recommended M inimum
15 min
n/ a
(FM A)
(FDT) 3xY
(FZP) n/ a
(FIN) 3xY
" ) 'Standing water' and ' running water' are used in the text as generic terms to cover more
local usage such as broad, lake, loch, lough, and ri ver, brook, beck, burn, stream,
respectively. Occasionall y, the generic and local terms are used interchangeably.
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30 min
n/ a
n/ a
2xY
every 15 minutes
every 30 minutes
hourly
weekly
fortnightl y
monthly
quarterl y
yearly
twice yearly
three times yearly
every 2 years
not appl icable
n/ a n/ a
2Y 2Y
3xY Y
3xY Y
FWD Protocol SURFACE W AT ER DISCHA RGE
Rationale
Aim T he cont inuous recording of st ream or r i ver water
discharge at selected sit es.
Met hod Equipm ent
The impact of environmental change is li kely to bri ng about a
response in hydrol ogical conditions at a site. The water
balance at any location is control led by climate, vegetation
cover and soil properties. Any change in the external cl imate
or in the internal structure of the soil-vegetation system of a
catchment wil l be refl ected in changes in site hydrology. This
may involve changes in evaporation, in soil moisture levels,
and in the amount of run-off f rom the site. Surf ace water
discharge is an important component of catchment hydrology
and at relatively pristi ne sites may provide a sensiti ve indicator
of environmental change. At other sites, extracti on of water
from and discharges to ri vers wi l l aff ect fl ow but at all sites
fl ow is an essenti al measurement in the calculati on of changes
in loads of nutr ient elements and pollutants f rom catchments.
The measurement of fl ow in ri vers wi ll be carried out using a
permanently instal led control structure or sui table velocity
area method.
Locat ion
The complete instal lation compri ses an approach channel , a
measuring structure, and a downstream channel . The
condi ti on of each of these three components affects the
overall accuracy of the measurements. In selecting a suitable
river sect ion part icular attent ion should be paid to the
fol lowing:
• the adequacy of length of channel of regular cross-section
available;
• the regularity of the velocity distr ibution over the cross-
section of the approach channel ;
• the avoidance of a steep channel if possible;
• the effects of any increased water levels upstream due to
the structure;
• the impermeabi l ity of the ground into which the structure
is to be founded;
• the necessity for fl ood banks to contain the maximum
discharge to the channel ;
• the stabili ty of the channel downstream of the structure.
Full details are available in BS 3680 (BSI 1965).
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FWD  Proto col
Operat ion
The operation of the measuring section wil l confor m with BS 3680.
A digi tal logger wi ll record stage (in metres) and f low (in cumecs),
preferably at 15 min intervals but at not less than 30 min intervals.
Data quality control will be carr ied out by site staff in accordance
with the Bri ti sh Standard. The results of al l checks (calibrations,
changes and maintenance) recorded at the measuri ng section wi ll
be sent to the CCU for inclusion in the ECN database where
appropr iate.
Br it ish Standar ds I nsti tut ion. 1665. BS 3680. Methods of measurement of
liq uid f low  in open channels. Pon 3. Stream  f low  measurements.
London: BSI.
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Aim
Rationale
Method
RECO MMENDED SA MPLING
PROCEDURES FOR W AT ER
CHEMIST RY
T o provide guidelines for the sampl ing procedures to be used
at ECN freshwater sites.
Standa rdisation of the methods used for sampling and storage of
wate r samples is desirab le for a network of geograph ically dispe rsed
sites us ing diffe rent analytical laboratories. However, pa rticipating
labo rator ies may already have well-estab lished sampling protocols
which have been de monstrated to give satisfactory results and which
are subj ect to quality contro l checks . Such established procedures
are acceptable to  ECN  and the fo llowing should therefore be
regarded only as a gu ide to good practice . Where acceptable
practice s are already in place but differ fro m those set out be low,
detailed information on differences should be sent to the CC U.
A detailed discussion of the pr incip les of sam pling are give n in
HMSO ( 1980) , to which re ference should be made.
GEN ERA L CH EMIST RY
Sample containers
Sample bottles are nor mally either polyethylene or borosil ica te glass ,
though for certain de terminands (see Appendix 1, page 53) one or
other material is pre ferred. The capacity of each bottle should be
adequate to pro vide a suff icient volume of water for the requ ired
ana lysis . The containers may also require specific pre -treatment or
part icular storage condit ions or add itives for certa in dete rminands.
Reference should be made to the appropriate Sec tion of HMSO
( 1980).
Preparat ion
Bott les should be washed in a recommended labora tory de tergent
(eg Decon01/90 ) and thorou ghly rinsed in tap water or de -ionised
wate r as approp riate .
Sampling
Runni ng waters
The preferred method is by hand, taking the sample directly into
the sample bott le after wading upstream to the sampling poin t
and reaching upstream to take the sample . Rinse out the bottle
with river water by ha lf-fi lling, shaking vigorously with the
stoppe r in place and discarding the rinse-water be fore final
filling.
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Method T RAC E META LS
Where di rect sampl ing by hand is not possible an appropriate
col lection device may be used according to the method of
analysis, (eg a stainless steel can or Casella Sampler), which
should be rinsed out with ri ver water from the site before f i l l ing
the sampl ing bott le. Metal devices should not be used where the
sample is to be analysed for metals.
Standing water s
For purposes of establishing the chemistry of outf low ing waters it
may be adequate to sample at the outlet or abstract ion point and
to comply with the procedures out lined above for running
waters. For certain determinands, (eg temperature and dissolved
oxygen prof iles), it wi ll be necessary to sample f rom a boat using
an appropriate col lecti on device or di rect-measuring instrument
whi lst complying with appropriate safety procedures.
Sam ple cont ainers
Refer to the appropriate Section of HMSO ( 1980). Normally only
polyethy lene bottles are used to col lect a sample separate f rom that
used for General Chemistry but note, for example, that samples for
analysis of mercury should be stored in glass containers.
Preparat ion
Sample containers for most trace metals should be acid-washed (eg
10% nitr ic acid) in the laboratory. There are, however, speci fi c
requirements for some determinands (eg mercury ). and reference
should be made to HM SO ( 1980). Precautions should be taken to
avoid subsequent contaminat ion by seal ing the container in a
polythene bag.
Sam pling
Running water s
Remove the container from the protective polythene bag.
Sample by hand as for General Chemistry above, but where
direct sampling is not possible an appropriate col lecti on device
must be used. A polythene bucket can be used: thi s is r insed
with river water before being fi l led again to rinse the bottle and
f inally to collect the sample. Any col lection device such as a
polythene bucket should be used exclusively for environmental
sampling and not for eff l uents and such devices should bc kept
between sampling in large polythene bags to avoid
contamination. Collection devices should be returned to the
laboratory for cleaning after use in each sampling.
Fi l led sample containers should be replaced inside thc protect ive
polythene bag and returned immediately to the laboratory.
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Stand ing waters
Remove the container f rom the protecti ve polythene bag. For
purposes of establishing the chemistry of outfl owing waters it
may be adequate to sample at the outlet or abstraction point and
to comply with the procedures outl ined above for running
waters. If working f rom a boat, surface waters should be
sampled similarly whi lst complying wi th appropriate safety
procedures.
Method T RACE  O RGA N ICS/PEST IC IDES
Sam ple cont ainers
Only glass bott les should be used.
Pr eparat io n
Bottles should be washed initi ally w ith a warm solution of aqueous
detergent (eg Decon®90). Rinse thoroughl y wi th hot tap water and
rinse again wi th high grade deioni sed 'organic scavenged' water.
Dry in an oven. Finally, rinse w ith an appropriate solvent (eg
hexane or acetone, depending on the determinand). A l low the
solvent to evaporate.
Close the bottle and seal in a polythene bag. Label with the
fol lowing information (unless the stock of prepared bott les is to be
used in a short time):
• determinand for which the bott le may be used;
• date of bott le preparation;
• use-by date;
• name of the person preparing the bott le
Bottles should in any case be used within 3 months of preparation.
Sam pl ing
• Ru nning waters
Sample by hand as for General Chemistry above. Where
necessary. a stainless steel collection device may be used and
this should be rinsed with water f rom the r iver before col lecting
more water to r inse and f il l the sample bottle.
Standing waters
For purposes of establishing the chemistry of outf lowing waters
it may be adequate to sample at the outlet or abstraction point
and to comply with the procedures outl ined above for running
waters. I f working from a boat, surface waters should be
sampled simi larly whi lst complying wi th appropriate safety
procedures.
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Author R. Owen
It is essential to ensure secure and adequate labelling of all
sampl ing containers and the proper recording of all appropriate site
information including:
• site name/code;
• date:
• t ime:
• sampling personnel;
• water temperature;
• water turbidity ;
• water colour ;
• weather at ti me of sampl ing
Where existi ng labell ing systems and/or quali ty control systems are
already in operati on it wil l be necessary to ensure that they meet
these minimum requirements for ECN purposes.
STO RAGE
In general , storage temperature should be between 1°C and 4°C and
analysis should be carried out as soon as possible after col lecti on.
Storage condit ions relevant to part icular determinands are given in
Appendix I (page 53) and further informati on in HM SO ( 1980). If
samples have to be sent to another location for analysis, the period
when samples are out of cold storage should be minimized, for
example by specify ing next day del ivery and not despatching on a
Friday.
Where f i ltering is necessary . reference should be made to the
procedures adopted at ECN terrestr ial sites (A damson 1996).
References Adamson, J.K. 1996. Ini tial Water Handling (W H).  In:The United Kingdom
Envi ronmental Change Network: Protocols f or standard measurements at
terrestr ial sites,  edited by J.M.Sykes & A .M.J.Lane. 145- 148. London: The
Stati onery Offi ce.
Her M aj esty 's Stationery Offi ce (HM SO). 1980.  Methods f or the
examination of waters and associated materials. General p ri nciples of
sampl ing and accuracy of results.  London: HMSO.
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Appendix I Summary of sam ple containers
and storage condit ions for waters
Determ inand Container Storage Condi tions" '
A cid it y G Fil l bottl e to leave no air space Store in cool dark
placefi
A l kal ini ty Fil l bottle to leave no air space Store in cool, dark
place° ,
A lumi ni um Add 20 ml 5M HCI /l itre of sample
A m mon ia See nitrogen
A r seni c P or G Add 2 ml 6M HCl/ li tre of sample
Bioc hemi cal Fil l bottle to leave no air space. Store at 4°C in
oxy gen darko."
dem andfi
Cad mi um Add 2 ml IOM I-ICl/l itre of sample
Calcium Add 2 ml 5M HCl/l itre of sample
C hl or ide P or G No special condi tions needed
C hr om i um 0 By AAS — 2 ml/ li tre of sample. 50% (V/V ) HCI by
spectrophotometry — 2 ml/ li tre of sample. 30%
(V/V) di luted HNO3(d2„ 1.42)
Cop per Either 2 ml 50% (V/V ) [ IC l / li tre of sample or 1 ml
HNO3 ((La I .42)/l itre
D issolved Fill bottle to leave no air space. Analyse on site or
ox ygen(2."' ' f ix ' sample by adding manganese and alkal ine
iodide-azide reagents. then store in dark at I0- 20"C
for no more than 24 hoursfi
Elect r ical Fill bottle to leave no air space. Store at 4°C" ."
conduc t iv i ty
I r on '") Add 20 ml 5M HCl/ li tre of sample ' )
Lead Add 2 ml 5M MCl/ l itre of sample
M agnesi um Add 2 ml 5M MCl/ li tre of sample
M an gan ese Add 20 ml 5M MCl/ li tre of sample '
M er cur y (non G Add HNO3 to give a pH of I . and suffi cient K1Cr10 3
sali ne samples) to maintain excess unti l analysis start0
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Determi nand Container Storage Condi tions'
.. .conti nued
M eta lsol
• total P (d) This depends on the method used and the metals
expected to be present. The usual preservative
treatments are either to add 20m1 of 5M HCl/ l itre of
sample. or to add 2- 10 ml HNO/ l itre of sample:
but be guided by the condi t ions for the most
sensit ive metal l ikely to be present. If necessary
take two or more samples where preservation
techniques are incompatible. I f the sample is l iable
to react wi th air see note (9)
• total f il t rable F Filter on site and add 2- 10 ml FINO / l itre of f il trate
N ic k el 2 ml/ li tre of sample 50% (V/V)
N i t r ogen
• ammoni acall2 P If both f ree and combi ned ammoniacal nitrogen are
or required, fi l l bott le to leave no air space. If only
G total ammoniacal nitrogen is required. add HC I or
H2SO4 to give a pH of 2. (e). Store at 4°0 7.0
• Kj eldahll2.0 P or G Unless free ammoniacal nitrogen is also requi red
add H2SO4 to give a pH of 2{51. Store at 4°C'
• ni trateal P or G Store at 4°0 0
• ni tr i tem P or G Store at 4°C"
Or gani c 0 Fill bottle to leave no air space. Sample
car bon total preservat ion is dependent on the method used.
Store at 4°C. For some methods addit ion of HC I to
give a pH of 1- 2 is required, for others the use of
hydrochloric acid is bart er .°
Sod i um No special condit ions needed
Sul ph at e P or G Store at 4°C. ( If sulphide and/or sulphite present.
ti l l bottl e to leave no air space)87.0
Sol ids
• suspended'1' No generall y-suitable procedure. A nalyse as soon
as possible
• to tal
T ur bid i tyo)
Z i nc
Store at 4°C10
No generall y-suitable procedure. A nalyse as soon
as possible
Either 2 ml/ li tre of sample 50% (V/V) HC I or
I ml/ li tre of sample FANO, (d20 1.42)
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Notes
P = polyethylene
G = borosil icate glass
It is essential to ensure that the storage conditi ons selected,
includi ng the use of cooling, do not adversely affect the
performance of the analyt ical method.
These determinands are often particularly liable to instabi lity , and
it wi ll of ten be important to take special steps to minimise the
t ime between sampl ing and analysis.
" ' The term 'Metals' includes the fol lowing: A l, Ba, Be. Ca, Cd, Co,
Cr, Cu. Fe, Pb, Mg. Mn, Mo, Ni . Sr, Sn, U. V and Zn. The
container and method of preservation quoted in the table are
thought to be generally useful for th is group of metals. However,
other preservati on procedures may also be sat isfactory . When
other procedures are given in analyt ical methods for metals in the
above group publ ished by the Standing Committee of Analysts,
these have been included under the individual metals in the table.
Contamination of samples by zinc and other metals leached f rom
plasti cs has been reported. If in doubt check bott les using
disti l led water and the desired preservative before use. Discard
unsuitable bott les.
(5) I f not negligible, note the volume of preservative added or the
resultant vol ume change.
(°) Aerate the sample as litt le as possible during the fi l l ing of the
sample bott le.
(7) If no air space is left in a glass bott le, care should be taken to
prevent the bott le heati ng and so generati ng enough pressure that
it bursts.
(8) Care should be taken to prevent accidental freezing in glass
bottl es.
(9) I f iron I I or manganese II. or other easily oxidized metals in lower
oxidation states are to be determined by oxidation state rather
than as total metal, it may be necessary to completely fi l l bottles
(see notes (7), and (8) above). For some highly reactive waters
the bottles may need to be fi l led with inert gas prior to sampling
to avoid oxidati on during f il l ing.
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Aim
PH YSICA L A N D CH EMICA L VA RIA BLES
Col lect ion of samples f rom standing and r unni ng waters (or
aut omat ic recor d ing where appr opr iat e) for the measurement
of envi ronmental ly impor tant physical var iables and for the
analysis of cat ions and an ions.
Rationale The j ustif ication for the variables selected for measurement in this
ECN protocol for freshwater physical and chemical variables is
provided in the Introduct ion to thi s vol ume under the heading
' Variable selection' (see page 13). In general the variables have been
selected because they are expected to indicate the possible causes
and consequences of envi ronmental change in the aquati c
environment. Aquatic systems can be considered as consisti ng of a
series of 'master variables' common to all freshwaters, changes in
which may signif icantly affect the system as a whole. Other variables
are mainly measures of chemical concentrations which are susceptible
to changing inputs and to biogeochemical processes: in addi ti on there
are biological components of the systems which are deal t wi th in
other protocols.
Met hod Var iables t o be m easured and fr equency of m easurem ent
A list of the selected variables to be measured at running and standing
water sites is provided in Appendix I of thi s protocol (page 58).
together wi th recommended and minimum frequencies of
measurement. Although there are a few excepti ons, most of the
variables are common to both runni ng and standing water sites but
their frequency of measurement is usual ly greater at the former. It is
anticipated that f requency of sampling w il l, in pract ice, commonly
exceed the speci fi ed minimum frequency. Detection limits for the
variables are specif ied in Chapter 3 (pages 98- 99). Water level should
be recorded at the same t ime as the sample is taken for chemical
analysis.
Sam pling — m anual (FW C)
Most variables wi l l be determined f rom analysis of water samples
col lected and handled by the methods recommended in the ECN FSP
protocol (page 49) ' Recommended sampl ing procedures for water
chemistry ' which is intended as a Guide to Good Practice. The
document deals with containers, their preparation, use, labell ing and
storage for both running and standing waters in relation to general
chemistry, trace metals, trace organics and pesticides. A widely-
accepted text is referenced in the FSP protocol as a source document
for the principles involved.
Should operati onal constraints cause any deviati ons f rom the
procedures recommended in the ECN protocol, sites must send detai ls
of such deviations to the CCU.
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Where manual methods are used in the fi eld for physical
determi nations, (ie pH. temperature. conducti vi ty , turbidity ,
dissolved oxygen). it is essential that procedures are in place for
regular calibration of instruments and quali ty assurance.
Sam pling — aut om at ic (FW A)
A number of both commercial ly available and research instruments
may be used at ECN sites for measuring and recording physical
variables in both running and standing waters. Variables commonly
measured are pH. temperature. conducti vi ty and turbidi ty .
Instruments usually measure at f requent intervals and record
summary values at less f requent intervals; hourly summary values
wi ll be reported for ECN purposes. Specif icati ons for sensors and
their recording parameters should be discussed with the CCU before
instal lation.
Instruments wil l be located centrally in standing waters and at
convenient, agreed locations in running waters to coincide as far as
possible with other ECN measurements.
Procedures fo r chem ica l analysis
Laboratories of organisations part icipating in ECN already have wel l-
established protocols for chemical analysis which are subj ect to
internal quali ty control (QC) procedures and are accredited to
formal quali ty assurance (QA ) schemes or participate in internal or
inter- laboratory checks on quali ty . It is therefore impractical and
unnecessary to prescr ibe either the methods or instruments to be
used for the chemical analysis of water samples. Where laboratories
I. of organisati ons which intend to part icipate in ECN can demonstrate
similar or equivalent wel l-establ ished protocols and QC/QA
procedures, these wil l be acceptable. However, it is important that
participati ng laborator ies report to the CCU the details of intended
methods and associated speci f ications for each determinand.
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A ppendix I Physical and chemical variables
Var iable
Recor d ing f r equency" '
Running watersw Standing watersw
Recommended Minimum Recommended Minimum
Water level w m F Q
pH" ) H M H Q
Suspended sol ids" ):
Dry weight w m F Q
A sh-f ree dry weight w m F Q
or Turbiditf H M H Q
or Secchi disk n/ a n/ a F Q
Temperature)" , H m H Q
Conduct ivi ty)3) H m H Q
Dissol ved oxygen's) w m F Q
Ammonium: N1-14—N w m F Q
Total nitrogen)" w m F Q
Nitrate: NO3—N w to F Q
Nitri te: NO3—N w m F Q
Alkalinity (CaCO3) w m F Q
Chlor ide w m F Q
Total organic carbono) n/ a n/ a F Q
Particulate organic carbon n/ a n/ a F Q
Biological Oxygen Demand W NI O a n/ a
To tal phosphorus)" w m F Q
Part ic ulate phosphorus w NI F Q
Phosphate (solub le
reactive): PO4—P
Sil icate: SKI), w m F Q
Sulphate: SO4—S w m F Q
Sodium — dissol ved w m F Q
Sodium — total)" w m F Q
Potassium — di ssol ved w m F Q
Potassium — totar w m F Q
Calcium — dissol ved w m F Q
Calcium — total" ) w m F Q
Magnesium — di ssolved w m F Q
Magnesium — total)" w m F Q
Aluminium — labi le" ' w m F Q
Aluminium — total)" w m F Q
Tin — di ssolved w m n/ a n/ a
Tin — totar w m n/ a n/ a
Manganese — di ssol ved w to F Q
Manganese — totar w m F Q
Iron — dissolved w m F Q
Iron — totaP6) w m F Q
Vanadium — dissolved w m n/ a n/ a
Vanadium — totar w m n/ a n/ a
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Var iable
Not es
Recor d ing f requeneyo
Running waterso) Standi ng watersoi
Recommended M inimum Recommended Minimum
...continued
Nickel — dissolved W to n/ a n/ a
Nickel — total" W NI n/ a n/ a
Mercury — dissolved W M n/ a n/ a
Mercury — total" W to n/ a n/ a
Copper — di ssol ved W m n/ a n/ a
Copper — total" W M n/ a n/ a
Zinc — dissolved W M n/ a n/ a
Zinc — total" W rvi n/ a n/ a
Cadmium — dissolved W M n/ a n/ a
Cadmium — total" W ivi n/ a n/ a
Lead — dissolved W n.4 F Q
Lead — total" W hil F Q
Arsenic — total" W m F Q
'" Recordi ng frequency abbreviat ions: H hour ly
W weekly
F for tnightl y
M monthly
Q quarterl y
n/ a not applicable
" ' 'Standing water and ' running water ' are used in the text as
generic terms to cover more local usage such as broad, lake, loch,
lough, and r iver, brook, beck, burn, stream, respect ively.
Occasionall y, the generic and local terms are used
interchangeably
A utomati c (continuous) monitor ing of pH. temperature. turbidity
and conducti vi ty should be implemented where possible.
Conductivi ty should be measured (or compensated for) at 25°C.
pH should be measured (or compensated for) at 20°C.
° ' Suspended sol ids: dry weight should be determined at 105 ±5°C
and ash-f ree dry weight should be determined at 500"±20"C.
a' Standing water profi les: temperature and dissol ved oxygen should
be monitored at depths appropriate to the standi ng water site, and
the selected depths reported to the ECN Data Manager.
a' 'Total ' implies analysis of the unfi ltered sample.
a' Labile aluminium should only be measured at sites where there is
a record of pH ever having been less than 5.5.
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A im
PHYTO PLAN KTO N
T o mon itor changes in t he ch lor ophy l l concent rat ion of standing
and r unning waters and in count s of phyt oplank to n in standing
wat er s.
Rat ionale M any water quali ty problems in inland waters are related to the growth
and accumulat ion of phytoplankton, the microscopic algae which
dominate the pelagic envi ronment. Phytoplankton prov ides an important
source of food for many aquatic organisms and plays a key role in
nutr ient cycl ing. The simplest method of estimati ng the biological
productivity of a lake is to measure the concentration of phytoplankton
chlorophyll present duri ng the growing season. The conventional
method of measuring phytoplankton biomass is to fi lter a sample of
water and then extract the photosynthetic pigment chlorophyl l  a,  using
organic solvents such as acetone, ethanol or methanol. A detai led
discussion of the assumpt ions and problems of chlorophyl l
determination is given by Vollenweider ( 1974) and in papers by Marker
( 1977) and M arker and Col lett ( 1991). Some water quali ty problems are,
however, caused by quali tative rather than quanti tative changes in the
phytoplankton so it is also useful to know what species are present at
di f ferent times of the year. The most important taxonomic groups of
phytoplankton are the green algae (Chlorophycae). blue-green algae
(Cyanophyceae) and diatoms (Baci l lariophyceae — see Protocol PDT,
page 81). The identi fi cation of phytoplankton to species level is a
specialised task but simple guides have been produced by Belcher and
Swale ( 1976) and Pentecost (1984). Quantitati ve information of this kind
is particularl y useful in lake studies. The phytoplankton populations in
ri vers are more dif fi cult to quanti fy and are strongly infl uenced by
changes in the fl ow regime.
Met hod PHYTO PLAN KTO N CH LO RO PHYLL
(Standing and running waters)
Most investigators in the UK use the hot aqueous methanol method
(Tall ing & Dr iver 1963) for extracting phytoplankton chlorophyll ; cold
acetone and cold ethanol methods (M arker 1992; Jespersen &
Chr istof fersen 1987) are used in some laboratories but there is some
evidence that incomplete extraction occurs in cold solvent. The hot
methanol method appears to be more eff icient and is therefore
recommended as the standard for ECN at this time. ECN sites must take
the necessary steps to ensure that procedures meet statutory health and
safety standards (COSHED.
Equipm ent
Water for both chlorophyl l analysis and phytoplankton counts in
standi ng waters should be col lected using a suitably designed integrati ng
sampler such as the weighted plastic tube (L und tube) descr ibed by
Lund and Tail ing ( 1957). A variety of polyethylene containers can be
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used for transport ing and stor ing of the phytoplankton sample: they
should be easy to clean and large enough to contain 2- 3 l itres of
water. Containers should be washed in recommended detergent (eg
Decon0 90), r insed with tap water in the laboratory and subsequentl y.
at each site, with the standing or running water to be sampled.
Locat ion
• Stand ing waters
Water samples should be taken f rom a central locat ion near the
deepest point and the grid reference should be recorded as
accurately as possible, usual ly to wi thin 30- 40 m. together wi th the
water depth at the time of sampling. In circumstances where a boat
is not available for sampling it is permissible to sample
phytoplankton at the lake outfl ow or f rom a j etty or dam which
projects over deep water.
Ru nni ng waters
The grid reference of locations f rom which samples are taken at
running water sites wi ll be recorded, usually to within 10 m.
Sam pling
Stand ing waters
Water samples should be col lected preferably for tnightl y and not
less than quarterly . For deep lakes the Lund tube is lowered into
the water to the appropriate depth and the weighted end raised by
rope to discharge the contained water into the col lecting vessel. I f
the tube is made of relatively sti f f material no closing device is
required but the sampler may have to be lowered repeatedly to
col lect a suffi ciently large volume of water. For shallow lakes, of
depth 1 m or less, and for sites which cannot be sampled by boat.
'bucket samples' are more appropriate. Water samples are
col lected in a washed plasti c bucket that is either carried into the
shallows or lowered f rom a suitable j etty or wal l and plunged
below the surf ace to collect a near-surface water sample. Sub-
samples of the col lected water can be removed by any convenient,
obj ective, volumetr ic method as long as care is taken to avoid
spil lage.
Ru nning wat ers
Water samples should be col lected preferably weekly and not less
than monthly. Sampling procedures should follow the guidelines
set out in the ECN FSP Protocol (page 49) 'Recommended sampl ing
procedures for water chemistry ' . Sub-samples of the col lected
water can be removed by any convenient, obj ective, volumetric
method as long as care is taken to avoid spi llage.
Pigm ent ext ract ion
The samples of water col lected for chlorophyl l analysis should be
returned to the laboratory as quickly as possible and stored in the dark
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at 4°C unti l they can be processed. In the methanol extraction
procedure, a known volume of water is f i ltered through a glass-fi bre
(eg Whatman®GF—C) f ilter and the moist f i lter paper removed and
placed in a test tube. A known volume of 100% methanol is added
and the contents of the tube brought to the boi l for a few seconds i n a
water bath or an electri cally heated block. The samples are then
allowed to stand for 10 minutes at room temperature in the dark
before removing the f ilter papers and centri fuging the extract to
remove any particles in suspension. The absorbance of the extract is
determined at 665 nm and 750 nni in a I cm or 4 cm cuvette as
appropriate for the optical density . The absorbance at 750 nm is
subtracted from that at 665 nm to correct for general turbidity and
background absorpt ion. The chlorophyl l  a  concentration in the
sample is given by the formula:
Chl  a  itg = v/V . f/1 . A
where v is the total volume of solvent extract in ml, V is the volume of
the sample fi ltered in l itres. I is the light path in cm, A is the
absorbance at 665 nm corrected for that at 750 nm and f is a factor
equivalent to the reciprocal of the specifi c absorpt ion coeff icient
multi pl ied by 10 (estimated as 13.9 by Tall ing and Driver ( 1963)).
PHYTO PLA N KTO N CO UNT S
(Standing waters only)
Preparation for phytoplankton counting may be done in a variety of
ways, includi ng centr i fugation and the use of sedimentation chambers.
In the recommended method, acidi fi ed Lugol ' s iodine (see Appendix I ,
page 65) is added to a known volume of water in a graduated cyl inder
immediately after col lection and the sample allowed to stand for 24
hours before siphoning of f the supernatant l iquid.
Equipm ent
Water samples should be col lected using a suitably designed
integrati ng sampler such as the weighted plastic tube (Lund tube)
descr ibed by Lund and Tail ing ( 1957). A variety of polyethylene
contai ners can be used fo r removal of the phytoplankton sample. The
contai ners used should be easy to clean and the volume of water used
in the graduated cyl inders should ref lect the presumed product ivi ty of
the site, (ie 100 ml for a producti ve lake and 1000 ml for an
unproduct ive lake). Containers should be washed in recommended
detergent (eg Decon0 90) and rinsed with tap water in the laboratory
and subsequently in lake water at each site.
Locat ion
Water samples for phytoplankton counts wil l normal ly be taken at the
same location and at the same ti me as those for phytoplankton
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chlorophyll determinati on (see above) (ie they shoul d be col lected
I from a central location near the deepest point) . The grid reference of
standing water sampling sites should be recorded as accurately as
possible. usually to within 30- 40 m, together wi th the water depth at
the time of sampl ing.
Sam pling
A ut hor D. G. George
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Water samples for phytoplankton count ing should be col lected
preferably fortnightl y and not less than quarterly. using the same
methods as are descr ibed above for phytoplankton chlorophyl l
analysis. A note should be made of the presence of signi fi cant
accumulati ons of blue-green algae on the water surface at the
sampl ing location.
Count ing procedur es
A number of cells and chambers have been designed for the
microscopic examination of freshwater phytoplankton. One of the
most satisfactory methods is that developed by Lund ( 1959),
commonly referred to as the Lund chamber. This simple device is
constructed f rom a rectangular coversli p mounted on thin str ips of
glass that are then cemented to a glass slide to for m a chamber w ith
open ends. A full descripti on of the method of construction is given
in Jones ( 1979), and at least one version is available commercially
f rom the Water Research Centre. The distr ibution of phytoplankton in
a Lund chamber is known to conform to a Poisson distr ibution (L und,
Kipl ing & Le Cren 1958) so counting errors are smal l when compared
to the f ield sampling error. Counts of phytoplankton are made by taxa
and related to the volume of the sample: individuals should be
identif ied only to the level of the identi fi er' s expert ise. Where sub-
sampl ing is used, its nature must be documented and reported to the
CCU . Counts are reported as number of cells per ml by taxon, but
where colonial taxa are present they are reported as number of
colonies per ml by taxon. Fi lamentous taxa are reported as length of
fi lament per ml.
A rch iving sam ples
Phytoplankton samples should be archived by preserv ing a sub-sample
of 10- 20 ml wi th a few drops of acidifi ed Lugol' s iodine solution in a
wel l-stoppered container. Note that if plastic containers or stoppers
are used the iodine will eventually volati l ise. However by that time
the iodine should have successful ly steri l ised the sample and should
not therefore cause a problem. Archived samples should be checked
periodically for evaporati ve loss.
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Appendix I
Lugol 's iodine is prepared as fol lows (Wetzel & L ikens 1991).
A cid ifi ed
Dissol ve 20 g potassium iodide and 10 g iodi ne crystals (caution: tox ic) in
700 ml distil led water containi ng 20 ml concentrated glacial acetic acid.
N on-acid ifi ed
Dissol ve 20 g potassium iodide and 10 g iodine crystals in 200 ml distil led
water.
To preserve samples wi th Lugol ' s iodine add 0.3 ml of the solution to 100 ml
of sample and store in the dark. For long-term storage add 0.7 ml of the
sOlution per 100 ml of sample and buffered formaldehyde to a minimum of
2.5% f inal concentration after I hour.
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A im T o m oni tor change i n the aquat ic macr ophy tes of r i ver s and
lak es.
Rat ionale Macrophytes are an important component of the aquatic ecosystem
and broad changes in the abundance of individual species and
communi ty compositi on provide valuable infor mati on on how and
why an ecosystem might be changing. Macrophytes are also
becomi ng increasingly valued as a means of indirectly monitori ng
water quali ty as. for instance, eutrophication can produce a
progressive change in species composit ion and a loss of species
diversity.
Since the emphasis of the freshwater monitori ng programme is on
the aquatic envi ronment, the macrophyte survey covers plants
grow ing in the water body but not the adj acent banksides. " Bank
species" occurr ing above the level of the ri ver or lake are not
recorded because the infl uence of the r iver or lake substrate and
water chemistry are likely to be less important than local edaphic
and cl imatic infl uences. The ri ver channel (and by analogy, the
lake) is defi ned in accordance with Holmes (1983): "The 'River' is
defi ned as those parts of the substrata which are likely to be
submerged for 85% of the time, whilst ' Bank' is that part of the side
of the r iver (or islands) which is submerged for more than 50% but
less than 85% of the time."
M acrophytes include any plant observable by the naked eye and
nearly always identi fi able when observed (Holmes & Whitton 1977).
This includes all aquatic vascular plants and bryophytes, together
with groups of algae which can be seen to be composed
predominantly of a single species.
It w il l, however, rarely be possible to survey whole ri vers and lakes
and in most cases macrophyte surveys wil l be undertaken at
selected sampl ing points. The main requirement is that the methods
employed should be consistent so that informat ion can be used to
compare change both within and betwccn sampling points at
dif ferent sites and ti mes. Common procedures have been
recommended for lakes and ri vers wherever possible.
This protocol aims to provide data on the fol lowing:
i . Species present and thei r relati ve abundance. A lthough some
groups, eg charophytes. are of ten identi fi ed only to fami ly level
it is recommended that all macrophytes are identi f ied to species
level . Detai ls of the check list of aquatic macrophytes used in
ECN arc provided in Chapter 3 of this volume (page 106).
ii. Species distribution along a ri ver length and, in lakes. zonati on
at selected sample points.
iii . Physical characteristi cs of the sampl ing location.
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Wherever possible the recommended methods are close
adaptations of existi ng, widely practised methods in order to
ensure conti nuity with historic data and to reduce the need for
training. A lthough a number of techniques have been
developed for survey and monitor ing of aquatic macrophy tes
in ri vers (eg Patrick  et al.  1991; Environment Agency 1996)
and lakes (Wol fe-M urphy  et al.  1991). and for characterising
waterside habi tats (Boon  et al .  1997). none of these alone
meets the requirements of ECN, part icularly in relation to its
need for detailed data for detecting change at individual sites.
This protocol takes into account the rationale and methods
adopted in vegetation monitor ing at ECN's terrestr ial sites
(Rodwel l  et al .  1996) which is based on recording presence
and absence of species in a large number of smal l quadrats.
Some elements of thi s approach have been used in the
methods described below but the use of f ixed, small quadrats
for recordi ng presence and absence is a less practical and
fami liar technique in aquatic macrophyte surveys; thus the
more common approach of estimating cover in larger areas has
also been used.
STA N DIN G W AT ERS
Since in most cases it is impossible to sample thoroughly a
whole lake, a transect approach wi ll be used to monitor
speci f ic locations which are generally representati ve of the
whole lake. In addit ion, depending on the avai labi lity of
resources, site operators are encouraged to carry out a more
general. quali tative survey, in order to establ ish a species li st
for the whole lake. However, the methodology for such an
addi ti onal survey should be determined by the site operator
and is not included within thi s protocol
The main steps in the survey procedure are:
i . general site survey and mapping of lake margin zones to
identi fy representative sampling locations;
ii. selection of sampling points in the representati ve locations
around the lake;
ii i. shorel ine surveys around the edge of the lake, centred on
the sampl ing points;
iv. deep water transects across the littoral zone, starting f rom
the same sampling points.
Data gathered from the surveys will provide information on the
presence/absence of species along sections of shorel ine and
along gradients of increasing water depth. The point on the
shoreline chosen as the starting point of each transect survey
will be referred to as a sampl ing point. Decisions on the
location and number of sampl ing points should be made
followi ng an initi al appraisal of the lake as described below.
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Equ ipm ent
• Wading boots.
• Metre rule calibrated in 0.01 m intervals.
• Boat large enough for tw o/three people plus equipment (see
Health & Safety . page 78).
• Ekman grab on rope calibrated in 0. 1 m intervals.
• Bathyseope (see Appendix I. page 80) or camera.
• Hand-held echo sounder (opt ional — see Appendix I, page 80)
• Plastic bags.
• Waterproof note book or paper with entry table prepared.
• Bucket.
• Floating transect rope mounted on rope winder (eg a monkey
ladder). The rope should be calibrated in 2.5 in intervals to
10 m, then every 5 m. A llow approximately 5 m of " free" rope
before the f irst calibration mark for attachment to the shore.
• Anchor rope attached to heavy anchor (eg a large boulder).
• M arker buoy (the size of a football or larger).
Locat ion
The number of sampling points wi l l depend on the resources
available and on the heterogeneity of the vegetati on. Macrophyte
surveys at each sampli ng point are l ikely to take approximately
three to four hours. Wherever possible, sampling points should be
located within examples of each of the main vegetati on ty pes
characteristic of the lake.
An ini ti al appraisal of the whole lake should be made to ascertain
which locations wi thin it are most suitable for transect surveys. This
is achieved by carry ing out a general si te survey supplemented,
where possible, by advice f rom aquatic macrophyte experts famil iar
with the lake. or by reference to existi ng habitat/vegetation maps.
The shoreline is traversed either by wading or by boat, employ ing a
combi nati on of grapnel and grab techniques to identi fy the maj or
stands of emergent, f loating-leafed and submerged macrophytes
which are then mapped on a plan of the shore outl ine. The aim at
this stage is not to identi fy all plants to species level, but to obtain a
general ised view of macrophyte cover and zonati on. A plumbline
or hand-held echo sounder should be used to assess the degree of
of fshore slope in locat ions of potential sample points.
The fol lowing guidelines should be followed when selecti ng
sampl ing points.
i. Locations close to inf lows or potenti al pol lution point sources,
which are li kely to exert signi f icant local infl uence on the lake,
are to be avoided.
ii Each sampl ing point should be situated in a location where
macrophyte cover and species ri chness are representati ve of one
of the main macrophyte communit ies of the lake littoral zone,
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both along the shorel ine and along the deep water gradient.
These locati ons wi ll usually be situated in more sheltered parts
of the lake where disturbance by wave action and wind is
minimal .
ii i. Ideally. the lake basin morphornetry adj acent to the survey point
should be simple and contours of lake depth should be
approxi mately parallel to the lake shorel ine.
iv. Ideally. aquatic macrophyte species should show some zonation
with increasing depth, and should show relat ive homogeneity
along any depth contour, for at least 20 m on either side of the
intended deep water transect l ine.
v. Ideally, sites should be located where the deep water transect
slope is gradual . so that the maxi mum depth at which
macrophytes occur l ies at least 30 m of fshore. If there are no
suitable locations where the macrophyte zone extends more
than 5 m from the lake shore, due to extreme slope or very poor
water transparency. only shorel ine transects are needed. I f it is
possible only to identi fy sites in which the macrophyte zone lies
5- 30 m of fshore it may be necessary to decrease the deep water
transect sampling interval, (eg f rom S m to 2.5 m).
Each sampling point should be marked in such a way as to enable
its precise relocation on future vi sits. A unique code and NGR for
each point should be recorded. The shorel ine survey wil l always
cover the same area 50 m on either side of the sampl ing point.
However, due to the destructi ve nature of sampling, the origin of
the deep water transect should be varied between visits by up to
5 m along the shoreline on either side of the sampling point.
Shoreline survey
Location
At lakes where there is evidence of variabil ity in water level, the
high water mark should be used as the upper l imit of the
shoreline. Lakes which show regular and large fl uctuati ons
(>0.3 m) in water level are unsuitable for the application of this
protocol . The shoreline survey should be undertaken on foot by
a surveyor wearing wading boots. The distance from the shore
may be limited by the maximum depth (Dm.) in which wading
is considered safe and practicable. The value of Dam should be
fi xed for a part icular lake and used on all future surveys.
The survey should cover an area with a shorel ine length of
100 m, centred on the sampling point, and a width (W) of either
5 m or the distance at which the depth equals Rim which ever
is less. A record should be made of i) width (W) and ii)
sampling depth (D) at distance (W) from the shore, where
either:
i. width = 5 m, maxi mum sampli ng depth : 13xfiax; record width
(W) as 5 m and sampling depth (D ) ±0. I m), or;
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i i. width <5 m; record actual width (W) ±0.5 m and maximum
sampli ng depth (Dn,n).
These variables will be recorded on all future surveys at the
sampl ing site.
The WO m length should be divided into ten sections of 10 m
using canes (non-permanent) to mark the shorel ine limits of
each section. The width l imit can be marked temporari ly using
one or more marker buoys to provide the surveyor with
reference points.
Sampl ing
Surveys should be repeated every two years f rom the same
sampl ing points. Ideally all surveys should be undertaken in
July/August but the date of the fi rst survey should determine the
date of subsequent surveys.
The lake level should be recorded against a standard benchmark
at the time of sampl ing.
Starting at the section to the far left looking towards the lake
(Section # I ) the surveyor should walk the section, using a
bathyscope if thi s is necessary to detect submerged species, and
record the presence of all emergent. f loating and submerged
macrophytes on a standard form. For each sampl ing point the
data col lected wil l therefore compri se a species l ist for each
section numbered 1- 10. Where it is impossible to wade, the
surveyor may walk along the shore or use a boat (w ith
appropriate safety procedures), using a grapnel to retrieve plants
for identi fi cation. A record should be made of the technique
adopted.
In the event of a species being detected which cannot be
identi f ied by the surveyor , a sample should be taken (providing
this is unlikely to affect the lake population of the species) and
sealed in a labelled polythene bag for subsequent identi f ication.
A sketch map should be made of the 100 m length of shoreline
showing in the broadest terms the general physical character of
the surveyed section in relation to prominent physical features
of the site. The purpose of the map is to enable future
relocation of the survey and to provide an annotated record of
specif ic features related to the site, which may assist in the
interpretati on of the quanti tative data. It is not necessary to
make a detailed map on each survey occasion.
M ain features to be marked on the sketch map are:
• NGR for both ends of the surveyed IOU m length;
• Grid north;
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• relocation features. (eg distances to bridges, trees. boulders):
• points from which photographs are taken;
• shading posit ion and type — broken shade (using sti ppled
shading pattern) or dense (sol id shading) :
main macrophyte stands (shown with cross-hatched shading);
adj acent land use (eg arable. pasture. forest, factory. houses/
gardens).
On each survey occasion' the general physical character of the
site is recorded. The following attributes should be recorded in
each 10 m section as an aid in the interpretation of macrophyte
data (see Chapter 3. pages 103- 107, for details of attributes and
their categories):
i  Substrata:  Estimates should he based on a bi rds-eye view
and should include only surface part icles which are di rectly
visible or hidden under macrophytes. If shapes of underly ing
larger part icles are disti nct under a layer of fi ne part icles such
as silt or clay then the larger part icles should be recorded.
Record the percentage cover of each substrate category in the
appropr iate box on the recording sheet.
ii.  Shading:  Record the percentage of the shorel ine section
shaded (not the length of bank affected), in each shading
category, when the sun is overhead (ie at 12 noon).
Photographs should be taken of the main emergent and f loating-
leafed rnacrophyte beds covered by the survey. The use of a
polarising f ilter to reduce surface refl ection is recommended.
The location of the point (±2 in) f rom which each photograph is
taken and the di rection of the shot should be recorded on the
sketch map. Points should be referenced by means of an
obvious and permanent land feature, or by the use of global
positioning satel lite instrumentation. Copies of all photographs
should be labelled with site, date and locati on within site and
sent to the CCU for long-term storage. The photographs should
also be annotated to highl ight any key features.
Deep wat er survey
L ocat ion
It is recommended that three people are used to locate a deep
water transect, though two people may be suff icient if a boat
with a smal l outboard engine is used. The following guidelines
are recommended.
i. Secure the free end of the fl oating transect rope on the
shoreline wi thin 5 m of the sampl ing point, attaching it either
to a stake or to available supports such as a fence post or
large boulder. The precise locat ion should be varied
between visits.
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i i. M anoeuvre the boat on a course approximately
perpendicular to the lake shore, releasing the transect rope
under light tension. I f an outboard engi ne is used the boat
can be reversed from the shore so that the rope is paid out
f rom the bow. It may be helpful to position a pair of
surveyor ' s ranging poles about 10 m apart and behind the
shore along the intended line of the transect to provide a
sight linc.
ii i. Once the full length of the transect rope has been released
it should be ti ghtened by conti nuing to head the boat
outwards, and if necessary the angle f rom the shore should
be adj usted. With the transect rope under tension, the
anchor should be lowered, and the anchor rope tied of f at
the water surface to a buoy and then fastened to the
transect rope.
iv. The last 5 m sect ion of the transect should extend j ust
beyond the limit of rnacrophyte growth.
Sam pl ing
T he survey should be repeated every two years. Ideally all
surveys should be undertaken in July/ August but the date of
the f irst survey should determine the date of subsequent
surveys.
A compass beari ng on the positi on of the deep water transect
buoy should be taken f rom the sampling point; thi s bearing
will be used to help relocate the di rection of the transect in
future years.
Samples wil l be taken at 5 m intervals from the shore; each
5 m mark on the transect rope wil l be referred to as a transect
point (see Figure 3. page 80). Starting f rom the shoreline end,
the boat should be moved to the f irst transect point. The boat
should be attached to the transect rope at the bow and stern.
A t each transect point separate port and starboard
measurements are taken using at least one but preferably all
three of the fol lowing techniques. Selection of the appropriate
techniques w i ll depend on the nature of the macrophyte
community structure, (eg an Ekmann grab may be suff icient in
oligotrophic lakes dominated by isoeti ds). Advice on the
choice of techniques can be obtained from the CCU. A lthough
the data from up to three techniques wi ll be cotnbined
eventually within the data base to produce species lists for the
port and starboard locations, data f rom each measurement
should be recorded separately as an aid to interpretation.
i. An Ekman grab sample is taken with its rope held
immedi ately adj acent to the side of the boat. A ll species
retr ieved are recorded.
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i i While the Ekman grab is sti l l in place, record all species
present in a 1 m' circular plot (radius = 560 mm) around the
grab using a bathyscope or underwater camera to scan 'the
area. A standard Ekman grab has a width of 140 mm and the
plot radius is therefore equivalent to four Ekman grab
widths: it may be helpful . therefore, to use this to j udge
whether macrophytes fall within the prescribed area. A ll
species within this area which are identifi able to species
level remotely (ie without being retr ieved) are recorded.
Utmost care must be taken to avoid mis-identifi cati on. If
there is in any doubt over the identi f ication of a plant, it
should not be included within the fi nal species list for the
transect point.
ii i . A llowing enough slack rope to permi t free-fall to the lake
bed, a macrophyte grapnel (eg double-headed rake) is
lobbed into the water approxi mately 2 m out from the side
of the boat in a di rect ion perpendieular to the transect line.
Having allowed t ime for the grapnel to reach the bottom, it
is then retrieved at a rate slow enough for it to drag over the
lake bed unti l its rope is approximately vertical, before
haul ing it to the surface. Al l species retrieved are recorded.
The fol lowing additi onal data should be col lected for the port
and starboard locations at each transect point.
i.  Sample depth:  Measured using the calibrated Ekman grab
rope or. with more accuracy. with a hand held echo
sounder.
ii.  Substr ate:  The predominant substrate type using the
categories l isted in Chapter 3, pages 105- 106.
iv.  Total plant cover:  A visual estimate of the percentage cover
of live vegetation wi thin the area described in paragraph 2
above, to the nearest 10%. Any cover deemed to be less
than 5% should be recorded as a +.
The fo llowing should be recorded for each transect.
i.  Maximum depth of vascular plant growth:  The maximum
depth at which vascular aquatic macrophyte species wi ll
grow is of ten control led by water transparency. It is usual ly
possible to observe their depth limit from the lake surface if
a suitable underwater viewing device such as a bathyscope is
empl oyed.
ii.  Seer lil disc depth:  A reading should be taken at the deepest
point of the transect or, if at thi s point the disc is vi sible on
the bed of the lake, in deeper water.
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i i i.  b oth of inacrophyte gr owth:  The limit of macrophyte growth
should be recorded. ( ie the distance along the transect f rom
the shore, ±0.5 m).
A sketch of the deep water transect prof i le should be made
incorporat ing information gathered f rom the Ekman grab
samples, grapnel hauls and from vi sual observations made using
the bathyscope.
Photographs should be taken of the main emergent and f loating-
leafed macrophyte beds covered by the survey. The use of a
polarising f i lter to reduce surface refl ection is recommended.
The locati on of the point (±2 m) f rom which each photograph is
taken and the di rection of the shot should be recorded on the
sketch map. Points should be referenced by means of an
obvious and permanent land feature. or by the use of global
posit ioning satell ite instrumentation. Copies of all photographs
should be labelled with site, date and locat ion within site and
sent to the CCU for long-term storage. The photographs should
also be annotated to highl ight any key features.
Method RU N N IN G W AT ERS
Equ ipm ent
• Wading boots.
• Metre rule calibrated in 0.01 m intervals.
• Bathyscope (see A ppendix I, page 80) or camera.
• Plastic bags.
• Waterproof note book or paper w ith entry table prepared.
• Grapnel w ith depth markings on rope.
• Tape measure, stakes, canes or other marking devices to mark
section lengths.
• Optical range fi nder (optional) .
• Boat , large enough for two people and equipment (see Health &
Safety . page 78).
L ife j ackets, dry suit.
Locat ion
The macrophyte survey should cover a 100 in length of the ri ver
immediately upstream of the ECN chemical sample point (see FSP
protocol , page 49). I f this is not practical, the nearest sui table
100 m length upstream of the sample point should be used. The
downstream and upstream l imits should be defined by reference to
suitable landmarks and Gr id References and should be permanently
marked and precisely relocatable (±0.5 m).
The 100 m length should be divided into ten sections of 10 m using
stakes or canes, or any other suitable method, to mark the end
points of each section.
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Sam pling
The technique is based on - Methodology for the Assessment of
Freshwater Riverine Macrophytes for the purposes of the Urban
Waste Water Treatment Di rective- (UWWTD) (Environment Agency
1996) which is itself based on the " Blue Book Method B- (Standing
Committee of Analysts 1987). It is designed to exploit the value of
macrophytes as a water quality monitoring tool and aims to observe,
identi fy and record. over a standard survey river length (usually
100 m), the macrophyte species present in the river channel, and to
provide a semi-quantitative estimate of the overall percentage cover
of plants.
This approach has been adopted for ECN sites so that results can be
directly compared with other surveys using the same technique.
Additionally. in order to provide more detailed data on macrophyte
distribution as an aid in the detection of long-term change, each site
is divided into smaller sections in which measurements of the cover
of each species present are made.
, Sampling should be undertaken annually at the same location in July
or August, ideally when the river has been at a normal low fl ow for
several days and when it is not discoloured. A survey carr ied out
when a river is in fl ood or is highly discoloured is unlikely to provide
, useful information. Timing of weed cuts should also be taken into
account since they frequently occur between June and September.
Once the timing of a survey has been fi xed, subsequent surveys
should be undertaken at the same time each year. being changed
only when necessary to avoid the effects of weed cuts, high fl ows or
discolouration.
All species of fl oating and submerged macrophytes should be
recorded. The survey method covers those ' river macrophytes'
contained within the river channel area. All such macrophytes seen
submerged or partly submerged at low fl ow levels are recorded. At
the sides of the river all macrophytes growing on parts of the
substrata which are likely to be submerged for more than 85% of the
time are also included. As it is best to survey macrophytes when the
river has been in low fl ow for several days this is fairly easy to
interpret consistently. 'Bank species' and macrophytes overhanging
the ri ver channel but not rooted in the channel should not be
recorded.
Percentage cover of all species in the river channel should be
estimated for each species in each 10 m section of the 100 m length.
As an aid to estimati ng percentage cover of individual species it is
useful , before starting the survey, to calculate what a I m' patch
of macrophyte represents for each 10 m section, (eg it may be 0. 1%
or 0.5%).
In the event of a species being detected which cannot be identi fied
by the surveyor, a sample should be taken (providing this is unlikely
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to affect the population of the species), scaled in a labelled polythene
bag and retained for subsequent identi fi cation.
Di fferent techniques are required, depending on whether a site is sufficiently
shallow to be waded in safety.
i A t sites where it is safe for the surveyor to enter the watercourse,
the survey can be carried out by wading. At most sites thi s will
mean that a second person wi l l be required for safety reasons.
Wading should be done in an upstream di rection. Where some
(<20%) of the length cannot be waded then it is acceptable to walk
for a short distance along both banks, using a grapnel to retrieve
submerged macrophytes for identif icati on. The surveyor should
wade in a zig-zag manner across the channel, investi gati ng all
types of habitat present. A ll species present in each 10 m section
are recorded. The operator should cross the channel at least twice
in each 10 m secti on.
ii A t sites where the channel is narrow (<5 m) and it is not possible
to use a boat, if the macrophytes can be seen clearly it is suff icient
to walk along both banks and use a grapnel to retrieve material for
identi fi cati on. At other sites, where fl ow is slow, a small boat
should be used, prov ided that recognised safety guidelines are
fol lowed. Each 10 m section is traversed and species presence
recorded in the same way as for wadeable ri vers. An underwater
TV camera or a bathyscope must be used to observe any
macrophytes which cannot be seen clearly f rom the surface A
grapnel should be used to retrieve submerged plants for
identifi cation.
On each survey occasion the general physical character of the site is
recorded. The fol lowi ng attr ibutes should be recorded in each 10 m
sect ion as an aid in the interpretation of macrophyte data (see Chapter
3, pages 103- 107, for details of the attributes and their categories):
i. Width: This is the average width of the channel across which
macrophytes have been recorded. Usually it will be suffi cient to
measure the w idth of the channel at the mid-point of each ID m
section using tape measures or ropes with 0.5 m divi sions, or an
opti cal range-f inder. If the channel width varies irregularly . then
the average of three measurements made at the centre and two
ends of the section should be used.
ii. Depth: Measure the depth at various points in the section: the
number and exact location of the measurement points should
depend on the variabi lity of depths encountered when surveyi ng
the macrophytes. Record the depth by entering the percentages in
each depth category .
ii i. Substrate: Esti mates should be based on a bi rds-eye view and
should only include surface part icles which are di rectly vi sible or
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hidden under macrophytes. If shapes of underlying larger particles are
distinctly visible under a layer of fi ne particles such as silt or clay then
the larger part icles should be recorded. Record the percentage of the
section in each substrate category.
iv.  Habitats:  Record the percentage of the section in each habitat
category.
v.  Shading:  Record the percentage of the section in each shading
category when the sun is overhead (ie at 12 noon) by summing
estimates made from both banks to the centre of the channel.
vi .  Water clarity:  Estimate the percentage of the section in each
category. This is necessary because a survey length may be clear
in the shallow margins and progress through cloudy to turbid as
the water depth increases.
vi i.  Bed stabil ity:  Record the percentage of the section in eac
category.
A sketch map should be made of the 100 m length showing, in the
broadest terms, the general physical character of the site. The
purpose of the map is to enable future relocation of the survey and
to provide an annotated record of specif ic features related to the site
which may assist in the interpretation of the quanti tative data. It is not
necessary to make a detailed map on each survey occasion. The
map should be drawn so that the direction of f low is f rom the bottom
to the top of the paper.
M ain features to be marked on the sketch map are:
• NGR for both ends of the surveyed 100 m length;
• Grid north;
• width of the channel (as included in the survey) :
• relocation features (eg distances to bridges, trees. boulders);
; • points from which photographs are taken:
I • shading posit ion and type — broken shade (using st ippled shading
pattern) or dense (sol id shading);
I • main macrophyte stands (shown wi th cross-hatched shading) ;
• extent of ri verbanks — ri verbank is defined as the area before an
adj acent land use starts;
adj acent land use (eg arable, pasture, forest, factory, houses/
gardens):
direction of f low.
More extensive habitat mapping for the site may be completed as
part of the River Habitat Survey (RHS) (Environment Agency 1997,
Raven  et at  1997). The RHS is an optional protocol for ECN
freshwater sites; it covers a 500 m stretch and should be chosen to
include the 100 m length used for the macrophyte survey.
Photographs should be taken of the main emergent and f loating-
leafed macrophyte beds covered by the survey. The use of a
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polarising fi lter to reduce surface refl ection is recommended. The location of
the point (±2 m) from which each photograph is taken and the direction of the
shot should be recorded on the sketch map. Points should be referenced by
means of an obvious and permanent land feature, or by the use of global
posit ioning satell ite instrumentation. Copies of all photographs should be
labelled with site, date and location wi thin site and sent to the CCU for long-
term storage. The photographs should also be annotated to highlight any key
features.
Q UA LIT Y A SSURA N CE IN MA CRO PHYT E SURV EYS
Quality assurance is an important part of the recording process,
part icularly where species exhibi t a plast ic morphology and/or where
hybrids f requently form (eg  Poramogeton  species and Charophytes).
It should be achieved by ensuring the fol lowing:
i Col lection and preservati on of voucher specimens and the
exchange of specimens w ith botanical experts, such as those based
at the Natural History Museum and the Biological Records Centre
(BRC) at ITE Monks Wood. Plants are best kept by preserving
between newspaper sheets or blott ing paper, or by preserving in
formalin or alcohol . The latter is preferred, part icularly for fi ne-
leafed smal l species since macrophytes become bri tt le when dried
out. Soak the plants in 5% formalin overnight then transfer them to
wel l labelled air-t ight polythene bags.
ii. Use of trained surveyors.
ii i. Use of aerial photographs of an appropriate scale as a means of
clarify ing the extent of the main macrophyte stands of the ri ver or
lake.
H EALT H A N D SAFET Y
Field workers should fol low their employer' s regulations regarding
health and safety, r isk assessments and COSHH (Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health). General guidance on health and safety
precautions are given in National Rivers Authority (1996): this covers
precaut ions associated with:
i. chemical hazards associated with col lection and laboratory
identif ication:
ii. physical hazards in the ri ver and water channel,
ii i. clothing and equi pment;
iv. working procedures;
v. use of boats.
Authors T. W. Parr, D. T. Monteith & M. Gibson
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A ppendix I
Suppliers
Details of suppliers of hand-held echo sounder, bathyscope, and
Ekman Grab are obtainable from the CCU.
LAK E
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Aim
Rationale
1 EPILIT H IC D IATO MS
1(Standing and running waters)
Diatoms are a diverse group of unicel lular sil iceous algae and are
wel l-established as sensiti ve biological indicators of surface water
quali ty due to the narrow tolerance of individual species to
envi ronmental parameters such as pH and nutri ent availabi l ity
(Round 1993). Diatom epil ithon grow attached to submerged
stones within the photic zones of lakes and streams and are easy
to sample in most f reshwaters in a replicable manner. The
sampling procedure adopted by ECN is simple and fol lows that
used for the Uni ted Kingdom Acid Waters Monitori ng Network
(Patrick  et al.  1995).
For the purposes of ECN, epilithic diatom samples will be sent to
the Environmental Change Research Centre (ECRC) laborator ies
(see Appendix I , page 85). where they wi ll be prepared by
hydrogen perox ide digesti on and mounted on microscope slides
(see Battarbee 1986). The slides will be archi ved in anticipation
of the availabil ity of funding for analysis at some time in the
future. Analysis wi l l invol ve examination by x 1000 microscopy.
with 500 diatom valves from each sample being identi fi ed to
species level. Data wil l be summarised for each sample as a list
of sp ecies present and their percentage abundance.
Method Equipment
T o moni tor changes in t he species com posi t ion of epi l i thic
d iat om com muni t ies in standing and r unning waters.
A toothbrush, small plastic funnel. sample tray. 30 ml screw-top
Steri l in® polystyrene vials, acidifi ed or non-acidifi ed Lugor s
iodine, dist il led or f i ltered water in a wash bott le, penknife.
Locat io n
• Standing waters
Three spat ial ly discrete littoral locations, which are not unduly
inf luenced by inf low streams or localised catchment
disturbance, heavy shade etc. are selected around the shore.
The locations are recorded on a sketch map to assist in f uture
re-locati on and grid references of each sampling location are
recorded, usually to a resolution of 30- 40 m. Sampling is
carried out preferably three times each year, in March—Apri l,
June—July and September—October. Once a sampl ing
schedule has been determi ned, sampling dates should be
adhered to as closely as possible in future years. If only
annual sampling is possible. th is should be carri ed out during
September.
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Ru nning wat er s
A 50 in length of stream is selected to coincide with part of
that used for ECN macrophyte sampl ing. Three sampli ng
locations, which are not unduly infl uenced by inf low streams,
localised catchment disturbance, heavy shade, etc, are
selected along thi s length — the f irst near the upstream end
(Location 1), the second at its centre (Location 2), and the
thi rd near i ts downstream end (Locati on 3). Grid references
of each sampling locat ion are recorded to a resolution of
10 m (or better if possible). Sampling is carr ied out
preferably three times each year. in March—April. June—July
and September—October. Once a sampl ing schedule has
been determined, sampl ing dates should be adhered to as
closely as possible in future years. If only annual sampling is
possible. thi s should be carri ed out during September.
Sam p ling
St and ing wat er s
At each location f i ve permanently submerged cobble-sized
stones, ideally f rom a depth >30 cm. are selected and
epi lithic diatoms removed and preserved. For thi s purpose a
cobble i s defined as a large stone which can be held in one
hand; if this size of stone is unavailable, smaller or larger
stones may be substi tuted and a record made so that a similar
size is used on each subsequent sampling occasion. Stones
covered in bryophytes or macro-algae. (eg  Cladophora).
should be avoided. Epil ithic diatoms, usually discernible as a
brownish slimy cover on the upper surface of submerged
stones, are removed from the stones into a tray by vigorous
brushing w ith a clean toothbrush. A lternatively , the blade of
a penknife may be used to scrape the stones. The stones
should be ri nsed 2- 3 times with a few drops of disti l led or
fi ltered water and re-brushed. The bulk sample for each
sampling locati on (ie from the 5 stones) is homogenised in
the tray. (eg by sti rr ing with the toothbrush), and a
subsample is then decanted to fi l l a plasti c vial and preserved
with 2- 3 drops of Lugol' s iodine (see Appendix I I. page 85).
The remaining solution may be discarded. Each tube is
labelled as descr ibed below .
The toothbrush should be thoroughly cleaned between
sampling di f ferent sites.
Ru nning wat er s
A t each of the three sampling locations f ive cobble-sized
stones are selected and removed from the water, preferably
'f rom stretches of at least moderate fl ow and at a depth below
that of minimum fl ow. For this purpose a cobble is def ined
as a large stone which can be held in one hand: if this size of
stone is unavailable, smaller or larger stones may be
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substi tuted and a record made so that a simi lar size is used
on each subsequent sampling occasion. Stones covered in
bryophytes or macro-algae, (eg  Cladophora),  should be
avoided. Epilithic diatoms, usual ly discernible as a brownish
slimy cover on the upper surface of submerged stones, are
removed f rom the stones into a tray by vigorous brushing
with a clean toothbrush. A lternati vely , the blade of a
penknif e may be used to scrape the stones. The stones
should be rinsed 2- 3 times with a few drops of disti l led or
f i ltered water and re-brushed. The bulk sample for each
sampling locati on (ie f rom the 5 stones) is homogenised in
the tray, (eg by sti rr ing with the toothbrush), and a
subsample is then decanted to fi l l a plastic vial and
preserved with 2- 3 drops of Lugol 's iodine (see Appendix IL
page 85). The remaining solution may be discarded. Each
tube is label led as described below.
The toothbrush should be thoroughly cleaned between
sampling di f ferent sites.
Unavailabilit y of epi lit hic habit at s
At sites where a suitable habitat for epil ithon is unavai lable: such
as lowland nutr ient-r ich lakes with thi ck reed f ringes or streams
with sil ty or clay/mud beds, an epiphyt ic diatom sample is
substi tuted as fol lows.
A t each of the three sampl ing sites, remove three small pieces of
permanently submerged macrophyte materi al using a penkni fe,
place in a plasti c vial with a litt le disti l led or fi ltered water, and
preserve with several drops of Lugol' s iodine. The stems of
reeds and rushes and the undersides of l i l ies and broadleafed
species provide particularl y favourable habitats for epiphyt ic
diatoms but they should be checked to ensure that they have the
brownish, sl imy cover indicati ve of diatom communit ies before
they are selected. The macrophyte species should be
suffi cientl y abundant at the sample locati on to faci litate sampling
of the same species in the future, and a brief description of the
selected macrophyte should be added to the vial label.
Labe lling
Each tube is identi f ied uniquely by:
• the ECN Measurement Code (FDT)
• the ECN Site ID Code (eg Lochnagar L09)
• the internal location code* (eg 50 1 — see below)
• the col lection date (eg 10-M ar-95)
• The internal location code identifi es the part icular sampling
point within the ECN Site, and takes the form: Xnn
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where 'X ' is either S = Stone substrate (epil ithic) or P = Plant
substrate (epiphytic) and ' li n' is a numeric code: 0 1. 02 03, etc. For
running waters. 0 1 is used for upstream location. 02 for centre
locati on and 03 for downstream location of the ECN stream section.
For standing water sites, codes are assigned as seems most
appropr iate.
Where the sample is epiphyt ic, information about the selected
macrophyte should be included.
Samples should be stored in the dark in a cool envi ronment and, if
necessary, sent as soon as possible to a ECRC (see Appendix 1,
page 85) adequately sealed, protected with paddi ng and
accompanied by any appropriate f ield notes. Grid references of
each sampling locati on should also accompany the fi rst batch of
samples.
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A ppendix I
Envi ronmental Change Research Centre
University Col lege London
26 Redford Way
London WC I H OAP
A ppendix I I
Lugol' s iodine is prepared as fol lows (Wetzel & L ikens 1991).
A cidifi ed
Dissolve 20 g potassium iodide and 10 g iodine crystals (caution:
toxic) in 200 ml disti l led water containing 20 ml concentrated glacial
acet ic acid.
Non-acidif ied
Dissolve 20 g potassium iodide and 10 g iodine crystals in 200 ml
disti l led water.
To preserve samples wi th Lugol ' s iodine add 0.3 ml of the solution
to 100 ml of sample and store in the dark. For long-term storage
add 0.7 ml of the solution per 100 ml of sample and buffered
formaldehyde to a minimum of 2.5% f inal concentrati on af ter
1 hour.
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Aim T o moni tor changes in t he abundance of cr ustacean
zoop lankton in stand ing wat er s.
Rat ionale The crustacean zooplankton which dominate the open water of lakes
form an important l ink in the food chain between phytoplankton and
fi sh. Most lakes contain a few species from a smal l number of genera
but marked changes in species composi ti on can occur when there is a
progressive change in the trophic status. The distr ibution and
occurrence of f reshwater zooplankton populations are notoriously
patchy. Di f ferent species tend to concentrate at di f ferent depths and
there are often local accumulations produced by wind-induced water
movements (George 198 1). Detailed populati on studies require very
intensive sampl ing but a single integrated sample col lected from a
central locat ion can produce useful results for more general surveys of
seasonal and inter-annual change.
Met hod Equipm ent
Samples are collected with a net f itted with a non-porous reducing
cone to increase the effi ciency of fi ltration and designed according to
the principles outl ined in Tranter and Smith ( 1968). The area of gauze
used in the net must be large enough to f i lter the water eff iciently and
the porosity of the gauze chosen to minimise the ri sk of clogging.
The type of mesh used for the construction of a net has a marked
effect on the effi ciency and selectivi ty of the net. Nets made from
stainless steel mesh are robust, easy to clean and have more precise
mesh dimensions, but nets made f rom nylon are more readi ly
obtainable from commercial suppl iers; nets wi th a diameter of 25 cm
wi ll normally be used. Nets with a mesh size of 140- 150 pm, which
del iberately exclude rot ifers. are recommended (see Appendix I . page
89). The area and mesh size of nets used at any site must in any case
be standardised and reported to the CCU.
Small glass, polyethylene or polycarbonate containers can be used to
store zooplankton samples. The containers selected should be
reasonably robust and f itted with l ids or closures which minimise the
quant ity of l iquid lost by evaporation during prolonged storage.
Locat ion
Samples should be col lected preferably fortnightly, but not less than
quarterly, at a central locati on near the deepest point in the lake. In
circumstances where a boat is not available for sampl ing it is
permissible to sample zooplankton at the lake outfl ow or f rom a j etty
or dam which projects over deep water.
The grid reference of the sampling site should be recorded as
accurately as possible, usually to within 30- 40 m. together with the
water depth at the ti me of sampling.
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Sampling
Samples are col lected by hauli ng a net, at a steady speed. f rom the
bottom to the surf ace of the standing water. Where water depth
exceeds 100 m the net should be hauled f rom a depth of 100 m to the
surface. Care should be taken.to wash any animals adhering to the
side of the net into the col lecti ng vessel. The net should be washed
in lake water after use and then dried to minimise the r isk of
transferr ing organisms between sites. Samples should be killed in the
f ield by adding a few drops of 40% formaldehyde to the sample in its
storage container. If too much formaldehyde is added in the f ield.
any Cladocera in the sample wi l l shed a high proport ion of their eggs
which may then be lost during subsequent laboratory processing.
1n-house procedures for using formaldehyde are prov ided by the
Envi ronment Agency ( 1997). T hese procedures have been tested to
meet statutory safety standards (COSHH): however, every laboratory
using these procedures. or other procedures author ised by their own
laboratory, must carry out its own safety assessment, tai lored to its
own part icular condit ions and faci l it ies. 100 ml of undiluted formalin
(40% aqueous for maldehyde) should be placed in a 150 ml Nalgene
screw-topped bott le in the laboratory, using a fume cupboard or fume
extractor. A bottle of f ixative should be placed in each sample
container. In the fi eld a few drops of the formalin should be added
to the sample. The cap is then replaced on the bottle containi ng the
unused formalin thi s is itself replaced in the sample container. This
procedure must take place outside, in a wel l-venti lated area and not
inside a vehicle. Adherence to thi s procedure ensures that the
formalin is always double-sealed, prevents large volumes of fi xative
being carr ied in the same container and limits the total vol ume being
carried to that required for sampl ing. Protective gloves must always
be worn when handli ng concentrated formalin.
Samples may be stored either in formaldehyde or in alcohol. If the
samples are to be stored in formaldehyde, enough 40% for maldehyde
should be added on returning to the laboratory to give a fi nal
concentration of 4- 5%. I f the samples are to be preserved in alcohol ,
the animals should be removed by fi lteri ng through a suitable mesh
and then re-suspended in 70% alcohol . When using either
formaldehyde or alcohol, precautions must be taken to minimise skin
contact and avoid exposing operators to vapour. Samples should be
washed w ith water before sort ing and re-suspended in preservative as
soon as they have been examined microscopically .
Count ing procedures
Several types of count ing chamber have been designed for examining
zooplankton in the laboratory . The simplest are machined from a
rectangular block of 'Perspex but the most convenient are those
designed to rotate on the stage of a stereo-zoom microscope. Jones
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( 1979) describes and il lustrates the type of circular 'Perspex' moat
used at the IFE, Windermere, for zooplankton counting. The sample
is dispensed into a machined ' moat ' fi tted with a radial barrier and the
chamber is rotated on its central spindle unti l all the animals have
been counted. I f a sub-sampling procedure is used to prepare
material for counting, its nature must be reported to the CCU. Counts
are reported as number of individuals per litre by species.
Est im at ion of biom ass
An esti mate of zooplankton biomass is a useful additi onal measure.
Acceptable esti mates of the seasonal and inter-annual changes in
biomass can be obtained using simple volumetr ic techniques. George
and White ( 1985) compared a rapid method of esti mat ing the settled
volume of preserved plankton with a more complex displacement
volume method (Tranter 1959). The results demonstrated that reliable
sett led volume esti mates can be obtained for most species of
f reshwater zooplankton, but the glass tubes used for such
measurements should be careful ly matched to the expected volume of
sample. Samples are normally stored in fl at-bottomed glass tubes with
an internal diameter of 1.8 cm and the height of the settled material is
measured with a transparent ruler.
Settled volume is reported as mil l i l itres (ml ).
A rchiving sam ples
Zooplankton samples should be archived by stor ing in 4%
formaldehyde containing a small quanti ty (2- 3%) of glycerol to protect
the samples f rom evaporation. Samples should be checked
periodically for evaporati ve loss.
A uthor D. G. George
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- 1 Appendix I Equipment details
Nets of a sui table quali ty and specif ication are obtainable from
various biological equi pment suppl iers for approxi mately £50.
Details of suppliers can be obtained from the CCU.
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Aim To  l ist and assess the relat ive abundance of macro-
inver teb rate taxa for a def ined par t of each ECN site.
Rat ionale Macro-invertebrates are a very diverse group of organisms with a
wide range of envi ronmental tolerances and preferences and are
general ly abundant in f reshwater habitats. Communit ies are
therefore likely to show both qual itative and quant itative responses
to a ful l spectrum of possible envi ronmental changes. In most
situations macro-invertebrates are also relati vely easy to sample.
qual itatively at least, and keys for the identi f ication of most elements
of the Br it ish fauna are readi ly avai lable.
Such considerat ions have, for many years, led to the extensive use
of macro- invertebrates in biological assessment of water qual ity .
Water quali ty indices based on macro- invertebrates are generally
derived f rom scores allocated to taxa accordi ng to their perceived
tolerance, or intolerance of pollution (eg Woodiwiss 1964). The
necessary level of identi fi cation varies between methods but the
widely used BM WP score (Biological Monitori ng Working Party
198 1) requires only fami ly level data.
RIV PACs (Wright  et al.  1993) allows predict ion of the fauna which
would normal ly be expected to be present in a ri ver site in the
absence of pol lution. This model thus allows a high degree of
obj ectivity to be applied in the interpretati on of biotic scores.
Furthermore RIVPACs methodology may also be applied at any
taxonomic level . f rom species upwards. and can be used to
compute an index of envi ronmental quali ty derived as a ratio of the
observed communi ty to that expected for relat ively pristi ne
condi ti ons.
Methodologies for using macro- invertebrates to moni tor water
quali ty in rivers are thus well established but this is less true for sti l l
waters. Nevertheless certain groups, notably midges, have been
shown to be very useful in systems of lake classifi cation (Saether
1979) and subfossi l remains of midge larvae have also been widely
used in elucidating histor ical changes, both natural and
anthropogenic, in lakes (eg Walker  et aL  199 1).
Abnormali ties in the aPpearance of particular macro- invertebrate
structures often result f rom environmental contamination by toxic
chemicals. M ost notably. high incidences of deformities in midges,
mainly of their head capsules, have been l inked to tox ic pol lution in
both lakes and ri vers (eg Warwick 1980). A rchiving of material in
ECN wi ll allow such factors to be investigated in this and in other
groups at some future time if a need becomes apparent and funds
are avai lable.
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Equipment
M ost sampling wil l be carr ied out using a long-handled pond-net of
the type commonly used in RIV PACs surveys (Wright et al. 1993).
This should either confor m with the most recent specif icati on for
RIVPACs (Environment Agency 1997) or with the standard FBA
pattern with a square aluminium frame of 257 mm side and a mesh
size of 1000 gm (see Appendix I. page 96). A bag-depth of 500 mm.
which avoids 'wash-back' , is recommended but the standard bag with
an average depth of 254 mm is acceptable. Multi f ilament polyester
nets are preferred to monofi lament nets since they are softer and
easier to empty, although they are more easily damaged and
manufactured to less precise tolerances. Damaged nets must be
repaired or replaced before use. Details of the net used at individual
sites must be recorded and sent to the CCU.
Locat ion
The area to be sampled should be representati ve of the section of
ri ver or littoral zone of the lake and should, wherever possible,
coincide with the area used for other ECN measurements, (eg
macrophytes). It should be an area where the maj or habitat types of
the littoral zone of the lake. or reach of a ri ver, can be sampled
wi thin the pre-determi ned sampl ing time (see under Sampl ing,
below). Sampling areas which may be infl uenced by atypical local
infl uences such as bridges, weirs, arti fi cial banks or catt le-drinking
areas should be avoided. The size of the sampling area wi ll depend
on the size and character of the water body and is therefore not
prescr ibed.
The location of the sampling point must be recorded as a NGR to
10 m and marked on the sketch map.
Data on a range of physical characteristics of ri vers will be important
for the interpretation of data col lected on invertebrates, especially in
the context of RIV PACs. Some of these wi ll be gathered as part of the
ECN Aquatic Macrophyte Protocol (see page 66). However,
measurements of the fol lowing physical characteristics should be
made at the same time as the invertebrate sample is taken:
• water width (width of water surface (±0.5m) at right-angles to the
channel);
• water depth (as the average of depths (±0. 1m) measured at points
one-quarter. half and three-quarters of the distance across the
stream channel) .
If the locati on of the invertebrate sampl ing point does not correspond
with the macrophyte sampling location, then a separate measurement
of the substratum characteristics (see Aquati c Macrophyte Protocol ,
page 66 and Chapter 3, pages 103- 106) should also be made.
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Sam pling
Detai led prescr iptions of sampling methodology cannot be provided
because the equipment used and the tactics adopted wi ll vary with
the site characteristi cs.
Sampling tactics should include both kick-sampling of the
streambed or the littoral zone of the lake, hand-searching. and
sweep-sampling of any vegetation.
The standard total sampl ing time for a site w ill be 3 minutes, the
standard time used in RIV PACs. The proporti on of the total time
which is allocated to each habitat type is proportional to the
estimated surface area occupied by that habitat category. In
additi on there should be one minute of hand-searching for species
such as ri ver l impets. The same habitats should be sampled on
successive occasions. Samples f rom di fferent habi tats are not kept
separate.
Dredge sampling may be used as the primary sampling method in
deep ri vers or lake margins where it is impossible to sample
adequately by other means. The Medium Natural ist' s Dredge.
descr ibed by Holme and McIntyre ( 197 1) is recommended for use in
RIV PACs and a similar type should be used for ECN. This
comprises a rectangular metal frame, of aperture size 457 mm x
203 mm (dimensions need not be exact but the same pattern is to
be used on each sampl ing occasion) to which a net bag is attached.
The bag has a mesh of 1000 gm and a depth of 600 mm. It is
protected by an open-ended outer ski rt , which is constructed of
more robust material . A tow-rope is secured by shackles to two
lateral arms, also connected by shackles to the short sides of the
rectangular frame. Detai ls of its construction are given by Ho Ime
and McIntyre ( 197 1).
Five tows of the dredge are recommended. One throw should be
almost paral lel with the bank to col lect marginal species. In ri vers,
the dredge should be thrown downstream, since recovery against
the current reduces l ift during retrieval. Over coarse or compacted
substrata retr ieval should be in a series of short , sharp movements
to cause maximum disturbance. Over f iner Or less compact surfaces
a more rapid, even retr ieval wil l cause the dredge to skim effi ciently
through the upper layers of the substratum. If the retrieval is too
rapid however, the dredge will l ift of f the bottom and few animals
wi ll be caught. Wherever possible dredge sampling should be
supplemented by pond-nett ing of any marginal habi tats not sampled
adequately using the dredge. The several dredge samples are not
kept separate but if both dredge and pond-net sampl ing are used.
samples col lected by the di f ferent methods are kept separate
because of the bulk of the material, mainly detri tus, gathered by the
dredge.
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It is important that for each site the methodology is determi ned at
the outset and is not varied subsequentl y, otherw ise between-year
comparisons wil l be impossible.
For both running and standing waters three samples each year are
preferred, taken during the periods March—May. June—August. and
September—November. since thi s procedure has been shown to give
a reasonably comprehensive species li st. However, if the minimum
, prescripti on for running waters of two samples per year is followed,
' these should be taken during the fi rst, and then dur ing one of the
other two periods, wi th the choice of the second sampling being
! consistent between years. The minimum prescript ion for standing
waters of a single sample per year requires the sample to be taken
during the spring period. (ie in M arch—May).
Sam ple t reat m ent
I f samples are to be sorted l ive they must be kept cool in a
refr igerator or cool box in the fi eld and in a refrigerator in the
laboratory . They must be sorted within 48 hours of col lection.
Ideally. however, samples should be preserved in the fi eld using
10% formali n (4% aqueous formaldehyde), preferably immediately
after col lecti on to prevent carnivores present in the sample f rom
eati ng other specimens. The f ixative hardens the cuticle of insects
and ol igochaetes and reduces the chances of disintegrati on during
handl ing and storage. Fixati ve can be added either in the
concentrated form, from stnall bott les stored in each sample
container, or in a di lute form (10% formalin) from a suitable j erry
can. In-house procedures for using formaldehyde are provided by
the Envi ronment Agency ( 1997). These procedures have been
tested to meet statutory safety standards (COSHH): however, every
laboratory using these procedures, or other procedures authorised
by their own laboratory. must carry out its own safety assessment.
tai lored to its own part icular conditions and faci lities.
If concentrated fi xative is used, put approximately 100 ml of
undi luted for mal in (40% aqueous formaldehyde) in a 150 ml screw-
topped bott le in the laboratory , using a fume cupboard or fume
extractor . Place a bottle of fi xat ive in each sample container. In the
fi eld add suff icient fi xative to the sample to result in a 10% formalin
soluti on, taki ng into account the volume of the water sample.
Replace the cap on the bott le containing the unused formal in and
replace it in the sample container. This procedure must take place
outside, in a wel l-venti lated area and not inside a vehicle.
Adherence to thi s procedure ensures that the for malin is always
double-sealed, prevents large volumes of fi xative being carri ed in
the same container and l imits the total volume being carried to that
required for sampl ing. Protective gloves must always be worn
when handl ing concentrated for malin.
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I f di lute f ixative from a j erry can is used, this is added to the sample
in a wel l-venti lated area and not inside a vehicle.
1 The formalin is distr ibuted through the sample by gentl y tumbl ing the
container, having fi rst made sure that the cap is secure. Some air
must be left in the container to ensure that mixi ng is thorough and
thi s must be done in a wel l-venti lated area or in a fume cupboard in
the laboratory .
Samples must be left in f ixati ve at least overnight to ensure that they
have been thoroughly penetrated by the f ixative. Subsequentl y
samples may be left in formalin unti l they are to be sorted, or the
fi xative can be thoroughly washed out and the samples stored in 70%
alcohol (industrial methylated spi ri t) . Washing must be carried out in
a fume cupboard or using a fume extractor.
Preser vat ion in alcoho l aft er fi xat ion
I f fi xed samples are to be kept for more than a few months before
sort ing, they must be preserved by transferr ing them to alcohol. A
70% aqueous solution of Industrial Methylated Spirit (IMS) and 5%
glycerol is needed for effective preservation. It is necessary to ensure
that the residual alcohol concentration is adequate after allowing for
the penetrati on of organic matter and di lution by displaced water: thi s
is achieved either by changing the alcohol several times or by using
alcohol with an initi al concentrat ion greater than 70%. The additi on
of suffi cient 90% alcohol to provide an overlyi ng volume roughly
tw ice that of the sample wil l usually be adequate.
Sor t ing, ident ifi cat ion and count ing of specim ens
Samples must be wel l-washed wi th water before sorting, using a fume
cupboard or fume extractor for the purpose. A ll animals retained by
a sieve of mesh size 500 gm are to be regarded as part of the sample
and should be identi fi ed using the fol lowing cri teria.
As far as possible all the invertebrates in the samples should be
identif ied to species level : in cases where the necessary level of
experti se is not available, minimum acceptable levels of
identif ication are given in Appendix I I (page 96). The revised
checklist and coding system (Biological Dictionary Determinand
Work ing Group 1989) should be used as the standard for ECN macro-
invertebrates: thi s allows for identi fi cation at mixed taxonomic levels.
A ll specimens should be archived after preservati on in 70% alcohol in
small vials: the addition of formaldehyde is not necessary at thi s
stage. It is recommended that after sorti ng, all samples should be re-
constituted, preserved, well label led and archived.
Absolute numbers, or an estimate of absolute numbers (± 10%)
through sub-sampl ing, should be determined for each taxon
identif ied. This will allow subtle changes in community structure to
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be detected. For the purposes of RIV PACs, an estimate of
abundance at famil y level (with the exception of Nematoda.
Ol igochaeta and Hydracarina which should be reported in these 3
groups) should also be made using a log scale of abundance of 1- 5
as follows:
A ut hor L. C. V. Pinder
1- 9 animals
2 10- 99 animals
3 100- 999 animals
4 1000- 9999 animals
> 10000 animals
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A ppendix I
Supplier
Details of suppli ers of the standard FBA hand net (M odel HN I ) and
other equipment are obtainable from the CCU.
A ppendix II
Taxonomic identi f ication levels required as a minimum for ECN.
Table af ter Doughty ( 1989).
Phyl um Class Sub-class Order Identi fi cation level
Platyhel-
mi nthes Turbel laria Tricladida Species except
Po &w elts nigral
tenuis  and
[i ngest" Ingubr isl
polychroa
Nematoda Phy lum
A nnel ida Ol igochaeta Family
Hi rudinea Species
Mol lusca Species except
Sphaer i idae  (genus)
A rt hropoda Crustacea Matacostraca Species
A rachnida Acarina " Hydracarina"
Insecta Ephemeromera Species
Plecnptera Species
Odo nata Species
Hemi ptera Family
Coleoptera Family except
Elminthidae
(species)
Megaloptera Species
Trichoptera Species except
Cil ossosoma.
Ag ap ents ,
Wormaldia (genus)
and Hydropti l idae
(family)
Di ptera Family except
Tipula, Eloeophil a,
Dicranota,
Hex aunna, Ped icia,
A  therix,  Limnophora
(genus)
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Cha pt er 3 ECN DATA REPORTING
Int roduct ion
Section I of this chapter l ists the measurement variables and
results generated by each ECN Freshwater Protocol . An overview
of procedures for data handling and for mats for transfer of data to
the CCU is given in Section 2. Documentation giving detailed
specifi cations for data transfer for each individual protocol is not
provided here, but may be obtained from the CCU on request.
Each sample or recording occasion and associated measurements
are uniquely ident ifi ed in space and time by :
Site Identi f icati on Code.
(eg RIO)
Core Measurement Code,
(eg FWC)
Location Code,
(eg 01)
• Sampl ing Date (/ti me),
(eg 10-MAR-1999)
(see A ppendix I . page 116, for a
list of codes).
(see Appendix I. page 116. for a
l ist of codes).
Each ECN Site allocates its own
code to replicate sampling
locati ons for each core
measurement (eg FWC 0 1, FWC
02 for di f ferent surface water
col lecti on points).
Date on which sample was
col lected or data were recorded.
This will include a time element
as part of the unique identi fi er
where sampling is more
frequent than daily (eg for core
measurement FWD).
Standard recording for ms for use in the fi eld have been designed
where required for selected protocol s and can be obtained from
the CCU. The use of computerised forms and mapping in the
f ield is encouraged where sites have access to f ield computers.
provided that output can be translated into ECN standard for mat:
the development of these systems w ill be monitored for future
ECN standards in computerised data capture.
A ll recorded data should be accompanied by the name of the
person responsible for sampling/recording and also for sample
identifi cati on where appropriate, as described in the detai led data
transfer documentation available f rom the CCU. Any number of
pre-defined quali ty codes (see Section 2.4, page 113 and
Appendix II , page 117) may be associated with each sample or
recording occasion, and data may also be accompanied by f ree-
format text descriptions of problems which might affect its quali ty .
Information provided during the fi rst year of monitor ing should
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include grid references of the locat ions of point-based surveys, and
maps showi ng the locations of transect- or area-based surveys.
These wi ll be incorporated into the ECN GIS.
The measurement variables listed for each core measurement in
Section I below are those required for an individual instrument or
sampl ing locati on at a single site. Note that the Site ID . Core
Measurement Code. and Location Code explained above are
required to identify every set of data, but are not repeated in the
listi ngs below in order to save space. Superscri pts in the following
tables refer to the Notes section associated with each Core
M easurement.
I . Specifi cat ion of results and recording convent ions
1. 1 Co re m easurem ent : Sur face wat er d ischarge (FW D prot oco l)
The fol lowing variables are recorded automatical ly every 15 min at
r iver sites:
Precision of
Vari able Uni ts recordi ng
Record ing (Sampli ng) date
Recording (Sampl ing) time GMT (24h) 1 min
Stage (average) m 0.001
Discharge (average) tn3 S-I (cumecs) 0.001
1.2 Co re m easurem ent : Freshw ater physical and chem ical m easurem ent s —
manual sam pling (FW C prot oco l)
The fol lowing variables are recorded at a recommended f requency
of weekly for ri vers and fortnightly for lakes.
Recommended
Measurement Determinand Reporti ng limit of
var iable code Uni ts prec ision detect ion" )
Sampl ing Date —
Sampling Time — GMT (24—h)
Water level — m 0.00 1
pH" ) PH pH scale 0.0 1
Suspended Sol idso
Dry weight: SUSS mg I-' 3 sig. f igs. 2 mg I-I
A sh-f ree dry weight SUSSAF mg 11 3 sig. fi gs. 2 mg r ,
Turbidi tyw TURB NTU 0.0 1 —
" Secchi disco) SECCI m 0. 1 —
Temperature ' TEMP °C 0. 1 —
Conduct ivitym CONDY t.t.S cm-' 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pS cm-'
Di ssol ved Oxygen,0 D1SOX mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 mg 14
A mmonium: NH4—N NH4N mg I-I 3 sig. li gs. 0.01 mg 14
continued...
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Recomme nded
Measurement Determi nand Report ing limit of
var iable codew Uni ts prec ision detectiohm
...cont inued
To tal Nitrogen NTOT mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg r '
Nitrate: NO3—N NO3N mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg r '
Ni tri te: N0 1—N NO2N mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg N
Alkal ini ty (CaCO3) ALKY mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.02 mg 14
Chloride G., mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.05 mg r '
" Total organic Carbon CTOT mg r i 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 mg r i
" Part iculate organic
Carbon CPART mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 mg 14
00Biological Oxygen
Demand BOD mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. I mg 14
Total Phosphorus PTOT mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.005 mg 14
Particul ate Phosphorus PPART mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.005 mg 14
Phosphate (soluble
reactive):PO4—P PO4P mg /4 3 sig. fi gs. 0.005 mg I-'
Si licate: SiO1 S10 2 mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg 14
Sulphate: SO4—S SO4S mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.005 mg r '
Sodium-di ssol ved NADIS mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg 14
Sodium- totar s) NATOT mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg r '
Potassium-dissol ved KDIS mg N 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg r '
Potassium-totaP) KTOT mg I-' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg 11
Calcium-d issol ved CADIS mg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg N
Calcium-totalm CATOT mg N 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg N
Magnesium-dissol ved MGD1S mg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg r '
Magnesium-totalo' MGTOT mg I' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.01 mg 14
A luminium-totar ' ALTOT gg 11 3 sig. figs. 10 pg r '
A luminium-labile ) AL1A B 14 14 3 sig. fi gs. 10 pg r '
0°T M-dissol ved SNDIS pg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 1 gg I-'
(" Tin-total" ) SNTOT pg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pg 14
Manganese-d issolved MNDIS pg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 50 gg N
M anganese-totalo ' MNTOT gg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 50 gg r '
I ron-di ssol ved FEDIS Pg I-1 3 sig. fi gs. 50 gg I'
l ron-totalo , FETOT gg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 50 gg N
(RiV anadium-dissolved VDIS pg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 4 pg 14
"W anadium-totalo' VTOT gg V' 3 sig. fi gs. 4 pg r '
"'N ickel-di ssol ved NIDIS gg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pg r '
(t iNi ckel- totar i NITOT pg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pg 14
"'M ercury-di ssolved HGDIS pg I' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 pg 14
‘R)Mercury- totalo) HGTOT gg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 pg 14
(R)Copper-di ssol ved CUDIS pg r ' 3 sig. fi gs. 1 ttg 14
(R)Copper- totalo) CUTOT pg 14 3 sig. fi gs. 1.pg r '
m)Zinc-dissol ved ZND1S gg i-' 3 sig. fi gs. 2 pg r '
IroZinc-totalo, ZNTOT pg 11 3 sig. fi gs. 2 gg r '
ouCadmium-dissol ved CDDIS pg r i 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 gg 14
CRC admium-totalo) CDTOT pg i-' 3 sig. fi gs. 0.1 gg  1-1
Lead-dissol ved PBDIS Pg  I-1 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pg N
Lead-totar ' PBTOT pg i-' 3 sig. fi gs. 1 pg r '
Arsenic-totalm ASTOT gg r i 3 sig. fi gs. 10 pg N
For each determinand:
Laboratory Code" ")
L imit of Detection Code" character code (c )
Anal sis Date
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Not es
The pref ixes (R) and (L ) before the determinand names above
indicate that the analysis is to be performed for r ivers only or lakes
only. respecti vely. Where no prefi x occurs, the determinand appl ies
to both ri vers and lakes.
(0 These codes should be used withi n the analyt ical dataset exact ly
as given in the Table above. Any addit ional determinands to be
included may be allocated codes by agreement with the ECN
Data Manager.
(2) These limits of detection are those recommended by the ECN
Statistical and Technical Advisory Group as necessary for the
detection of envi ronmental change in the l isted determinands.
(3) pH should be measured (or compensated for) at 20°C.
(4' Suspended Sol ids: Dry weight should be determined at 105°C
±5" and ash-f ree dry weight should be determined at 500°C
+20".
'5) Turbidi ty and Secchi disc are alternatives to Suspended Sol ids.
(6) Lake prof iles: Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen should be
recorded at depths considered appropriate to the prof ile of each
part icular lake. Information about recording depths should be
provided and a numeric suffi x to the TEMP and DISOX
determinand codes (eg TEMPI , TEMP.?, etc) used to identify
each depth position.
'7' Conducti vi ty should be measured (or compensated for) at 25°C.
(8) Please note that 'total ' implies analysis of the unfiltered sample.
I f the laboratory rout inely fi lters samples and can only provide
' total dissolved' , then the code xxTOTD, where xx is the symbol
for the metal, should be used. For example: A LTOTD for total
di ssolved A luminium.
(9) Labi le Aluminium should only be measured at sites where there
is a record of the pH ever having been less than 5.5.
00' The Laboratory Code provides the link w ith the laboratory
methods information (see below ) to be suppl ied by f reshwater
organisations for each of their laborator ies. The code should
incorporate the organisati on acronym where possible and should
be agreed the ECN Data Manager.
Where the value of a part icular determinand falls below the limit
of detection (LOD) for the method, the value of the determinand
should be given as the LOD value, and the LOD code set to the
character c . Where the value is at or above the detection l imit
thi s code should be left null .
Labo rat ory m et hods info rm at io n
Details of analytical methods used by each laboratory involved in
ECN should be submitted to the ECN Data Manager. The
information is stored in the ECN meta-database and l inked wi th the
data  via  the Laboratory Code. Determinand Code and Date range.
When any detai ls change, a new record should be submi tted by the
laboratory and wi ll be added to the database. Aspects of the
analysis such as instrument maintenance, calibration, dri f t, and
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traini ng of staff will be under the control of the laboratory. The text
format for submi tting methods informati on is il lustrated below, using
nitrate as an example:
Organisation NERC
Laboratory ITE, Merlewood
Laboratory Code'0 ITE-ME
Substance determined Ni trate
Determinand code NO3N
Basis of the method Chemically Suppressed Ion
Chromatography
Types of sample Stream water (FWC)
Typical concentrations FWC: 0.50
Volume for analysis 10 ml
Calibrati on range 0.01 to 10 mg — slight deviation
from linearity corrected for by using
3rd-order regression.
Method of measurement Peak area using integrati on/data
system.
Results reported 3 sig fi gs as N(mg 1-' )
Detection l imita' 0,0 1 mg 1-,
Within batch std. devn.
(mid range)" ' 2% rsd
Interferences None
Internal QC measure CUSUM quality control chart
Accuracy measure AQUACHECK
Method Dionex 2002i ion chromatograph
wi th 50 ql inj ection loop, auto-
sampler and sample load pump.
Columns —AG4A—SC & AS4A
operated w ith an anion micro-
membrane suppressor and using an
eluent mixture of 0. 15 mM
NaHCO3/2mM Na2CO3at 1.8 ml min-'
Reference Merlewood Lab method 3.7.5
Method used from date 11-NOV- 1992 (the date on which
analysis commenced using this
method)
Method used unti l date (the fi nal date on which thi s analysis
was used — leave blank if current)
Not es
1" The Laboratory Code should incorporate the organisati on acronym
where possible. A code should be agreed with the ECN Data
Manager.
'0 The detection limit is defi ned as 4.65 within-batch standard
deviation of the blank or a solution with a concentration close to
the blank when no signal is detectable f rom the blank
(n = 10).
(0 A within-batch standard deviation in excess of 5% is unlikely to be
acceptable.
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I .3 Core m eas urem ent : Freshw ater physical and chem ical m easurem ent s- aut om at ic
sam pling (FW A prot oco l)
T he f o l low ing var iables are rec or ded auto mat ic al ly every hour :
Precision of
Variable Uni ts recordi ng
Record ing (Sampling) date
Recordi ng (Sampling) time GMT (24h) I min
pH (average) pH uni ts 0. 1
Temperature (average) 0. 1
Conducti vity (average) 1.L.S cm-, 0. 1
Turbidi ty (average) NTU
1.4 Core m easurem ent : Phyt oplankt on (FPP prot oco l)
The fol lowing variables are recorded f rom samples taken at a
recommended f requency of weekly for ri vers (chlorophyl l only) and
fortnight ly for lakes (chlorophyll and species concentrati ons):
Preci sion of
Var iable Uni ts recordi ng
Sampl ing date
Sampling time
Phytoplankton chlorophyl l analysis:
Chlorophyl l  a gg
A nalysis date
GMT (24h) 1 min
Species concentration (Lakes only) f or each species present:
Species code 8-dig it code " (eg 13080100)
Species name genus spectes (eg  Astertonel la f onnosa)
Species type 2-character code 2)
Concent ration indivs ml-' 1
or mm ml- ' if fi lamentous I
Notes
111  ECN uses the Whit ton a  al.  ( 1998) coded list of freshwater
algae. A machine-readable version of thi s list is available f rom
the NERC Land-Ocean Interacti on Study (LOIS) Web site: http://
www.nwl .ac.uk/ - loissys/algal_coded_l ist.htm, or  via  the CCU.
(2) Phy toplank to n species are categori sed as:
CE - Cellular
CO - Colonial
Fl - Filamentous
This code determines which units of measurement are used for
reporting concentration.
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3 sig. f igs.
1.5 Core m easur em ent : A quat ic m acrophyt es (FMA pro t oco l)
The fol lowing variables are recorded at a recommended f requency
of annually for ri vers and once every two years for lakes:
1.5. 1 Lakes
According to the protocol , the survey should be repeated at a
number of sampling locations (centred on 'sampli ng points' ) around
the lake. Each of these locations should be allocated a di f ferent
FMA Location Code (eg FMA 01, FMA 02, FMW 03, etc) as described
in the introduct ion to thi s chapter.
i . Shor eline Sur vey
Precision of
Variable Units recordi ng
Sampl ing date
Width  (W)  of survey area
Sampl ing depth (at di stance
W from the shore)
Lake level
For each 10 in shorel ine section:
Section ID 2-character code SI to SI O
Survey method I -character code:
W = Wading
B = Boat
E = Estimated from shore
Substrate categoriesa % in each category
Shading categoriesm % in each category
and then f or each species present:
-Species code 6-digit code01
Species name genus species
T ransect Sur vey
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0. 1
0.1
0.1
Sampling date
Compass bear ing degrees
Max. depth of vegetat ion
growth m 0. 1
Seechi disc depth (at
deepest poi nt of transect ) 0. 1
L imi t of macrophyte
growth (di stance from
shore) 0. 1
(eg 38290 1)
(eg  I r is pseudacorus)
Precision of
Variable Units recordi ng
conti nued....
Precision of
V ari able Units record ing
. ..cont inued
For each transact point:
Transect Point ID 2-character code (T I to Tn)
and then f or both Port and Starboard:
Transect side (Port or
Starboard) 1-character code P or S
Sample Depth
Substrate (domi nant
category) 2-character code° ,
Total plant cover I 0
and then f or each sampl ing method (Ekman grab, ci rcular Plot, and
Rake grapnel):
Method code I -character code: E. P or R
1.5.2 Rivers
Sampli ng date
and then f or each species present:
Species code 6-dig it codew
Species name genus species
(eg 364701)
(eg  Menyanthes tr if ol iata)
Precision of
Variable Uni ts record ing
For each 10 m ri ver section:
Section ID 2-character code S I -S 10
Survey method -character code:
W = Wading
B = Boat
E = Esti mated from bank
A verage width of channel m 0. 1
Depth categor ies" ) % in each category
Substrate categories° , % in each category
Habi tat cawgoriesw % in each category
Shadi ng categories° , % in each category
Water clarity categori es° , % in each category
Bed stabi l ity categori es° , % in each category
and then f or each ,cpecies present:
Speci es code 6-digi t codem (eg 36270 1)
Species name genus species (eg  Fi l ipendula ulmar ia )
Cover estimate
Record ing for ms
Standard recording forms for macrophyte surveys are avai lable from
the CCU.
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Notes
(1) Depth categories are as follows:
I <0.25 m
2 0.25 m- 0.5 m
3 >0.5 rn—I rn
4 > I rn
(2' Substrate categories are as fol lows:
B BEDROCK exposure of underlying rock not
covered by alluvial deposits
BC BOULDERS/COBBLES >64 mm; half- fi st or larger
PG PEBBLES/GRA VEL > 2- 64 mm; hal f-fi st to coffee granule
size
S SAND >0.0625- 2 mm: smal ler than coffee
granules and unlike sil t/clay, abrasive
to hands
SC SILT/CLA Y <0.0625 mm — have a soft texture.
P PEAT dead vegetati on undergoing bacterial
decay in stagnant deoxygenated
water. Strict ly pure peat. not fi ne
peaty deposits over more substanti al
substrate.
(:” Habitat categories are as fol lows:
P POOL A discrete area of slow fl owing
water, usually relati vely deeper than
surrounding water, between faster
fl ow ing stretches, as in a sequence of
ri f fl e-pool- ri f fl e. Pools are deep and
of ten turbulent, scoured during spate
fl ows.
RI RIFFLE Fast fl owing, shallow water whose
surface is disti nctly disturbed.
RU RUN Fast or moderate fl owing, of ten
deeper water whose surface is rarely
broken or disturbed except for
occasional swi rl s and eddies.
S SLACK Deep, slow fl owing water. uniform in
character.
(4) Shading categories are as follows:
N NONE No shadi ng
B BROKEN Some direct sunlight hits the water
surface in the shade-affected area
when sun is direct ly overhead.
D DENSE 5% or less of the shade affected area
receives direct sunl ight when the sun
is di rect ly overhead.
° ' Water Clarity categories are as fol lows:
CR CLEAR Channel substrate is clearly visible at
all depths. as are macrophyte
species .
CY CLOUDY Sl ightly discoloured with a moderate
suspended sol ids load and part ially
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(7)
reduced light penetration. A ll clumps
of macrophyte species can be located
on the substrate of the ri ver channel
but the view of them is partially
distorted. A small piece/si ngle shoot
of a macrophyte species may be
missed.
Strongly discoloured, carry a heavy
suspended sol ids load and greatl y
restr ict l ight penetrati on. The channel
bed is obscured and submerged
macrophyte species are
indist inguishable from substrate and
water. This will lead to a reduct ion in
accuracy and effi ciency of the method.
are as fol lows:
(eg bedrock/ compacted clay).
increased fl ow has litt le effect.
(eg boulders/pebbles/gravel), unl ikely
to be signifi cantl y af fected by
increased fl ows.
(eg gravel/sand/si lt/mud), l ikely to be
dislodged by increased fl ows.
(eg deep sil t/mud), maki ng channel
unwadeable. Bank st ick penetrates
easily into substrate.
ECN current ly uses the list of macrophyte species and coding
system given in Holmes  et at  ( 1978), wi th the addition of
some large algal species from Whitton  et at  ( 1998) as
fol lows:
Batrachospermum spp
Cladophora spp
Enteromorpha spp
I fi ldenbrandia r i vular is
Lemanea
Vaucheria spp
Chara aspera
Chara hank ('
Chan t hrauni i
Chara canescens
Chan t conni vens
Chary contrar ia
Chara curia
Chara denudate
Chara f ragilif era
Chem glohular is
Chara hispida
Chea t intermedia
Chant muscosa
Chara pedunculata
T TURBID
Bed Stabili ty categories
SF SOLID/
FIRML Y BEDDED
ST STABLE
U UNSTABLE
SS SOFT/SINKING
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Chara rudis
Chara tomentosa
Chara vi rgata
Chara vidgar is
Lamprothamnium papulosum
Nitella capillari s
Ni tella conf ervacea
Nitella f 7exili s
Nitella gracilis
Ni tella hyal ina
Ni tel la mucronata
Ni tel la spanioclema
Ni tella tenuissima
Ni tella translucens
Nitellopsis obtusa
Tolypella glomerata
Tolypella intr icata
Tolypell a nidif ica
Tolypella prol f era
A machine-readable version of the coded macrophyte l ist can be
obtained from the CCU.
1.6 Core measurement:  Epi lit hic diat om s (FD T prot oco l)
Samples should be taken at a recommended frequency of 3 times a
year for both ri vers and lakes.
At the present time, diatom samples are archived at the ECRC,
University College London, for future analysis. and no data
specifi cations apply. ECN acquires informati on on sites, locations
and sampl ing dates for diatom sampling directly f rom the ECRC.
Please refer to the FDT protocol (page 81) for informati on on
label ling of samples.
1.7 Core m easurem ent : Crustacean zooplankt on (FZ P prot oco l)
The fol lowing variables are recorded f rom samples taken at a
recommended f requency of for tnight ly . at lake sites only:
Precision of
Var iable Units recording
Sampl ing date
Sampling ti me GMT (24h) I min
Net mesh size
Net bag depth mm
Net mouth area mm1
Sett led volume ml
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cont inued .. .
Precision of
Variable Units recording
For each species present:
Species code
Species name
8-digit code" ,
genus species
Concentration indivs 1-1
Not es
1'1 ECN uses the 'revised Maitland coding system (Furse  et al .  1989)
used by RI VPACs. A list of crustacean zooplankton, which forms
a sub-set of the RIVPACs list, has been provided by the Institute
of Freshwater Ecology; a copy of thi s species list and associated
RIV PACs codes can be obtained from the CCU. A copy of the
complete R1VPACs coding system may be obtained through the
CCU.
I .8 Core measurement : Freshwater macro- invert ebrates (FIN prot ocol)
The fol lowing variables are recorded f rom samples taken at a recommended f requency of
three ti mes per year for both r ivers and lakes:
Variable
Sampl ing date
Sampl ing start time
Sampl ing durat ion
Sampl ing method
Net mesh size
Net bag depth
Net mouth area
Water width
Water depth (average)
For each species present
Species code
Species name
Numbers of individuals
For each f anti lf ) present
Family code
Family name
Abundance class
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Units
GMT (24hr)
mins
1 character code:
P=Pond net
0 =Dredge
ni
m
mm2
tn
8-digit codew
I-digit code&4'
(eg 31130201)
(eg  Eudi aptonms
graci li s)
Precision of
recording
1 min
1 min
1
0. 1
0. 1
8-digit codet" (eg 04320704)
genus species (eg  Mesosunna tetragon:on)
count'2'
Not es:
ECN uses the 'revised Mait land' coding system (Fursc  et al .  1989)
used by RIVPACs. A copy may be obtained through the CCU.
(2)
(3)
(4)
2. 1 Dat a t ransfe r m edia
This may be an estimate (± I0%) by sub-sampling for large
numbers of individuals.
Abundance class should be determined at family level, except
for Nematoda. Ol igochaeta and Hydracarina for which
abundance class should be recorded in these 3 groups.
The species abundance coding system is as follows:
1 1 to 9 animals •
2 10 to 99 animals
3 100 to 999 animals
4 1000 to 9999 animals
5 > 10000 animals
2. Guidelines and formats for t ransfer of freshwater
data to the CCU
This secti on describes.the general procedures used in transferr ing
machine-readable data to the CCU for validation and input to the
central database. Detailed documentati on describi ng the specif ic
transfer for mats for each core measurement is not prov ided here.
but can be obtained from the CCU.
ECN has adopted the tcrm 'core measurement ' to mean an aspect
of the envi ronment on which a set of measurements wi l l be made
— for example: Macro-invertebrates, Zooplankton, etc. Each ECN
Site has been assigned a 'Site Identi fi cation Code', and each ECN
Core M easurement (or sub-category of a core measurement) a
'Core Measurement Code which will be referenced in the
database and in datasets transferred to the CCU. These codes are
listed in Appendix I. page 116.
Data are sent over the Internet by electronic mail (e-mai l), but
may also be sent by diskette if no network connection is
available.
2. 1. 1 Transfer by elect ronic mail
Data should be sent by e-mail to: ECN@ITE.AC.UK.
Data may be e-mai led as a set of dataset messages, or as a single
message with dataset attachments. Each dataset should contain
data for only one ECN core measurement, should begin with
header informati on (see section 2.2.1, page 1 I I ) and terminate
with END on a separate line. The Subj ect f ield of the message
should describe uniquely the contents of the e-mail, including in
particular the Site Code(s) or organisati on/region name and the
Core Measurement Code(s) to which the datasets relate, and the
date range. For example: " ECN data: EA-North West FWC Mar-
May 1999- .
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2.2 Dat a fi le fo rm at
The fi rst e-mail message of a set, or the message carry ing attached datasets,
should provide the fol lowing information:
• a l ist of data messages to follow, or dataset attachments;
• the Site Codes and Core Measurement Codes in the accompanying
datasets;
the name and address (eg as an e-mail 'signature' ) of the person
sendi ng the data;
any additional text informati on necessary to qual ify each dataset
(see section 2.4, page 113).
2. 1.2 Disk transfer
Disks should be sent to: ECN Data Manager, Merlewood Research
Stati on, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria, LA I I 6.IU. UK.
IBM -f ormat 3.5 inch diskettes should be used, label led with:
• Site Codes and Core Measurement Codes;
• name and organisation of the person sending the disk;
• date sent.
Each datafile should contain data for only one ECN Core Measurement,
and begin wi th header informati on, as descr ibed in section 2.2. 1
below . Data f ile names should refl ect the data they contain.
The disk should also include a fi le called inform.txt, which contains
the name and address of the person sending the disk, the name of
each datafi le and its respective Core Measurement Code and dates,
fol lowed by any text necessary to quali fy the data in that datafi le (see
section 2.4, page 113).
Each data record is uniquely identi f ied in space and time within the
ECN database, using the Site Code, Core Measurement Code, Location
Code and Sampl ing Date(/t irne) as descr ibed in the introduction to thi s
chapter. The Core Measurement and Location Codes together identify a
particular sampling location within an ECN Site, (eg FWC 0 1, FWC 02
for di f ferent surface water sampling points. or FMA 0 1, FMA 02 for
di f ferent macrophyte sampl ing locations). The logidal structure of
datasets is different for each ECN core measurement, and this affects
the format for data transfer . For most transfer datasets, each individual
data record wi l l include a date(h ime) reference — the Sampling Date(/
time) — as one of its key f ields. A spatial reference to site, core
measurement and location code must also be provided; this may either
be part of the header information or one of the fi elds in the data
record, depending on whether the dataset refers to a single location
(eg hourly data f rom one automati c monitor ing station), or more than
one (eg di fferent stream water sampli ng points). Addi tional codes are
used in the data to identi fy replicate instrumentation, plots, samples
etc at a single location. These format and structure detai ls are provided
in the respective data transfer documentation for each core
measurement.
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The wide variety of software systems in use by ECN organisations
has made it di ff icult to standardise on speci fi c software for data
transfer. The most straightforward solution has been to standardise
on ASCI I text f i les in comma-separated format, which most software
products are able to support. Data entry forms with automati c
validation checks are being developed for use by those organisations
w ithout their own databases and associated data entry sof tware.
2.2.1 Data fi le header
Each data fi le should normally begin with 4 l ines of header
informati on, as fol lows:
M easurement Code
Site Name(s)
Site ID Code(s)
Locat ion Code(s) contained
in dataset
* as specif ied in the detai led transfer documents for individual core
measurement.
2.2.2 Dat a record format
2.2.3 Zero values
2.2.4 Dataset continuit y
(eg FIN)
(eg Lough Neagh, Lough Erne)
(eg L 16.L 17)
(eg 0 E02,03) & any additional
information required in the
dataset*
The data transfer document for each core measurement gi ves detai ls
of the required standard format for data records: these are available
from the CCU. A general principle is that data should be in 'f ree-
format ' , wi th Comma-separated fi elds in the order speci fied in the
transfer document. Quali ty codes descr ibing any problems relating to
a given sampling date may be attached to each data record. Section
2.4 (page 113) descr ibes the procedures for supply ing quali ty codes
and text in more detai l.
Data values of zero are equally as important as non-zero values, and
should be transmitted to the ECN database in the same way. It is also
important that the disti nction between zero values and missing data
(see section 2.3) is understood. For example, i f there is no water in a
precipitation col lector at a given sampling date, the volume must be
recorded as zero, not as missing.
A dataset sent to the CCU for a given core measurement and
Location should conti nue logical ly from the f inal record of the last
dataset sent, so that there are no gaps or overlaps. For example, if
the fi nal record of an automatic moni tori ng stati on dataset is 11.00
on the Ist February. then the fi rst record of the next dataset sent
should be 12.00 on 1st February. If for some reason there are breaks
in the data, these should be explained in the information fi le or
e-mai l message (see section 2.4. page 113).
2.3 Missing data and non-standard sampling dates
2.3. 1  M issing data fields
Data values should be recorded as 'missing' where a reading or
sample could not be taken, (eg if an instrument has broken down).
M issing data values should be recorded as 'null ' fi elds by simply
including the separating comma in the data record where otherwise
the data value would be. It is most important that these separat ing
commas appear in the correct place in the data record, otherwise it
will not be clear which data fi eld refers to which variable.
Information about the reasons for missing data should be given
either through the quali ty codes attached to the data records or, if
no code is suitable, in the e-mai l message or inform.txt fi le.
accompanied by dates or date ranges (see section 2.4).
2.3.2 M issing data  records
It is important that ECN samples or recordings are made on the
standard sampl ing-due dates and according to the sampl ing periods
speci f ied in the protocol s. However, there may be occasions where
sampling or recording is not possible. and all data fi elds are
missing. As a general rule, data records for al l dates on which
samp l ing/recording is due, even i f missing, should be included in
the dataset. w ith nul l data fi elds, and appropriate quali ty codes and/
or text suppl ied (see section 2.4). Excepti ons to this rule, where
records may be omitted, are as fol lows:
if there are runs of more than 3 successive missing sampling:
due dates, for example through instrumentation fai lure.
However, informati on on why dates are missing should be
included in the email message or inform.txt f i le (see section
2.4) :
if another date is substituted for the sampling-due date, for
example. i f a surveyor is prevented from making a recording
because of bad weather but successful ly attempts to make a
recording the fol low ing day. In thi s case, include only the data
record for the substi tute date, omit t ing that for the sampling-
due date. However, the quali ty code 222 " non-standard
sampling date" should be attached to the substi tute data record,
and reasons given in the inform.txt fi le (see section 2.4);
laboratory analysis results. Only those data records for which a
f ield sample has been prov ided should be included.
(Information about missing samples w ill be provided through
associated f ield sampl ing datasets.)
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2.4 Data qualit y
2.4.1 Supplying informat ion about qualit y
It is important that ECN data are accompanied by information about
quali ty . Standard operati ng procedures and target quali ty cr iteria are
speci fi ed in the measurement protocols and specif ications are stored
in the meta-database. Wherever a value has been recorded using a
dif ferent procedure or speci f ication, or where other factors beyond
di rect control affect recording or sampl ing, infor mation about these
should accompany the data.
Where appropriate, pre-def ined 'quali ty codes which describe
common sampling problems can be included on the end of data
records. (ie they apply to a given sampl ing date at a single
locati on). A list of quali ty codes has been drawn up (see Appendix
II. page 117) which uses a 3-fi gure numeric sequence: codes are
addeci to . the list if problems continue to recur. Examples are l isted
below .
126 River/lake frozen — no sample.
227 Sample taken f rom lake outfl ow.
101 No sample/recording taken — equipment out of act ion/
unable to vi sit equipment.
772 Non-standard sampling date.
999 Free-text infor mation is associated with this data record.
000 No problems with sampling/recording — no quali ty codes or
text apply .
I f a problem occurs with a part icular measurement for which there
is no existi ng code, then free text comments should be recorded on
the fi eld form and reported in the e-mai l message or inform.txt fi le
when transferr ing data to the CCU; quali ty code 999 should also be
attached to the data record to indicate that text informat ion has
been suppl ied. New codes are allocated in consul tation wi th the
CCU if the reported condition recurs regularl y, and a new l ist
issued. Those quali ty codes part icularly appropriate to a given core
measurement are l isted in its accompanying data transfer document.
Any number of codes can be appended to a single data record.
Quali ty code 000 should be used where quali ty issues have been
considered, but no quali ty informati on applies (either as codes or
text). This provides posit ive dif ferentiat ion from the situation where
information about quali ty has not been considered at all (which is
assumed if no code at all appears at the end of a data record).
Where data f ields relate to ti me-periods (for example temperature
averaged over an hour f rom 5 min readings), the length of the t ime-
period is clearly important . Where the time period is not expl ici t in
the data record, but is assumed to be standard, for example, as is
often the case for automatic instrumentation, it is particularly
important that appropriate information is suppl ied about any non-
1 I 3
2.4.2 Data checking and validation
2.5 Frequency of data t ransfer to CCU
2.6 Data receipt and data backup
standard time periods due to omissions, instrumentation break-
down or in-operation between sampling dates/times.
It i s most important that indi vidual sites perform basic but
fundamental checks on the dataset before it is sent in to the CCU.
Examples are:
• data reported in the speci f ied format;
• data fi elds in the speci fi ed order:
• missing fi elds correctly indicated;
• correct quali ty codes used where necessary.
Val idation for categorical codes and numeric data ranges wi l l be
made as data are entered into the ECN database. However, values
which fall outside the ranges will only be discarded if there is a
clear explanation, such as instrumentation error, and corrections
made where possible. I f the reason is unclear, then the values wil l
be stored, but quali fi ed in the meta-database. For these reasons,
recorders are asked not to alter data unless there is a clear
explanation for error. Any alterations made on this basis (apart f rom
typing and formatti ng errors), or any suspicions about the validity of
the data, should be given in the e-mail message or information fi le.
How often data are transferred to the CCU at ITE Merlewood, and
the ti me-lag between data capture and data transfer , wil l depend to
some extent on the core measurement protocol . It is necessary to
str ike a balance between keeping the database as up-to-date as
possible, validating data as quickly as possible, and maintaining a
real istic level of workload for all those involved. In addi tion, the
CCU has a responsibi lity to produce summary statistics and carry
out analyses to meet agreed schedules. It is suggested that
freshwater data should be sent 6-monthly in March (for the previous
June—December period) and in September (for the previous
January—June period). Infor mati on about f requency and time-l ag for
data transfer will be included in the respective data transfer
documents.
Data sent to the CCU are acknowledged when received, and a
val idat ion report sent when the data are safely transferred into the
ECN database. Disks wi ll be returned to sites in batches. Suitable
arrangements have been made for backing up the ECN database
itself . However, it wil l be important to ensure that data are secure
during the ti me between col lection and entry into the database. For
thi s reason, sites should ensure that they keep copies of the data, at
least unti l the safe storage of the data in the database is
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acknowledged . Sites are asked to keep hard copy recording forms
for as long as is pract icable, as an ultimate refere nce for any
information which may have been missed when coding and
entering data.
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A PPEN D IX I ECN freshwater Site ID Codes and
Core Measurement Codes
SIT E ID ENT IFICAT IO N CO DES — Freshwat er Sit es ( 1999)
Rivers Lakes
ROI Eden (Cumbria)
R02 Esk (North Yorkshire)
R03 Coquet (Northumberl and)
R04 Exe (Devon)
R05 Wye (Gwent)
R06 Lathkil l (Derbyshire)
R07 Cringle (L incolnshire)
ROR Frome (Dorset)
RO9 Bradgate Brook (Leicestershire)
RIO Bure (Norfolk)
1.R11 Old Lodge (West Sussex)
RI2 Stinchar (Strathcly de)
RI3 Lower Clyde (Strathclyde)
RI4 Al It alMharcaidh (Highlands)
RI 5 Spey (Grampian)
RI 6 Tweed ( Borders)
RI7 Eden (Fi fe)
RIR Cree (Dumfr ies & Galloway)
RI 9 Faughan (Co. Londonderry)
R20 Garvary (Co. Fermanagh)
R2I Bush (Co. Antrim)
R22 Trout Beck (Cumbria)
R23 Col n (Gloucestershire)
R24 Lambourn (Berkshi re)
R25 Eden (Kent)
R26 Ewe (Highlands)
FRESHW AT ER CO RE MEA SUREMENT CO DES:
FWD
FWC
FWA
FPP
FMA
FM '
FZP
FIN
Surface Water Discharge
Physical and Chemical Variables — manual measurements
Physical and Chemical Variables — automatic measurements
Phytoplankton
Aquatic Macrophytes
Epilithic Diatoms
Crustacean Zooplankton
Macro-invertebrates
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)1 Upton Broad (Nor folk)
)2 Hick l ing Broad (Nor folk )
Wroxham Broad (Nor folk)
14 Windermere (Cumbr ia)
5 Esthwaite (Cumbri a)
)6 Loch Leven (Tayside)
.07 Scoat Tarn (Cumbria)
11) 8 L lyn Llagi (Snowdonia)
Lochnagar (Grampian)
10 Loch Lomond (Strathclyde)
12 Loch Katrine (Central Scotland)
13 Loch Davan (Grampian)
14 Loch Ki nord (Grampian)
15 Loch Dee (Dumfr ies & Gal loway)
16 Lough Neagh (Co. Down)
17 Lough Erne (Co. Fermanagh)
A PPEN DIX II ECN freshwater measurements:
Q uality Codes for survey
(Current at 7th June 1999)
100 No information avai lable — data lost
101 No sample/reading taken — equipment out of acti on/unable to
visit equi pment
102 Sample lost or inadvertently di scarded
103 Part ial loss of sample
104 Sample f rozen when col lected
106 Snow duri ng sampling peri od
108 Insects in sample
109 Leaves in sample
110 Soi l in sample
I I I Unidenti fi ed debris in sample
113 Sample discoloured
114 Bonfi re in 'Yicinity during sampling period
115 Heather burning in vi cinity duri ng sampling period
116 Forest fi re in vicinity during sampling period
117 Straw burning in vicinity during sampling period
118 Crop spraying in vicinity during sampling period
119 Construction work in vi cini ty during sampli ng period
120 L iming in vi cinity during sampling period
121 Change of land use in vicinity
126 River/lake f rozen —no sample
127 River/lake dry — no sample
130 Plot/ transect section not surveyed
131 Trampling duri ng, sampling period
132 F lotAransect section not acth irately i'elocated
133 Evidence of disease in plotAransect section
134 Signi fi cant disturbance in plot/transect section
137 Flooding of survey area
138 Mowing of survey area
139 M uck/slurry/ slag appli cati on
140 Appl icati on of chemicals (details should be suppl ied)
14 1 Grazing by sheep
142 Grazing by cattle
143 Grazing/browsing by deer
144 Grazing — other
145 Woodland Management — Coppicing
146 Woodland M anagement — T hinning
147 Woodland Management — Clear Fell ing
148 Woodland Management — Brashing
149 Wind-throw
163 Trampling by catt le during sampling period
168 Trampling by sheep during sampl ing period
169 High ri ver fl ow fol lowi ng snowmelt
200 Adverse weather condit ions affected sampl ing/recording
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201 Bi ting insects affected sampling/recording
202 Fai ling l ight affected sampl ing/recording
203 No fi ow observed in ri ver — standing water only
204 M aterial inadequately preserved
205 Supplementary samples taken
206 Unidenti fi ed material archived
207 River/ lake stage iced up
208 Water sampl ing site cleared of weed/algae
Non-standard sampling date
223 Non-standard sampl ing time
224 Data edi ted — HYDROLOG code 2
225 Data suspect — HYDROLOG code 3
226 Data unvalidated — HYDROLOG code 4
227 Sample taken at lake outfl ow
218 Sample taken f rom j etty/dam
501 Laboratory — No sample
502 Laboratory — Sample lost or inadvertently discarded
503 Laboratory — Partial loss of sample
504 Laboratory — Sample discarded because of contamination
505 Laboratory — Insuf f icient sample for measurement
506 Laboratory — Measurement not made because of equipment
failure
507 Laboratory — Sample pre-fi ltered
508 Laboratory — Signif icant deposit of black material on f ilter
509 Laboratory — Signifi cant deposit of brown material on fi lter
510 Laboratory — Signifi cant deposit of green material on f ilter
511 Laboratory — No separate acidifi ed sub-sample for A l and Fe
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A PPEN D IX III Key to abbreviat ions for measurement
units
Abbrev iation Units
metre
cm cent i metre
mm mill imetre
p m micrometre
li tre
ml
gram
mg mil l igram
Pg microgram
hour
mi n mi nute
seco nd
yr year
GMT Greenwich Mean Time
OC degrees Celsius
NT U Nephelometric Turbi dity Uni ts
indivs indi viduals
mM mil li mole
mm2 square mi l l imetre
m' cubi c metre
m2 s-[ cubic metres per second ( 'cumecs' )
pS cm4 micro-Siemens per centimetre
mg mil li gram per li tre
gg microgram per li tre
mm ml- ' mi ll imetres per mi l li l itre
indivs individuals per li tre
indi vs ml-' individuals per mi l li l itre
ml min- ' mil l i l itres per minute
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Chapter 4 THE ECN DATABASE: FRESHWATER
MEASUREME NT S
Int roduct ion
The ECN database is an integrated system for stor ing data and
meta-data from all ECN's core measurements from its network of
f reshwater and terrestr ial sites. Much of the f reshwater network
data were already rout inely col lected and stored in di f ferent
databases and in dif ferent structures across the seven
organisations which part ici pate in Freshwater ECN. These data
are brought tokether. along w ith 'new ' data captured specif ically
for the ECN programme, into standardised structures within the
ECN database, to support the cross-disciplinary analyses
necessary for the detection of envi ronmental change.
Databases form the core infor mati on resource for long-term
monitor ing programmes li ke ECN. and should aim to provide a
complete representation of all information gathered over their
duration. This is becoming even more important as rapid
developments in new technology for remote access mean that
the use and interpretation of informati on rely less on personal
contact with data providers. A meta-informati on system is an
essential part of any such database: it is not suff icient simply to
provide the data values themselves, but necessary to include
their descript ion, derivation, measurement parameters, and
quali ty cri teri a. Long-term environmental research databases
must be reliable and stable, secure over a long t ime-span.
accessible but with access control s, and fl exible enough to allow
for spatio-temporal analyses of a range of variables.
Users of data on environmental change range from scientists to
the general publ ic. The ECN database is seen primari ly as a
long-term information resource for scientif i c research into the
processes of envi ronmental change. However, it also has an
important role in providing UK Government departments and
agencies with more immediate information about long-term
trends and envi ronmental extremes and early warning of
changes which may infl uence policy or require immediate
action.
The CCU is responsible for data handl ing and for the
management and development of the database. Figure 4 gives
an overview of the ECN data management system; its main
components arc:
• data input:  data capture at  ECN sites.  transfer by e-mail  and
validation:
• database, meta-database and GIS:
• remote data access systems.
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I . Data handling and database design
1.1 Data capt ure
Data Capture, Transfer
and Validation
Data from
ECN Sites
1.2 Data t ransfer
ECN data capture for freshwater measurements requires mainly
manual methods, recording on to standard fi eld for ms.
Automatic methods are used to record 15 min ri ver stage and
discharge, and hourly pli . temperature, conducti vi ty and
turbidity measurements. Wherever possible and appropriate,
existi ng data capture techniques and common codi ng schemes
have been adopted to maintain ECN' s comparabi l ity wi th other
sectoral networks. Developments in robust computers for data
entry in the f ield are being monitored for future use when
resources allow.
n nail transfer
Quali ty Assurance
Data Vali dation
ORA CL E RDBMS
 Database Access
Meta-Database
Desa iptions, Parameters,
Quality criteria,
Reference lists,
Bibliographic Information
Database
Integrated database for all
ECN Core Measurements
Aro-Oracle link
Are/ Info GIS
Spatial data handling and
analysis
Figure 4.  A n overv iew of the ECN data management system
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Internet
aCCeSS
Data Query
Data
Retrieval &
Reporting
Oracle/SOL
World Wde Web
Other d ientn erver
[MOM systems
The catchments of ECN freshwater sites cover not only semi-natural
envi ronments but also intensively managed agricultural systems.
Background data about changing land uses, management practices,
chemical appl ications over the catchments and point-source
di scharges are acqui red where available as an important adj unct to
the ECN measurements. Aerial photography and remotely sensed
imagery (satel lite or air) are important sources of information about
changing spati al patterns over time across ECN sites and their
catchments; opportunities for using existi ng and speciall y
commissioned remotely sensecl imagery are exploi ted wherever
possib le.
Site Managers are responsible for sending data to the CCU in
machine-readable form using prescribed formats. Chapter 3 (pages
97- 119) explains how sites. measurements and sampl ing events are
1.3 Dat a processing
1.4  Dat abase syst em and design
identi fi ed, and speci fi es the sampling results, their units and
precisions for each core measurement. Datasets should be sent in
every 6 months in M arch and September  via  e-mail as the preferred
medium for transfer. wi th IBM format diskettes as an alternative
where sites have no Internet connection. The ECN dataset format is
comma-separated data values transferred as ASCII f i les — a format
which the vast maj ority of software can handle and which is easily
transferred by e-mail . Standard data entry forms with bui lt-in
validation procedures are being developed for manual ly recorded
data where in-house data entry systems are not already in use. In
addi tion to the measurement values, the specif ications for most
datasets include pre-defi ned 'quali ty codes' (l isted in Chapter 3,
Appendix I II , page 119) which descr ibe factors affecting
measurement on a particular sampling occasion, or affect ing a
particular instrument or sample. In addition, si tes may send f ree-text
informati on where existi ng qual ity codes are insuffi cient or
inappropriate. The generic ECN format and method for transfer,
including how to handle missing data and associated quali ty
information, is provided in Chapter 3, Section 2 (page 109).
Datasets are stored by the CCU in the form received and are logged
by site, core measurement code and date, prior to processing. Receipt
of e-mail datasets is acknowledged immediately; disk datasets
general ly await database input/validation, unless there is more than
about two weeks' delay between receipt and further processing. Data
loading, transformation and val idati on programs have been written
for each dataset type. The time taken to process datasets is strongly
affected by the type and number of errors they contain, and may vary
between ten minutes and two days. Where possible, queries and
problems are solved through communicating over e-mail, although if
errors are numerous or particularly di f fi cult to decipher, then a
request is made for a repeat dataset to be sent. Sites are strongly
encouraged to check their data thoroughly before despatch; form-
based data entry with integral validation undoubtedly helps to
minimise typing and formatt ing errors. Once processed and instal led
w ithin the database, sites are sent an acknowledgement form and
validation report which conf irms input and reports any problems.
Data validati on methods are discussed separately under Section 2,
Quality Assurance (page 125).
A central database with remote network access was considered the
most appropriate model for ECN to ensure a fully integrated system
with the required data qual ity and maintenance standards, whilst
meeting the requirement for di rect and rapid access to the data. The
database uses relat ional database management software in the form of
Oracle, with links to A rc/I nfo for spati al data handling; this runs on a
Unix-based local-area-network with high-speed links to the Internet
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for remote access and incoming data. The system provides an
integrated storage and retrieval faci lity for all ECN data and associated
meta-i nformation. ECN' s current strategy is to maintain a centrally
managed core database with good remote access prov ision, and to
establ ish l inks to other sitc-based and sectoral network databases using
a di str ibuted approach.
The design of any database must focus not only on the data and their
interrelationships but on the purpose and requirements of the act ivi ty
it is to support . Broadly. ECN anticipates three main types of data use:
scienti fi c research, requiring access to high-resolution data, and the
abil ity and f reedom to defi ne complex queries and analytical
functi ons i n space and time:
information browsing and retrieval, requiring guided access to ECN
information and summary data for display, extraction and
incorporation into reports:
access to interpreted infor mati on based on simple models showi ng
the main trends and features of the data.
Where, as in the case of ECN. the sty les of data are diverse and the
range of potential uses dif fi cul t to defi ne, the database system needs to
be integrated, but as versati le as possible to allow new structures to be
generated, new datasets to be incorporated when required and
ultimately give users free but guided access to data. Ideally. ECN
requires a ful ly integrated database, GIS and stati stical analysis and
modeling system, which can support l inks with programming
languages for external applications. New software developments which
have begun to break down the boundaries between these
funct ionali ties cont inue to be reviewed and incorporated where
appropr iate and when resources allow. However, the use of reliable,
wel l-k nown, and wel l supported database software is of paramount
importance for long-term security.
The core database stores raw data at the resoluti ons speci f ied in the
ECN Protocols. An associated summary database consists of monthly
and/or annual summaries of these data, using summary statisti cs
appropr iate to each measurement, as advised through ECN expert
committees. The database is logically divided into data and meta-data
tables. Data for each sampling locati on for a gi ven core measurement
wi thin an ECN site are regarded as a logical ldataser which is allocated
a unique ident if ier. A central meta-data table stores informati on about
each dataset. Associated meta-data tables hold l inked informati on on
units of measurement, quali ty cri teria, quali ty codes and text relating to
sampl ing occasions, and reference tables for coded f ields, (eg species
codes). The spati al and temporal dimensions of variables are important
and affect the database structure: some measurements relate to an
instance in time, (eg surface water samples), whilst others are
cumulative values col lected over a ti me period, (eg rainfal l). Spatial
data may relate to points, l ines or areas, and in each case the locati on
and spatial form need to be defi ned within the GIS.
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2. Quality assurance in ECN
2. 1 Int roduct io n and t er m ino logy
Database securi ty is an important consideration, to avoid
corrupt ion or loss of data through system faults and to protect
against unauthori sed access. Incremental back-ups of the
database are made daily, a full back-up is made weekly, and
monthly back-ups are kept for one year, of f -site. Storage media
are renewed regularly. Additi onal fai l-safe devices, which
maintain the status of the system and level of service for users in
the event of disk crashes, are being considered. Access control s
and security monitor ing software are in operation to prevent
unauthorised use.
Quali ty assurance is an essential part of any long-term
programme, especially when compari sons in space and time and
the ability to disti nguish signal f rom noise, or real effects from
measurement art ifacts are crucial to its success. Data of poor or
unknown quali ty are unreliable. It is important to set quali ty
standards at the outset of a data-gathering exercise, but it is
equal ly important to monitor how far those standards are met,
and to ensure that thi s information accompanies the data for
future use.
A number of dif ferent terminologies are commonly used to
express di fferent aspects of quali ty. For ECN purposes, the
follow ing terms seem the most appropriate, and are related to
those used in the Bi itish and International Standards (Bri tish
Standards Institution 1987, 1995) for describing 'product' qual ity.
Quality assurance:
Quali ty obj ecti ves:
Quali ty control :
Quality assessment (or
quali ty verif ication): procedures for assessment of the degree
to which quali ty obj ectives have been met
— ideal ly providing  evidence  that they
have been met — after data capture. This
should be a system of moni tori ng, which
feeds back into the quali ty control
process to maintain quali ty targets.
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a term embracing all planned and
systematic act ivi ties concerned with the
attainment of quali ty
the speci f ication of target values for
quali ty cr iteria
the practical means of ensuring that
quali ty obj ectives are met, as set out in
the speci f ication
2.2 Qualit y cont ro l and assessm ent
2.3 Dat a val idat ion
The ECN Protocols are standard operati ng procedures (SOPs)
designed to ensure consistency in measurement methods across
sites and over t ime. They incorporate target speci fi cations for
qual ity cri teria such as accuracy and recording resolution, where
appropriate. Specifi cations for other quali ty cri teria such as
completeness, l ineage and logical consistency of datasets (FGDC
1994; CEN 1996) are implici t wi thin the protocols and in the
formats for data transfer (available f rom the CCU). Quality control
procedures go hand-i n-hand with SOPs and have been included in
the Protocols, (eg correct handl ing of equipment and samples,
maintenance schedules and calibrati on speci f ications, and
unambiguous instructions for measurement and data handl ing).
Quality assessment should be regarded as a monitor ing exercise to
keep measurements 'on course' by feeding information back to
the data capture stage. Where the measured feature can be kept,
(eg archived invertebrate samples), or re-vi sited, (eg vegetation
plots), the accuracy of identi fi cati on may be assessed at a later
date through sub-sampl ing by an independent 'expert' . Currentl y,
ECN either uses experts to identify all invertebrate specimens
centrally, or sends sub-samples to them for veri f icati on.
The qual ity of more ephemeral measurements such as
meteorology or water quali ty can only be similarly assessed by
running duplicate or paral lel systems. Dupl icate systems are
expensive, and in practice assessment normally involves regular
checks for instrument dri f t and recorder error. As part of i ts
terrestr ial site network, ECN runs manual daily weather stations
(weekly at the less accessible sites) concurrently with automatic
stations to provide some parallel records, and has regular
maintenance schedules for equipment which help to maintain
standards across the network and over time. Automatic water
quali ty loggers will be subj ected to the same kind of qual ity
assessment.
Data validation can be regarded as part of quali ty assessment and
involves screening data for 'unacceptable values' which may have
occurred at any stage during data capture and handling. Present
ECN data validation software for incoming data performs numeric
range checks, categorical checks, formatting and logical integrity
checks. (eg on dates, number of samples, and l inks between
datasets). Appropriate range settings for ECN variables have been
selected fol lowing discussion with specialists in each fi eld.
ECN adopts a cauti ous approach to discarding data on the
principle that apparent errors may be valid outl iers. Data values
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2.4 Labo rat ory pr act ice
identi fi ed by validation sof tware as 'unacceptable' are treated in one
of three ways:
where values are clearly meaningless due to a known cause, (eg
an instrumentati on faul t, and cannot be back-corrected), the data
are discarded and database fi elds set to null (no data);
where values are clearly in error, or out of range due to known
calibration errors, and can be back-corrected, data are stored
separately unti l the correction can be made;
where there is no straightforward explanation for out liers, the
data are stored in the database, accompanied by meta-data
' fi ags' and associated text.
Sites are strongly encouraged to check their data before sending
them to the CCU, but not to alter them unless a reason for error is
clear, and in any case to inform the CCU of their actions.
The data validation checks described above are important ' f irst-pass'
procedures, but they are relati vely coarse and may fai l to identi fy
erroneous data within the valid range. An extreme example is a
faulty instrument which generates values within the given range, but
which records only two distinct values. M ore subtle problems may
only be revealed through multi variate or time-series checks, based
on known processes or expected patterns in the data. Procedures
for implementing these as a 'second-pass' validation stage are
currentl y being developed.
ECN sites send water samples to their own associated laborator ies
for analysis. The cost of standardising methods of analysis across all
ECN laborator ies is prohibi ti ve, and organisations need to maintain
their own conti nuity in methods for existi ng, long-term runs of data.
Each laboratory practises its own internal quali ty control , and most
participate in national quali ty assurance schemes. In addi tion. ECN
is considering conducting inter- laboratory tr ials using standard
solutions, along similar lines to the system used within the terrestr ial
network whereby a standard sol uti on sample accompanies each
batch of water samples f rom the fi eld. Detai ls of the existi ng
methods used in each laboratory are incorporated into the ECN
meta-database, and linked di rectly to each analyti cal record.
2.5 Handling qualit y info rm at io n in t he m et a-dat abase
Target specif ications for quality cri teria are stored as meta-
information alongside instrument and sampling details, and units of
measurement. Any deviati ons from these specif ications or f rom the
sampling methods gi ven in the ECN Protocols are recorded with
ti me-stamps. Details of laboratory methods and associated detect ion
l imits are stored simi larly. Missing data and outl iers which have
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3. Database access
3. 1 Met hods of access
been revealed by the val idation exercise but which cannot be
corrected (see section 2.3 above) are quali fi ed, using pre-defi ned
quali ty codes ( listed in Appendix 11 of Chapter 3. page 117) or free-
text descriptions. This information may be associated either with a
particular sampling occasion, or with an individual measurement
variable on a sampl ing occasion. Site managers also use these codes
or f ree text to describe factors affecting sampl ing outside their
control , instrument damage or site management effects. Results of
quali ty assessment exerci ses, (eg laboratory trials or vegetati on re-
survey), are also incorporated. A ll meta-information may be linked
di rectly with the data to which it relates.
In the past, large centralised databases have had a reputati on for
being relatively inaccessible and di ffi cult to use. ECN's need to
maintain close interaction between monitor ing and scientifi c
research means that database access is fundamental to the success
of the programme. A lthough the ECN system has been centralised
for reasons of integrati on and quali ty assurance, rapid developments
in networking software over the past decade mean that thi s model
no longer has the historical ly poor access implications, and the
physical locati on of the database is less important. The chal lenge is
to provide access modes to sui t di f ferent sty les of use and which
can provide suffi cient guidance and information about the system to
enable it to be used w ith litt le or no initial learning process for the
user.
General -purpose database query and retr ieval methods are provided
primari ly for scientif ic users already fami liar with SQL and with the
ECN database structures. Users may access the database  via  'Telnet'
and use SQL directly , or use a PC client front-end which constructs
the SQL from a Windows-sty le interface. However, this mode of
access is unsui table for users who require easy, guided access to the
data w ithout having to undergo prior traini ng.
With the second type of user in mind, ECN has developed a
' tailored' interface to the ECN summary database using the World-
Wide-Web (WWW). The addi tion of database l inks to standard Web
information pages can generate a powerful informati on interf ace,
enabl ing text , images and data to be presented together and
allowing the user to progress from browsing information to guided
data retrieval in a single system. ECN' s Web pages (http://
www.nniw.ac.uk/ecnD incorporate a hyperl ink to a database query ,
display and retrieval system. This enables authori sed users to bui ld
their own database query by selecting any combination of ECN
sites, core measurement variables and date ranges for instant
generati on of tables and graphs. Data may also be downloaded  via
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e-mail in 'column' format, for input to local software. Meta-data on
the number of sampling events f rom which the summary data were
derived may also be viewed, and are automat ical ly downloaded
wi th the data. The system (see Brock lebank  a al . 1996) was revised
in 1998, and fur ther details can be obtained from the CCU.
ECN also provides access to 'real-time' data via the Web from an
automati c weather station (A WS) at the Moor House/Upper
Teesdale site in the north Pennines. Data are transmi tted hourly via
a modem l ink to the CCU and automatically displayed as graphs
and tabulations. Direct links from AWS at other ECN sites are
planned, as wel l as f rom other automatic monitor ing
instrumentati on, (eg water quali ty loggers). Once these links are
considered suff iciently rel iable, they wil l be used to download data
automati cal ly into the database through the data validation and
input sof tware.
ECN data are owned j ointly by their originati ng sponsoring
organisation and the NERC: the ECN sponsors have agreed a system
of user licensing and authorisation for access to high-resolution
( ' raw' ) and summary data. Summary data are f reely available via the
Web interface. Applicati on forms for access to the raw data are
available vi a the ECN Web pages (ht tp:// www .nmw.ac.uk/ecn/
request.htm) and are automatically e-mailed to the CCU on
submission. They are then sent to the sponsoring organisati ons for
consideration and, if access is permitted, users are asked to sign a
licence agreement which defines the terms under which ECN data
may be used.
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Chapter 5 ORGANISATIONS SPONSORING
ECN FRESHWATER SITES
Depar tment of Agriculture for Nor thern Ireland (DA N I)
The Department of Agriculture for Northern Ire land (DAM ) advises
the Secretary of State for Northern Ire land (in the Secreta ry of State ' s
capacity as one of the four UK Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Ministe rs) on UK pol icies with part icu lar re ference to the implications
for No rthern Ireland.
The respo nsib ilitie s of the Department of Agriculture are :
the development of the agricu ltura l, forestry and fishing industr ies
in Northern Ire land ;
as lead Department for rura l deve lopment in Nor thern Ire land :
the provision of an advisory service for farmers, agricultural
research and educatio n;
provision of a veterinary serv ice and administ ration of animal
health and welfare policies — agent of the Ministry of Agricu lture.
Fisheries and Food in the administration in Northern Ireland of
schemes affecting the whole of the UK;
involve ment with the application to Northern Ireland of the
agricultural policy of the EU.
Depart ment of t he Environment,Transport and the Regions (DET R)
The Department of the Environment . Transport and the Regions is a
UK Go vernment Departme nt respons ible for a wide range of polic ies
and activities :
housing — including pr ivate ownership and rent ing , the Hous ing
Co rporation, ho using associations and loc al authoritie s;
construction and prope rty & build ings — includ ing industry
sponso rship, build ing regulations and the Build ing Resea rch
Establishment (BRE);
rege neration - inc luding inner c ities, new towns and the Euro pean
Regiona l Deve lopment Fund ;
countryside and wildlife — including the qua lity of life in rura l
areas and the protection and conse rva tion of the cou ntryside and
its wildlife ;
environmenta l pro tection — includ ing the water enviro nment , the
water industry, energy eff iciency. environmental technology and
the Brit ish Waterw ays Board (a nationalised industry) :
local go vernment — inc lud ing its struc ture and fi nance ;
planning — including land use planning guidance and the Pla nning
Inspectorate (P INS).
DETR cont ributes to the ECN freshwater monitoring programme
through its spo nsorship of the UK Ac id Waters Monitoring
Programme; it is also a major sponsor of the da tabase and sta tistical
act ivities of ECN.
l 3 l
Depart ment of the Environment for Northern Ire land (DO EN I)
Environment Agency ( EA )
Environment and Heri tage Service (ENS) is a Next Steps agency
within the Department of the Envi ronment for Northern I reland, and
has responsibi l ity for implementing government pol icy on
envi ronment and heritage matters in Northern Ireland. The
corporate aim is to " protect and conserve the natural and bui lt
envi ronment and to promote its appreciat ion for the benefi t of
present and f uture generations" .
The agency is commit ted to:
• controll ing pollution of air, water and land;
• identify ing and managing nature conservation sites:
• managing country parks, countryside centres and historic
monument s;
protecting and recording histor ic monuments and buildings;
promoting awareness and appreciation of the environment and
heritage:
pursuing continuous improvement in the delivery of our
services;
ensuring effective use of avai lable resources.
T he U K A cid W aters Monitoring Programme (UKAW MN)
The UKA WMN. funded by DETR and DOENI (see above), is
designed to monitor the ecological impact of acid deposition in
areas of the UK believed to be sensiti ve to acidif icati on. With more
than nine years of regularly monitored environmental data, subj ect
to rigorous qual ity control procedures, the UKA WMN database
represents a unique ti me series for upland freshwaters in the UK.
The network consists of I I lakes and I 1 streams which are
monitored chemically and biologically. The UKA WM N is co-
ordinated by ENSIS. part of the ECRC at University Col lege London.
Data arc collected, analysed and col lated by several laborator ies
throughout the UK . A ll data are stored in a database managed by
the Insti tute of Hydrology and ENSIS.
The Environment Agency is a non-departmental publ ic body
established by the Envi ronment Act 1995. It is sponsored by DETR
(see above) wi th policy l inks to the Welsh Of fi ce and the Ministry
of Agriculture. Fisheries and Food.
The EA' s vision is for "A better environment in England and Wales
for present and future generations."
The functions of the EA cover fl ood defence, water resources,
pol luti on control , f isheries, navigation, recreati on and conservation.
Its principal aim is defined in the Environment Act is as fol lows:
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" Discharging its functions the Agency is required so to protect or
enhance the envi ronment, taken as a whole, as to make the
contr ibut ion that Ministers consider appropr iate towards achieving
sustainable development" . Within thi s principal aim the EA is
working to:
• achieve signi fi cant and conti nuous improvement in the quali ty
of air, land and water, actively encouraging the conservation
of natural resources, fl ora and fauna:
maximise the benefi ts of integrated polluti on control and
integrated r iver basin management;
provide effective defence and timely warning systems for
people and property against fl ooding f rom ri vers and the sea;
achieve signi f icant reductions in waste through minimisation,
re-use and recycl ing and to improve standards of disposal;
manage water resources to achieve the proper balance
between the needs of the envi ronment and those of abstractors
and other water users;
• secure, with others, the rernediation of contaminated land:
• improve and develop salmon and freshwater f isheries;
• conserve and enhance inland and coastal waters and their use
for recreation;
maintain and improve non-marine navigation;
develop a better informed publ ic through open debate, the
provision of soundly based infor mat ion and rigorous research;
set priori ti es and propose sol utions that do not impose
excessive costs on society.
Nat ural Environm ent Research Council (N ERC)
The Natural Envi ronment Research Counci l (NERC) is one of the
seven UK Research Councils which fund and manage research in
the UK. NERC is the leading body in the UK for research, survey,
monitoring and training in the environmental sciences. NERC
supports research and training in universities and in its own
Centres. Surveys and Uni ts.
The mission of the NERC is to:
• promote and support . by any means, high quali ty basic,
strategic and applied research, survey, long-term
envi ronmental monitor ing and related postgraduate training in
terrestr ial, marine and freshwater biology and earth.
atmospheric, hydrological, oceanographic and polar sciences
and earth observation;
advance knowledge and technology, and to provide services
and trained scientists and engineers which meet the needs of
users and benefi ciaries (including the agricultural ,
construct ion, fi shing, forestry, hydrocarbons, minerals, process,
remote sensing, water and other industr ies), thereby
contr ibuting to the economic competi t iveness of the UK, the
effectiveness of public services and pol icy and the quali ty of
life;
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In add ition to sponsoring ECN Freshwater Sites, NERC spo nsors
ECN Terrestrial Sites and co-ordinates and manages ECN on behalf
of the sponso ring orga nisations.
Scott ish Environment Protect ion Agency (SEPA)
to pro vide advice on, d isseminate knowledge and promote
pu blic understanding of the fields aforesa id.
SEPA is the body responsib le for the pro tection of the environment
in Scot land, inc lud ing the islands of Shetland, Orkney and the
Western Isles.
SEPA' s task is to protect the land, the air and the water. It does so
in pa rtnership with othe rs and in a way which enables Scot land to
susta in a strong and diverse economy.
The Agency works towards susta inable d' eve lopment th rough seven
obj ectives:
• an integra te d appro ac h to env iron me nt protec tion and
enhanceme nt, taking into conside ration the impact of all
ac tivities and natura l reso urces;
de livery of env ironmental goals w ithout imposing
dispropor tionate costs on industry or society as a whole;
clear and effective procedures for serving its custome rs.
inc luding the development of sing le po ints of contact with the
Ag ency ;
high professiona l standa rds, us ing the best poss ible in formation
and analy tica l methods;
organisatio n of its ow n activities to refl ect good environmental
and manageme nt pr actice, and provision of value for money for
those who pay its charges. as well as for taxpayers as a who le:
provisio n of clear and readily accessible advice and informat ion
on its work ;
de velopment of a close and respons ive re latio nship with the
pu blic, inc lud ing local authori ties, other representatives of loca l
communit ies and regu lated organisa tions .
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